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1

~ AFGHANISTAN Comprehensive Mint / Used Selection Dozens of different singles and sets, mint
and used and identified by Scott number in glassine envelopes or on cards, from early "Tiger's Head"
to 1980s including many elusive yet inexpensive sets, souvenir sheets and back-of-book issues from
1890s to 1940s. Also includes a group of over 50 covers / postal cards, mainly 1980s covers showing
various frankings. An unusual lot ideal for continuation, Fine to Very Fine
Est. 400.00+

2



ALBANIA #C22-C28, 1929 5q-3fr Airplane and Eagle Overprinted Airmail Issue Fresh complete
mint set of seven stamps. An elusive airmail set in premium quality, VF OG; high value 3fr with 2008
Sismondo cert.
818.00

3



ANDORRA, FRENCH ADMINISTRATION #1-22, 1931 1c-20fr Definitive Issue, Overprinted
"ANDORRA" A lovely fresh complete mint set of twenty-two stamps, some unusually well centered;
1c to 1.50fr have full original gum, never hinged; others from 2fr to the 20fr are hinged to lightly
hinged. A premium set, Fine to Very Fine
1,404.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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~ ANGOLA Impressive Mint / Used 1870-1938 Collection Displayed on Scott album pages,
remarkably well represented from the Crown Issue up to late 1930s including back-of-book issues,
seldom seen perforation varieties, overprints and surcharges. Includes better such 1870-1877 20r bistre
perf 13½ used, 50r green perf 13½ (clipped at LL), used, 1902 400r on 20r rose mint perf 13½, 1902
400r on 200r unused (small faults) perf 13½, 1914 115r on 80r, 115r on 100r and 115r on 150r unused
or mint OG; also 1914-1926 and 1932-1946 Ceres mint sets to high value 20e. Some flaws to be
excepted on this difficult and seldom offered country; but mainly Fine to Very Fine with many elusive
stamps to be found. Scott 2011 US$4,978.
Est. 1,250.00+

6



ANGOLA #165, 223, 225a, 1914/1921 King Carlos Set of three (Not Regularly Issued) Includes
115r orange brown on pink and 1921 130r brown on straw (without surcharge), both with local
REPUBLICA overprint in red and 1921 00.5c on 75r red violet with local REPUBLICA in green.
First two are ungummed as issued, latter with full original gum, lightly hinged. Very scarce, VF
(Afinsa N1-N3 € 800)
650.00

ASCENSION #42a, 42d + variety, 1949 1½p Pier at Georgetown, Perf 14 Black and vermilion and
black and rose carmine, both showing the elusive "Davit" flaw, VF NH or LH (SG 40ca, 40da £380)
Est. 250.00

May 28th, 2011
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ASCENSION Complete 1953-2009 Mint NH Collection Carefully displayed in black mounts on
clean quadrilled pages with write-up, COMPLETE to end of 2009 including all definitives and
commemorative issues, souvenir sheets, miniature panes, sheetlets and booklet panes. Also includes
1987 20p Royal Wedding double overprint (SG 449a). All selected mint NH, a very nice collection,
VF NH (Scott 2011 US$2,557)
Est. 750.00+

8



ASCENSION Comprehensive Mint 1922-1981 Collection Displayed on stockpages, starting with
both 1922 Overprinted and 1924-1933 Badge of Colony mint sets, followed by 1934 KGV Pictorial
set; 1938-1953 KGVI mint set, plus various perforation varieties (several NH; counted as hinged
only), also used set, commemoratives and definitives virtually all present from 1935 to 1981, includes
souvenir sheets; appears all NH from 1960. Nice quality throughout, F-VF or better (Scott 2011
US$2,302)
Est. 600.00+
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NEW SOUTH WALES #17d, 1852 3p Dull Yellow Green "Laureated" on Medium Greyish
Blue Wove Paper, No Watermark, Imperforate A most handsome mint example of this difficult
issue showing full to complete margins with portion of adjacent stamp at left, light horizontal crease in
bottom value tablet and tiny discoloration spot in vignette background, both negligible for this rare
early classic, gorgeous impression, fresh colour and full original gum, possibly never hinged; pencil
signed A. Diena, VF; 2009 Sismondo cert. (SG 67 £1,700)
2,500.00

10



QUEENSLAND #144a, 1910 £1 Deep Blue Green "Chalon", Sideways Watermark Crown over
Single-Lined A, Perf 12½-13 A scarce mint example with characteristic centering, minor plate reentry in circular frame of the lower right number "1" and frameline below it, gorgeous fresh colour
and full original gum, Fine+; 2009 Sismondo cert. (SH 312c £475)
750.00

11



TASMANIA #59, 1871 5sh Bright Violet Queen Victoria, Watermark "TAS", Perf 11½ Mint
example of this elusive high value, rough perfs as normally seen, large part original gum, Fine+ (SG
149b £200)
400.00

12



WESTERN AUSTRALIA #88, 1902 £1 Brown Orange, Watermark V over Crown, Perf 12½x12
Lovely fresh mint single with rich colour on fresh paper, with full original gum, lightly hinged, F-VF
LH; 2009 Sismondo cert. (SG 128 £350)
550.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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#J21, 1903 10sh Emerald Postage Due, Watermark Crown over NSW, Perf 11 An unusually well
centered mint example of this very scarce stamp, lovely fresh colour and full original gum, lightly
hinged; Champion and Thier handstamp guarantee on reverse. A choice stamp, VF LH; 2009
Sismondo cert. (SG D43 £1,800)
3,500.00

14



#J29-J33, 1907 ½p-6p Emerald Postage Dues, Watermark Large Crown and Double-Lined A A
nice selected mint set of five with bright fresh colours and full original gum, lightly hinged; the ½p
and 1p have inverted watermark; 2p shows watermark marginal "S" letter (see Brusden-White
specialized catalogue) which is only occasionally found. A scarce set in above average condition, FVF LH (SG D53-D57)
1,488.00
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#J48a, 1921 10sh Pale Yellow Green & Scarlet, Watermark Large Crown & Double-Lined A,
Perf 14 A very scarce mint example with brilliant fresh colours and possessing full original gum,
lightly hinged. A key postage due stamp, missing from many advanced collections, Fine LH; 2009
Sismondo cert. (SG D86 £1,200)
2,250.00

16



#J49a, 1921 £1 Pale Yellow Green & Scarlet Postage Due, Watermark Large Crown & DoubleLines A, Perf 14 Mint example of this distinctive printing possessing large part original gum, small
portion of gum redistributed to cover gum loss from a hinge. A very scarce stamp, F-VF OG; 2009
Sismondo cert. (SG D87 £800)
1,400.00

17



#J57-J63, 1931-1936 ½p-1sh Yellow Green & Rose Postage Due, Watermark Crown and C of A
Multiple, Perf 11 Lovely fresh complete mint set; key value 6p is well centered, all with full original
gum, F-VF LH (SG D105-D111 £475)
721.75

May 28th, 2011
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~ AUSTRALIA Substantial Mint / Used 1914-1975 Collection Thick stockbook filled with several
hundred, organized by issue starting with several dozen mint / used KGV issues with wide range of
shades / printings / postmarks; noted 1928 Melbourne mint sheet; a nice run of commemoratives from
1927 to 1975 and specialized group of 1937-1956 definitives with numerous plate imprint multiples,
pairs, gutter margin multiples, plate varieties, coils, shades, cancels, some SPECIMEN including
1949-1950 Arms 5sh-£2 mint set plus SPECIMEN set of three, etc. From 1950 on much is never
hinged; also some postage dues and officials. Nice quality throughout and well worth a closer look.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 750.00+

X19

X20

X21
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AUSTRIA #110-127, 1908-1913 1h-10k Emperor Franz Josef Issue Fresh complete mint set, most
are lightly hinged, VF
290.00

20



AUSTRIA #354-373, 520-556, 1934-1935 and 1948-1952 Costumes Complete mint sets of twenty
and thirty-seven stamps respectively, fresh and F-VF NH
462.85

21



AUSTRIA #520-556, 1948-1952 3g-10s Austrian Costumes Complete mint set of thirty-seven
stamps, all with full original gum, never hinged, mostly Very Fine
294.85

X22

X23
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AUSTRIA #C54-C60, 1950-1953 60g-20s Birds Airmail Issue Gorgeous fresh centered mint set,
immaculate original gum, choice VF NH
388.60

23

~

AUSTRIA #C54-C60, 1950-1953 60g-20s Birds Airmail Issue Well centered used set of seven
stamps, VF CDS
240.00

Have you been thinking of selling your collection?
Call us at 1(800) 667-8267 and ask for Gary J. Lyon.
Give your collection the attention it deserves.
Consign your stamps to Eastern Auctions Ltd.

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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BARBADOS Comprehensive 1892-1979 Mint Collection Displayed in a stockbook with dozens of
selected singles and sets. Includes better such as 1903 2sh6p, 1897 Badge of Colony set (plus 5p
bluish paper), 1906-1907 Lord Nelson sets, 1912 KGV set, 1916-1918 Seal of Colony (plus various
shades on ¼p to 3p; counted as normal only), 1920 Victory set and then quite complete from 1925 to
1980; many pre-1940 issues are NH (no premium added), more recent issues are all NH. Lovely fresh
condition throughout, F-VF or better (Scott 2011 US$2,351)
Est. 600.00+

X26
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BELGIUM #108-122, 1915-1920 1c-10fr King Albert I and Pictorial Issue An attractive mint set
with nice fresh colours, some hinge remnants, others lightly hinged, F-VF
362.00

26



BELGIUM #124-137, 1919 1c-10fr King Albert in Trench Helmet Issue A gorgeous fresh
complete mint set, well centered with full original gum; key 2fr and 5fr stamps are never hinged. A
popular set, F-VF LH
920.00

27



BELGIUM #B513a, 1952 Basilica Issue Pristine mint souvenir sheet of three, VF NH

425.00

May 28th, 2011
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BERMUDA

28

Lot of three Stampless Covers All addressed to Bermuda; includes 1842 (Nov. 7) cover from St.
Johns Puerto Rico, with manuscript "1/" rate; 1844 (Oct. 9) cover from Kingston, Jamaica, rated "4"
and other with different Kingston (JY 22 1850) dispatch datestamp and similar rate "4" to Bermuda;
all three covers mounted on page with detailed write-up. An unusual trio, F-VF
Est. 200.00+

X29

X30
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#49-54, 1918-1922 2sh-£1 King George V, Watermark Multiple Crown CA Bright fresh mint set
of six, with full original gum, hinged to lightly hinged, F-VF (SG 51b-55 £600)
832.50

30



#49-54, 1918-1922 2sh-£1 King George V, Watermark Multiple Crown CA An attractive mint set
of six stamps with fresh colours and full original gum, VF OG/LH (SG 51b-55 £600)
832.50

31



#49 + variety, 1920 2sh Ultramarine & Dull Violet on Blue Paper KGV, Multiple Crown CA A
fresh mint example showing the "Break in lines below left scroll" plate variety, large part original
gum, F-VF (SG 51be £275)
Est. 250.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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~ King George VI "Large Key Types" Mint / Used Collection Organized by printings from the 2sh
to the £1 denomination; meticulously identified by previous owner with detailed write-up on specific
printings. Some are displayed on a stockpage (likely duplicates from main collection). Includes 2sh
(15; plus two used), 2sh6p (9; plus four used), 5sh (10; plus four used), 10sh (8; plus five used),
12sh6p (9; plus three used) and £1 (12; plus seven used). Better printings include 2sh6p line perf 14½
UR corner single (stamp NH), 10sh first printing mint, 12sh6p first printing mint, 12sh6p "lemon"
yellow shade (VLH), £1 first printing LR corner single (VLH), etc. Very nice quality throughout;
noted many stamps never hinged, ideal lot to get acquainted with this challenging and sought-after
issue, routinely F-VF or better.
Est. 1,500.00+

34



#81-97, 1922-1934 ¼p-12sh6p Caravel and King George V, Watermark Script CA Multiple
Complete mint set of seventeen stamps, all with fresh colours and full original gum, lightly hinged. A
nice set, F-VF LH (SG 77-87, 87a, 88-93 £540)
703.80

BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY. Mint / NH 1963-1987 Collection Displayed on stockpages, complete for period covered and includes South Georgia 1963-1978; mostly mint never hinged
including the B.A.T. 1963 Definitive set (with both £1), South Georgia surcharges with 1977 re-issues
and wmk varieties, etc. A clean lot, chiefly VF (Scott 2011 US$1,349)
Est. 300.00+

May 28th, 2011
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~ BULGARIA Extensive 1879-1940 Mint / Used Collection In black mounts on Scott album pages
with well over 400 different stamps; includes complete 1879-1887 Lion issues either mint / unused /
used with key First Issue unused (no gum), Surcharges with Scott #19 mint, 20A used, 22 mint, etc.,
also noted 1931 & 1935 Balkan Games mint sets (only missing low value 1933 1L), 1935 Soccer
Gymnastic mint sets, back-of-book with mint airmails, dues, etc. A hard to assemble collection with
numerous elusive stamps; a few flaws to be expected but generally Fine to Very Fine throughout.
Scott 2011 US$7,402.
Est. 1,500.00+

37



BULGARIA #244-250, 1933 1L-50L Balkan Games Issue An elusive and sought-after mint set of
seven stamps, reasonably centered, fresh colours and all with full original gum, hinged; the key 50L is
LH, F-VF
665.00

CEYLON Better Mint Selection Includes 1903-1905 KEVII mint set of 12; 1904-1910 KEVII mint
set of 17, less 1r50c and 2r25c; 1912-1920 KGV 10r die I and die II mint singles; 1895-1900 Victoria
Official mint set of 11, etc. (Scott 2011 US$1,151) Also some Scott unlisted items such as six high
value QV with SPECIMEN (no gum; not catalogued), then catalogued total SG £711 for 1908 KEVII
5c and 6c SPECIMEN mint singles; 1938 Definitive KGVI perforated SPECIMEN set of 13, only
missing 5c to complete; KGV Multiple CA 1r, 2r and 5r with inverted watermark mint NH singles,
etc. A nice and clean lot, F-VF or better
Est. 500.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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~ CHINA AND PROVINCES Mint / Used 1878-1941 Collection Mounted on Scott album pages,
with total of 374 different mint / used stamps; noted used Scott #2, 3 (two shades on thin paper), #5,
19, 79, also mint #15, 57, 346, etc. Includes as well stamps from Szechwan, Yunnan, Manchuria,
Sinkiang and China Offices in Tibet. Mainly Fine to Very Fine throughout. Scott 2011 US$4,919.
Est. 1,250.00+

REPUBLIC OF CHINA (TAIWAN)

39



#1037-1041, 1951 40c-$2 Allegory of Election Imperforate set of four singles each with sheet margin
at top and souvenir sheet of one; latter with slight corner bend mentioned for strict accuracy. A nice
fresh set, VF ungummed
629.00

40



#1077-1091, 1953 10c-$20 President Chiang Kai-shek Complete mint set of fifteen stamps, fresh
colours, all ungummed as issued (no hinge marks); a nice set, VF
405.75

May 28th, 2011
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#1091a, 1953 President Chiang Kai-shek Souvenir folder containing all three imperforate sheets of
five stamps; usual wrinkling along binding, otherwise nice and VF
450.00

42



#1117a, 1955 40c-$7 Armed Forces Day Imperforate sheet of three, small corner crease in perforated
right selvedge only, otherwise choice, without gum as issued, VF
450.00

43



#1183-1188, 1189-1192, 1958 10c-$2 Butterflies and 1958 20c-$3 Orchids Complete mint sets in
ten full sheets of fifty stamps; each with light fold between fifth and sixth columns, VF NH
(Not Illustrated) 1,625.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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ROC Valuable Mint 1953-1971 Stock Mainly organized and identified on stockpages; very well
covered from 1953 to 1971 including airmails and better souvenir sheets. A clean stock with
duplication. Includes a wealth of better value items such as Scott #1064-1069 set of six corner pairs
with plate imprint, 1091a (two souvenir folders; usual bends and wrinkles), 1096-1097, 1098-1099 (4
sets), 1109-1110, 1114a, 1117a, 1126a (2), 1135-1136 (17 sets of two souvenir sheets), 1143-1148 (7
sets), 1196-1199 (2 sets), 1196a-1197a (8 sets), 1257a (4), 1270-1283 (18 sets), 1319a (20), 14141417 (6 sets), 1448-1449 (13 sets), C73-C75 (11 sets), plus much more. The odd flaw in places but
vast majority is clean, fresh and either full original gum, never hinged or ungummed as issued.
Seldom offered and a good lot for future holding, VF (Scott 2011 US$16,424)
Est. 2,500.00+

45



ROC Clean Mint NH 1971-2004 Selection Dozens of different sets, souvenir sheets and se-tenant
multiples, housed on stockpages, light duplication in places from two to six. Fresh and clean
throughout, all appear to be NH, VF (Scott 2009 US$964)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 200.00

46

~

ROC 1950-1966 Used Selection Filed on stockpages with several dozen different sets and souvenir
sheets, moderate to light duplication. Noted Scott #1012-1024 + C14 (3 sets), 1077-1091 (6 sets),
B14-B16 (16 sets), etc. The odd flaw to be expected but otherwise generally clean throughout, F-VF
(Scott 2009 US$2,636)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 300.00+

47

~ CYRENAICA #1/CB10, Clean Mint / Used Collection All in black mounts on Scott album pages,
with a total of 113 different mint stamps and 10 different used; includes several complete mint sets
and well represented throughout. Overall nice quality, Fine to Very Fine
1,011.00

May 28th, 2011
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~ EGYPT Comprehensive 1866-1940 Mint / Used Collection In mounts or mounted on Scott pages
starting from First Issue Overprinted Turkish issues (Scott #1-7 used), followed by Sphinx mint / used
(45 different) from 1867 to 1906 (noted 1867 5pi brown unused no gum), quite well represented
thereafter including airmails, postage dues, officials, etc. Noted 1938 £1 green mint hinged, Airmails
complete mint from 1926 to 1938, mint 1888 Postage Dues set of five, etc. Some small flaws to be
expected in places (a few not catalogued), otherwise overall fine or better on earlier and generally FVF from the 1920s to late 1930s. Scott 2011 US$4,864.
Est. 1,250.00+
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~ ERITREA Extensive Mint / Used 1892-1934 Collection All in black mounts on Scott album pages,
well represented throughout including back-of-book issues, a total of 188 different mint and 59
different used; noted better such as mint #25 (signed A. Diena), 65-79, 99, 101, 106 (NH), 107A, 158167, B1-B4 (NH), C1-C6 (NH), CB1-CB10, J1-J7, J15-J27, Q7 (gum somewhat toned), etc., also
better used #E2 with CDS postmark. Quality ranges from fine to very fine throughout, most mint
stamps being lightly hinged; some are never hinged. A solid collection. (Scott Classic 2011 US$4,576)
Est. 1,000.00+

51

~ ESTONIA 1918-1940 Mint / Used Collection Displayed on Lighthouse hingeless album pages, 92
different mint and 72 used stamps, plus mint NH souvenir sheet (Scott B39a). Noted mint Scott #16,
78-79, B9-B12, N1-N2 (NH), also used B28-B31, B36-B39, C3, etc. Overall Fine to Very Fine (Scott
2011 US$1,258)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 350.00+

ERITREA #47-48, 1910 15c & 25c Government Building, Perf 13½ Fresh mint set with typical
centering for this early issue, Fine OG
245.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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FALKLAND ISLANDS
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-53-

52

~

#6c, 1894 4p Brownish Black, Watermark Crown CA (Reversed) Elusive used example with oval
grid "FI" in black and portion of circular registration postmark in red, attractive and F-VF (SG 31
£350)
400.00

53



#20-21, 1898 2sh6p & 5sh Queen Victoria, Watermark Crown CC Nicely centered mint singles,
both with lovely bright colours on fresh paper, with full original gum, very lightly hinged. A choice
duo, VF VLH (SG 41-42 £525)
540.00

X54

56

54



#22-29, 1904-1905 ½p-3sh King Edward VII, Watermark Multiple Crown CA Mint set of seven
to the 3sh, all with fresh colours; 1p with upright watermark, hinged to lightly hinged, VF (SG 43-50
£425)
576.45

55



#28 + variety, 1904 3sh Grey Green King Edward VII, Watermark Multiple Crown CA Well
centered mint example showing the INVERTED watermark variety, with full original gum; a rare
stamp, VF LH (SG 49aw £2,250)
Est. 1,500.00+

56



#29, 1904 5sh Dull Red KEVII, Watermark Multiple Crown CA Pristine fresh and nicely centered
mint example with full original gum, VF NH (Scott valuation for hinged only; SG 50 for hinged £200)
240.00+

May 28th, 2011
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#30-40, 1912-1914 ½p-£1 King George V, Watermark Multiple Crown CA An attractive complete
mint set of eleven with rich colours, most are lightly hinged. A beautiful set, F-VF OG/LH (SG 60-69,
67b £900)
1,255.00

X58

X59
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#54-64, 1929 ½p-£1 King George V and Penguins Lovely fresh mint set of eleven, bright fresh
colours, with full original gum, key value £1 is lightly hinged, F-VF (SG 116-126 £650)
776.90

59



#65-72, 1933 ½p-2sh6p Centenary Issue Well selected mint set of nine to the 2sh6p, nicely centered,
fresh and with full original gum, F-VF LH (SG 127-135 £369)
385.00

60

~ FALKLAND ISLANDS Valuable and Extensive 1878-1992 Collection Displayed in black mounts
on quadrilled pages with write-up, primarily mint starting from First issues, noted nice range of 18831898 Victoria issues, mostly mint including mint 2sh6p and 5sh (crease), also 1904-1907 KEVII mint
set, 1912-1914 KGV mint set to 10sh, 1921-1929 KGV mint set, 1929-1931 KGV mint set to 5sh,
1933 Centenary mint set to 2sh6p, etc. Mostly complete mint from 1935 to 1992 including souvenir
sheets with majority being NH from late 1960s on. Also some used stamps in places plus 15 covers
and five booklets not catalogued; includes Dependencies 1L1/5L8. Overall clean quality, generally FVF or better. Scott 2011 US$7,619+.
Est. 2,000.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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FALKLAND ISLANDS Clean and Comprehensive 1904-1983 Collection Predominantly mint and
appears all NH starting from 1952 to end. Noted better valued items such as mint 1904 3sh, 1905 5sh
(NH), 1914 5sh plum, 1929-1931 KGV & Penguin ½p-10sh, 1938-1946 KGVI set (plus shades;
counted as normal), 1952 KGVI NH set, 1960 QEII NH set; some Dependencies mint issues and sets;
also noted KGV ½p green, wmk MCA on piece tied by neat double oval Deception Island datestamp,
etc. A neat lot with useful material; overall quality is clean and fresh, F-VF or better (Scott 2011
US$3,967)
Est. 1,250.00+

62

~

FRANCE #3c, 1849 20c Black "Ceres" on Yellowish Wove Paper, Imperforate A handsome tête
bêche pair, bright colour on fresh paper, clear to large margins and with usual lozenge grid cancel in
black; a rare and sought-after positional pair, F-VF; clear 2001 Roger Calves cert. (Yvert 3e € 8,500)
6,600.00

X63
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FRANCE #138-154, 1903-1938 10c-1fr Sower Issue Complete mint set with bright fresh colours,
typical centering for the issue with some unusually well centered, seldom seen so nice, F-VF LH
438.50

64



FRANCE #B10, 1917 5fr+5fr Deep Blue & Black War Orphans Key mint example, unusually well
centered for this notoriously difficult stamp, minute gum wrinkles at foot mentioned for strict
accuracy, overall an exceptional example with gorgeous fresh colour and full original gum, lightly
hinged. VF LH; 2008 Sismondo cert.
1,550.00

65



FRANCE #B38, 1931 1.50fr+3.50fr Green Allegory Pristine fresh well centered mint example with
full original gum, VF NH
300.00

May 28th, 2011
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66



FRANCE #B66-B67, 1937 30c & 55c Louvre Museum Issue Gorgeous fresh and well centered mint
set, both pristine and fresh, VF NH
350.00

67



FRANCE #C17, 1936 10fr Airplane and Globe A choice mint example with full pristine original
gum, never hinged. A key airmail stamp, VF NH
700.00

X68

X69

68



FRENCH SOUTHERN & ANTARCTIC TERRITORY #25-28, 1966-1969 5fr-20fr Birds,
Mammals & Trees Issue Lovely fresh and selected mint set of five, well centered, VF NH
488.00

69



FRENCH SOUTHERN & ANTARCTIC TERRITORY #C13-C14, 1968-1969 40fr & 50fr
Views Issue Mint set of two, VF NH
217.50

X70

70



71

GERMANY #658b-661a, 1948 1m-5m Holsten Gate, Type II, Perf 11 Nicely centered mint set of
four with sheet margins at top, VF NH
350.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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71



GERMANY #714, 1954 50pf Grey President Heuss Lovely fresh mint block of four with full
immaculate original gum, VF NH
(Illustrated on Page 20) 715.00

72

~

GERMANY #C40-C42, 1931 1m, 2m & 4m Polar Flight of Graf Zeppelin, Watermarked
Selected used set, all three showing large portion of different town CDS postmarks with 1931 year
date, VF
985.00

73



GERMANY #C43-C45, 1933 1m, 2m & 4m Graf Zeppelin Chicago Exhibition Flight A premium
mint set of three, each with post office fresh colour on pristine paper, all with full unblemished
original gum, never hinged. A key set especially desirable in such premium quality, VF NH 3,000.00

74

~

GERMANY #C43-C45, 1933 1m, 2m & 4m Graf Zeppelin Flight to Chicago International
Exhibition Well centered used set of three stamps, fresh colours; 1m with wavy-line machine
cancellation, 2m with sheet margin at left and with Breslau CDS postmark,and 4m with Berlin W
CDS postmark, VF
755.00

May 28th, 2011
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75



76

GERMAN OCCUPATIONS #16N3a variety, Thuringia 1945 3pf, 4pf & 5pf Christmas Souvenir
Sheet Type II, Position II Imperforate with perf 11 at the four edges of the sheet on stout grey brown
coloured wove paper, couple negligible shorter perfs at lower left, full original gum. A nice sheet on
the scarcer paper type, VF NH; 2008 Sismondo cert. (Michel Block 1t € 1,500)
Est. 1,250.00+

X77

76



GERMAN OCCUPATIONS #5N41a, Baden 1949 30pf Dark Blue Constance Cathedral, Type II
Well centered and fresh mint example, VF LH; 1997 APS cert.
250.00

77



GERMAN OFFICES IN CHINA #36b, 36A, 1901 5m Slate & Carmine, Type I (White
Retouched), No Watermark and 5m, Type II Both fresh mint with nice fresh colours and full
original gum, F-VF LH; both with 1995 PF certs.
420.00

X78

X79

78

~ GERMAN OFFICES IN CHINA #1/56, Displayed on Lighthouse hingeless album pages, with 39
different mint and 5 different used; noted mint #1-6, 1c, 5a, 35, 36 (Type I; no retouch), 37-44, etc.
Nice quality throughout, F-VF (Scott 2011 US$1,181)
Est. 300.00+

79

~ GERMAN OFFICES IN MOROCCO #1/57, Displayed on Lighthouse hingeless album pages, 28
different mint and 25 different used; noted mint #32, 42, 43, used #17, 18, 19A, 30, etc. Generally
Fine to Very Fine (Scott 2011 US$1,449)
Est. 350.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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X80

X81

80



81

~ GERMAN OFFICES IN TURKEY 1884-1908 Mint / Used Collection Displayed on hingeless
album pages, with 32 different mint / unused and 20 different used; noted #5 unused, #6 mint (Stolow
cert.), mint #21-23, 24d (White retouched), #39-42, used #53 Constantinople CDS (perf fault at top),
etc. A few small faults, otherwise generally Fine to Very Fine (Scott 2011 US$2,218)
Est. 400.00+

GERMAN OFFICES IN TURKEY #24d, 24B, 1900 25pi on 5m Slate & Carmine, Type I, Red
Retouched and 25pi on 5m Type II Both quite well centered with fresh colours, F-VF
385.00

X82

X83

82



BERLIN #9N21-9N34, 1948-1949 2pf-2m Definitive Issue Overprinted "BERLIN" in Red A
fresh complete mint set of fourteen stamps, all with full unblemished original gum, never hinged; 1m
and 2m with Schlegel guarantee handstamp on reverse. A choice set, VF NH; 1992 PF certificate for
the 25pf orange yellow
1,300.00

83



BERLIN #9N21-9N34, 1948-1949 2pf-2m Overprinted "BERLIN" (in Red) Definitive Issue An
attractive complete mint set with fresh colours, reasonably to well centered. A key set, F-VF OG; the
better 1m with 2008 Sismondo cert.
521.00

X84

85

84



BERLIN #9N35-9N41, 1949 12pf-2m UPU Anniversary Issue Pristine fresh mint set with full
unblemished original gum, VF NH
750.00

85



BERLIN #9NB3a, 1949 Offering Plate and Berlin Bear Selected fresh mint souvenir sheet of three,
choice VF NH
900.00

May 28th, 2011
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~ BERLIN Comprehensive Mint / Used 1949-1990 Collection In mounts on pages, very well
represented from beginning to end including semi-postals; virtually complete either mint or used from
1949 to 1960; and COMPLETE regular and semi-postals all mint NH from 1960 to 1990, including
booklet panes, coils strips, definitive sets and souvenir sheets. Noted better such as Scott #9N47a
(NH), 9N49a (NH), 9NB1-9NB3 (NH), key souvenir sheet 9NB3a (LH), used 9N35-9N41, 9N639N65, etc. Overall nice and clean quality throughout, F-VF (Scott 2011 US$3,413)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,000.00

X87

X88

87



EAST GERMANY #82-84, 1951 12pf-50pf Mao Tse-Tung and Land Redistribution Issue Post
office fresh mint set of three with full immaculate original gum, VF NH
295.00

88



EAST GERMANY #122-136, 1953 2pf-84pf Portraits Issue, Watermark DDR and Post Horn
Fresh complete mint set of fifteen in blocks of four, full pristine original gum. A key set seldom seen
in blocks, VF NH
1,293.00

X89

X90

89



EAST GERMANY #122-136, 1953 2pf-84pf Portraits Issue, Watermark DDR and Post Horn
Lovely fresh mint set of fifteen stamps, all with full pristine original gum, F-VF NH
323.25

90



CAMEROUN #1-25, Displayed on two "Safe" hingeless pages with mint sets of 1897 Overprints,
1900 & 1905-1918 Kaiser's Yacht; four stamps NH, F-VF LH
508.00

Call us toll free in North America
Dial 1(800) 667-8267
or
Fax us 1(888) 867-8267

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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91

~

CAROLINE ISLANDS #5a, 1899 25pf Orange, Overprinted "Karolinen" (48 Degree Angle)
Nicely centered and selected used example with large portion of Yap (6/11/99) CDS postmark; a
scarce stamp, VF; 2008 Ronald F. Steuer cert. (Michel 5 I € 1,500 for dated postmark)
3,100.00

92



CAROLINE ISLANDS #1/23, Displayed on two "Safe" hingeless album pages, with 1900
Overprinted (56 degree angle) mint set of six; mint 1899 10pf & 20pf (48 degree angle) overprint;
1901 Yacht mint set of 13 (six stamps are NH; including the key 5m); and 1915-1919 Yacht mint set
of 3; fresh colours, F-VF
904.65

93



KIAUCHAU #22, 1901 5m Slate & Carmine Kaiser's Yacht, No Watermark, Perf 14½x14 "Post
office" fresh mint example, quite well centered, with sheet margin at top, full pristine original gum,
never hinged. A nice stamp, VF NH; 1983 Bothe and 2004 Jaschke-Lantelme certs.
550.00

94



KIAUCHAU #31, 1905 $1½ Black Violet Kaiser's Yacht, No Watermark, Perf 14 Lovely fresh
mint example of this difficult stamp, nicely centered and possessing full original gum, very lightly
hinged; a choice example of this key stamp, VF LH
1,200.00

May 28th, 2011
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95

~ KIAUCHAU #1/42, Mint / Used 1900-1916 Collection Displayed on four "Safe" hingeless album
pages with 30 different mint stamps and 4 different used. Noted better such as #1 used, 1901 Yacht
mint set of 12 up to the 3m (1m and 3m are NH); mint 1905 40c, $½, $1 blue (25x16 holes; NH), key
$2½ mint with dried gum; 1905-1916 Yacht mint set of 10, etc. Nice quality, F-VF or better 2,716.00

96

96



98

MARIANA ISLANDS #16a, 1899 50pf Red Brown Overprinted "Marianen" (49 Degree Angle)
Mint example showing the rare overprinted stamp, quite well centered with nice colour and large part
original gum, negligible perf thin at left which is barely discernible. A rare mint stamp, VF OG; 2000
Ronald F. Steuer and 2008 Sismondo certificates. (Michel 6I € 3,200)
2,750.00

X97

99

97



MARIANA ISLANDS #11/31a, Displayed on two "Safe" hingeless album pages, clean quality and
includes 1900 Overprinted (56 degree angle) mint set of six; 1901 and 1916-1919 Kaiser's Yacht mint
sets (couple stamps are NH), F-VF
407.80

98



MARSHALL ISLANDS #1b, 1899 (July) 3f Bright Brown Ochre Overprinted "MarschallInseln" Reasonably centered mint example of this elusive (Jaluit) printing, lovely fresh colour, with
full original gum, lightly hinged; small "Drahn" guarantee handstamp on reverse, F-VF LH; 1957
August W. Drahn cert. (Michel 1 Ib € 4,500)
3,600.00

99



MARSHALL ISLANDS #2a, 1897 5pf Green (Jaluit Printing), Perf 13½x14½ A choice mint
example with bright colour and full original gum, light gum bend; Bothe and Georg Buhler guarantee
handstamp and pencil signed Herbert Bloch on reverse, VF LH
525.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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X101

100



MARSHALL ISLANDS #1-27, Complete mint and displayed on two "Safe" hingeless album pages;
with 1897 (Berlin printing) overprinted set of six (also 10pf & 20pf Jaluit printings), 1899-1900
Overprinted mint set of 6; and both 1901 & 1916 Yacht issues. Fresh and clean quality, F-VF or better
1,036.00

101



SAMOA #51-73, Complete and displayed on two "Safe" hingeless album pages with 1900 Overprints
and 1900 & 1915 Kaiser's Yacht mint sets, F-VF OG or better
318.00

X102

X103

X104

102



103

~ GERMAN EAST AFRICA #1/NB7, Clean Mint / Used Collection Displayed on Scott and "Safe"
hingeless album pages with 57 different mint and 5 different used; noted mint 1893 Surcharges set,
1900 Yacht mint set of 11, 1900 3m used CDS, etc. Nice quality throughout, F-VF or better 1,277.00

104



GERMAN NEW GUINEA #1-23, Complete and displayed on "Safe" hingeless album page with
mint 1897-99 Overprints (plus 3pf yellow brown shade), 1901 and 1914-1919 Kaiser's Yacht sets;
couple low valued stamps with gum thins, otherwise F-VF OG or better
411.65

105



GERMAN SOUTH WEST AFRICA #1/34, Displayed on three "Safe" hingeless album pages, with
1897 Overprints mint set of six (25pf with A. Brun guarantee handstamp; 50pf mint gum toning),
1899 Overprinted mint set of six (key 25pf with Bothe guarantee handstamp on reverse, tiny perf
thin), 1900 Yacht partial mint set of 10 (includes the 5m) and 1906-1919 Yacht watermarked mint set
of 9. Overall fresh and F-VF
1,367.35

TOGO #1-23, Displayed on two "Safe" hingeless album pages with 1897 Overprinted mint set of six
(plus 3pf yellow brown shade used), both 1900 & 1909-1919 Yacht mint sets, F-VF OG
316.90
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GREAT BRITAIN

106

107

106

Sir Rowland Hill Signature Four-page handwritten letter dated "3rd May 1864", talking about
current affairs of the Post Office and giving his opinion and brief resume of recent and past Post
Office Reports, etc. Letter ends: "I shall be very happy to revise to much of your history as applies to
the Post Office. Very truly yours, Rowland Hill". A very scarce and desirable signature from the
creator of the postage stamp.
Est. 750.00

107

~

#1, 1840 1p Black [RG], Watermark Small Crown, Imperforate Attractive example with adequate
to large margins, bright colour on pristine paper, light cancellation in red, VF (SG 2 £275)
325.00

108



#173, 173a, 173e, 1913 2sh6p KGV "Seahorses" Three different mint singles; dark brown
(Waterlow), well centered and lightly hinged; light brown (worn impression; De La Rue), faint corner
gum crease, full original gum, small hinge remnant; and sepia brown shade (De La Rue), fresh and
with full original gum, hinged, F-VF or better centering (SG 400, 406, 408 £725)
855.00

109

~

#176a, 1913 £1 Dull Blue Green King George V "Seahorse" (Waterlow Printing) Nicely centered
used example, a few shorter perforations as often seen on this difficult stamp, with large portion of a
1916 registered oval datestamp, VF appearance for this key stamp. (SG 404 £1,500)
1,800.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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112

#177-178, 1913 ½p and 1p King George V Coil Issue, Watermark Crown and GvR Multiple,
Perf 15x14 Set of two paste-up coil pairs, trimmed perforations at sides as commonly seen,
reasonably centered for these, fresh colours and with full original gum; 1p with bottom stamp LH,
others NH, F-VF (SG 397-398 for hinged £750+)
1,135.00

X113

111



#179-181 + shades, 1919 2sh6p, 5sh & 10sh KGV "Seahorses" (Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co.)
Fresh mint set of three, plus two additional shades of the 2sh6p; 5sh centered a trifle left with a couple
of shorter perforations, otherwise stamps are well centered with full original gum, lightly hinged, VF
(SG 414-417 £1,045)
1,095.00

112



#209, 1929 £1 Black UPU Congress A choice and extremely well centered mint example with lovely
fresh colour and razor-sharp impression, sheet margin at foot, with full original gum. A beautiful
stamp, XF LH (SG 438 £750)
875.00

113



#222-224, 1934 2sh6p, 5sh & 10sh KGV "Seahorses" (Re-engraved; Waterlow) An attractive and
very fresh mint set of three plus a noticeably different shade of the 2sh6p, all with full original gum,
very lightly hinged, F-VF (SG 450-452 £655; extra shade counted as normal)
770.00

114



#J42a, 1955 4p Blue Postage Due, watermark Multiple Crown and E 2 R (sideways) Fresh
imperforate mint pair with nice margins and full original gum, VF NH (SG D43a £250)
300.00
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116
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#MH5c, 1967 3d Dark Violet (one centre band) Right sheet margin mint block of four, right vertical
pair complete imperforate; a striking and scarce perforation error, VF NH (SG 729a £700+) 800.00+

116



#MH22var., 1980 ½p Turquoise Blue on Phosphorised Paper Imperforate mint block of four, VF
NH (SG X924a £260)
Est. 150.00

117

118

117



#MH23Avar., 1979 1p Crimson on Phosphorised Paper Imperforate mint pair, choice and scarce,
VF NH (SG X925a £1,300)
Est. 750.00

118



#MH34var., 1972 2½p Magenta (one centre band) Imperforate mint pair with sheet margin at top,
VF NH (SG X851a £275)
Est. 175.00

119

119



122

#MH36var., 1973 3p Ultramarine (one centre band) Imperforate mint pair with sheet margin at top,
VF NH (SG X856a £275)
Est. 175.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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121

120



#MH36var., 1973 3p Ultramarine (one centre band) Right sheet margin mint block of four,
imperforate horizontally on right vertical pair, attractive, VF NH (SG X856c £225)
Est. 150.00

121



#MH39var., 1973 3½p Olive Grey (two phosphor bands) Imperforate (vertical) mint pair, VF NH
(SG X858a £450)
Est. 250.00

122



#MH49a, 1973 4½p Grey Blue (two phosphor bands) Imperforate mint pair with part of cylinder
imprint in left sheet margin, VF NH (SG X865a £380)
(Illustrated on Page 30) Est. 250.00

123



#MH49var., 1973 4½p Grey Blue (two phosphor bands) Lower left cylinder 1 "dot" block of six;
among the rarest of all Machin cylinder blocks, VF NH (Machin Spec. 2007 edition SHFD4.5A £850)
Est. 750.00+

May 28th, 2011
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124

125

#MH49var., 1973 4½p Grey Blue (two phosphor bands) Vertical mint strip of five, sheet margin at
foot, imperforate horizontally between stamps, perforated at top; small soiling spot in selvedge
mentioned for strict accuracy. A visually striking multiple, desirable for the advanced collector, VF
NH (SG X865 + variety; unlisted)
Est. 500.00+

126

125



#MH51var., 1980 5p Light Violet (Litho. Questa) on phosphorised paper Horizontal mint pair,
imperforate vertically between stamp and sheet margin at right; attractive, VF NH (SG X1003 +
variety; unlisted)
Est. 200.00+

126



#MH67var., 1976 9p Deep Violet (two phosphor bands) Imperforate mint pair with sheet margin at
right, VF NH (SG X883a £275)
Est. 175.00

127

128

127



#MH67var., 1976 9p Deep Violet (two phosphor bands) Imperforate mint pair, VF NH (SG X883a
£275)
Est. 175.00

128



#MH70var., 1980 10p Orange Brown, Type I (one centre band) Imperforate mint pair with sheet
margin at right, VF NH (SG X888a £300)
Est. 200.00

129

130

129



#MH70var., 1976 10p Orange Brown, Type I (two phosphor bands) Imperforate mint pair, VF
NH (SG X886a £275)
Est. 175.00

130



#MH76var., 1981 11½p Drab (one centre band) Imperforate mint pair, VF NH (SG X893a £300)
Est. 175.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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#MH76var., 1981 11½p Drab (one centre band) Imperforate mint pair, VF NH (SG X893a £300)
Est. 175.00

132



#MH79var., 1985 12p Bright Emerald (one centre band) Imperforate mint pair with sheet margin
at top, scarce, VF NH (SG X896a £1,300)
Est. 850.00

133

134

133



#MH87var., 1988 14p Deep Blue (one centre band) Imperforate mint pair with sheet margin at left,
VF NH (SG X903a £450)
Est. 300.00

134



#MH91var., 1989 15p Bright Blue (one centre band) Imperforate mint pair, VF NH (SG X905a
£525)
Est. 350.00
135



#MH92var., 1981 15½p Light Violet Cylinder
3 "Dot" Lower left corner block of six on FBO
paper (Fluorescent Brightener Omitted) with
period after plate "3" number. An exceptionally
rare combination and according to the Machins
Collector's Club catalogue "only one or two dot
blocks are known". An important cylinder block
of the Machin issue, VF NH (Machins Spec.
SHCD15.5Aa £525 for more common FBO
block, without "Dot")
Est. 750.00+
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#MH92var., 1981 15½p Pale Violet on Phosphorised Paper Imperforate mint pair with sheet
margin at top, VF NH (SG X948a £250)
Est. 150.00

137



#MH97var., 1983 17p Grey Blue on Phosphorised Paper Imperforate mint pair, VF NH (SG X952a
£350)
Est. 250.00

138

139

138



#MH106var., 1988 19p Bright Orange Red on Phosphorized Paper Imperforate mint pair, VF NH
(SG X956a £400)
Est. 250.00

139



#MH117var., 1980 22p Blue on Phosphorised Paper Imperforate mint pair, VF NH (SG X962a
£250)
Est. 150.00

141

140

142

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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#MH159var., 1990 50c Ochre (Photo Harrison) Positional mint vertical strip of three showing a
progressive imperforate error; shows trace of perforator horizontally half way up from centre stamp,
leaving top stamp and top half of centre stamp completely imperforate. A dramatic perforation error,
VF NH (SG X994 + variety; unlisted)
(Illustrated on Page 34) Est. 750.00+

141



#MH161var., 1980 75p Black (Litho. Questa) Horizontal mint pair, imperforate vertically between
stamp and sheet margin at right; attractive, VF NH (SG X1023 + variety; unlisted)
(Illustrated on Page 34) Est. 200.00+

142



#MH175var., 1977 £2 Light Emerald & Purple Brown Progressive imperforate mint strip of three,
completely imperforate vertically between stamp and left sheet margin and imperforate horizontally
on left half portion of left-hand stamp. A beautiful and most appealing perforation error, VF NH (SG
1027 + variety; unlisted)
(Illustrated on Page 34) Est. 500.00+

GREAT BRITAIN
LARGE LOTS AND COLLECTIONS

143

~ 1880-1900 Queen Victoria Collection of 51 mint and 106 used stamps, including better from 18831884 with used set (less 9p), also 1888 £1 brown violet (Scott 123), wmk three "Orbs" used with
trivial flaws, 1891 £1 green with SPECIMEN handstamp, unused; and emphasis of collection on
1887-1892 Jubilee issue with mint AND used set with various shades, noted a few "control" letter
mint singles, a 1sh green with SPECIMEN handstamp; also several early line-engraved and surfaceprinted issues, plus a few used Officials, etc. Quality is generally Fine to Very Fine
Est. 1,250.00+

144

~ King Edward VII 1902-1911 Issue Selection of several dozen mint and used displayed on pages,
from ½p to 1sh (also 5sh used), with nice range of shades, postmarks; noted some officials, etc.
Generally Fine or better. Worth a closer look.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 200.00+

May 28th, 2011
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~ Downey Head 1911-1912 Specialized Collection Few hundred mint and used organized in a
stockbook, showing an impressive range of shades and printings, also a valuable group of control
singles / pairs or larger multiples (most are in strips of three) including ½p (35) and 1p (55); some
inverted watermarks, coil strips, varieties such as no cross on Crown, etc. Includes two London Windsor (SP 9 1911) First UK Aerial cachet post cards franked with single ½p. Clean and selected
condition, ideal for further specialization, Fine to Very Fine. A highly cataloguing lot needing closer
examination.
Est. 2,000.00+

————————————————————— Lot X146 —————————————————————

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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146

~ King George V "Profile Head" Specialized Collection A remarkable collection consisting of many
hundreds mint / used organized in a thick stockbook, emphasis on 1912-1924 ½p to 1sh Royal Cypher
and 1924-1926 Block Cypher watermarked issues; an amazing array of shades, printings, positional
pieces including no less than 241 control letter / number singles, pairs, strips of three or larger for the
Royal Cypher watermarked issue alone and a further 67 control pieces for the Block Cypher
watermark. Noted better shades such as ½p "Myrtle" green in control R21 pair (1977 Brandon cert.),
½p Cobalt green mint block (3 NH) with 1978 Brandon cert.; ½p & 1p imperforate singles with
"SPECIMEN" overprint and ½p & 1p mint singles with CANCELLED overprint; several booklet
panes, watermarked and plate varieties; also good run of 1924-1925 Exhibition and 1929 UPU
Congress to 2½p with various shades, control numbers, etc. Plus range of used "Seahorses" (mixed to
fine condition) noted 2sh6p brown Waterlow re-engraved single franking on nice 1938 airmail cover
to Liberia (West Africa) with clear receiver backstamp. Apart from the used "Seahorses"; quality is
mainly well selected with good percentage of mint issues being never hinged. A fabulous lot which
will offer hours of identification and further study. Must be viewed to appreciate the depth of this
collection.
(Illustrated on Page 36) Est. 5,000.00+

147

~ King Edward VIII and George VI Specialized Collection Few hundred organized in stockbook,
mint and used with strong representation of coil pairs, joint coils, booklet panes (noted several with
plate number), cylinder numbered multiples, plate varieties, inverted & sideways watermark varieties,
high values to £1 including the 1951 Pictorial issue. Much of the mint is never hinged and overall
quality is selected fresh and clean throughout. A great lot with much appeal for the advanced collector
or anyone wishing to specialize, Fine to Very Fine. Well worth a look. (Not Illustrated) Est. 750.00+

148

~ Late KGVI and Wilding Issue Collection Housed in stockbook with few hundred, emphasis on
Wilding issue. Noted 1946-1949 KGVI commemorative issues with plate varieties, cylinder blocks,
£1 Wedding mint NH block, £1 single on 29 SP 48 cover to Canada; 1952-1967 Wilding with wide
range of mint singles, various watermark inverted, shades, printings, etc. Much is never hinged and in
nice quality, F-VF or better, needs a closer look.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 400.00+

149



Wilding Issue Specialized Collection Mint booklet panes and coils plus some odds and ends,
majority appear never hinged; few hundred displayed in stockbook with wide range of watermarks,
printings, etc. Noted some plate numbers, plate varieties, tagging varieties, etc. A wonderful lot for
someone wishing to specialize, Fine to Very Fine
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00+

150



Pre-Decimal Machin Collection Housed in two stockbooks; one with wide range of singles, plate
number singles, coils, booklet panes, some missing phosphors, 5d imperforate pair, etc. Other
stockbook filled with cylinder number blocks of six from 1½d to 1sh9d plus group of booklet panes,
etc. A few are used but vast majority appears all mint never hinged; a useful lot for further
specialization and worth a closer look for better varieties, Very Fine
Est. 600.00+
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Fabulous Machin Head Lifetime Collection Housed in nine stockbooks, on some loose pages with
write-up and on stockpages; many hundreds from the beginning of the Decimal Issue 1971 to mid2000s, the vast majority being mint never hinged with a few used sprinkled throughout. Wide range of
subjects were keenly sought-after by the collector, with se-tenant pairs, strips and multiple
combinations of denominations, booklet panes, corner blocks, Regionals, misperforations, gutter
margin multiples, booklet singles, pairs, blocks, phosphor omitted, high values to the £5, plate
markings and imprints, elliptical perforation issues, etc. Also includes perforations errors such as
imperforate pairs with Gibbons numbers X872a, X875a, X898a (3 pairs), X903a, X924a (2 pairs),
X949a, X955a, Y1673a, Y1680a, also 3p ultramarine imperforate coil strip with perfs at both ends
only (left stamp torn), also several progressive imperforate multiples notably £1 imperforate pair with
faint trace of perforator along edges - quite hard to see, etc. A powerful collection of one of the most
challenging and diverse Definitive issues ever printed, and one that will offer countless hours of
pleasure for someone wishing to specialize in this issue. Careful classification will definitively reap
some pleasant surprises, Fine to Very Fine quality throughout.
Est. 5,000.00+
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~ Extensive Commemoratives Mint & Used 1953-2007 Collection Housed in four thick black
stockbooks, quite well filled with mint AND used set of each commemorative set issued between
1953 and 2007; mostly complete and often with gutter margin pairs, booklet panes or se-tenant
multiples enhancing the collection. Noted most early phosphor issues plus a few varieties throughout;
majority of mint issues being never hinged. A clean lot with high catalogue value, F-VF or better
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,000.00+

154

~ Postage Dues Mint / Used Collection Well represented and complete mint from 1914-1994, most
being NH including better values; noted more recent issues in gutter pairs, some earlier watermark /
shade varieties (counted as normal), etc. Noted 1924 2sh6p in LL "K29" control pair; stamps are NH,
hinged in (clipped) selvedge. Also nice range of used, not catalogued. Overall quality is nice, Fine to
Very Fine (Scott 2011 for mint US$2,786)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 600.00+

155



An Outstanding Machin Head Cylinder Number Block Collection Housed and organized in six
stockbooks, filled with hundreds of Cylinder Number blocks, collected for different types, varieties,
"Dot" / "No Dot", numbers, perforation types, etc. Runs from the ½p to £5 including more modern
elliptical perforation issues. In addition there are some large size envelopes containing a few dozen
vertical plate strips of thirty to forty stamps showing complete plate imprints / cylinders. Well selected
quality and routinely VF NH throughout. Viewing is highly recommended to appreciate the depth of
this remarkable collection.
Est. 3,500.00+

Enormous Lot of Complete Booklets and Booklet Panes Many hundreds accumulated in boxes,
glassine envelopes, etc., mostly Machins but noted some earlier issues and more recent
commemoratives, also a specialized collection of booklet panes displayed in two stockbooks.
Duplication to be expected; needs careful identification and has real potential for better findings. High
face value.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 2,000.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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156

~ Post Office Training Stamps Several dozen from late KGVI to Machin era including recent Postage
Dues, all with obliterating bars (various positions) and including high values; some Counter Training
Labels singles and blocks, etc. An interesting lot, Fine to Very Fine
Est. 250.00

157



GREAT BRITAIN- GUERNSEY Complete 1968-2009 Mint NH Collection Carefully displayed in
black mounts on clean quadrilled pages with write-up, COMPLETE for the period covered up to end
of year 2009; includes all definitives and commemorative issues with all souvenir sheets, numerous
sheetlets such as "EUROPA", miniature panes, postage dues and all booklet panes. Also some Scott
unlisted printings / varieties on earlier definitives (not catalogued). All selected mint never hinged and
fresh throughout; a very nice and clean collection, VF NH (Scott 2011 US$3,664+)
Est. 1,000.00+

158



GREAT BRITAIN-ALDERNEY Complete 1983-2009 Mint NH Collection Carefully displayed in
black mounts on clean quadrilled pages with write-up, COMPLETE to end of 2009; includes all
definitive and commemorative issues with souvenir sheets, miniature panes including all Garrison
Island type panes, plus various sheetlets and all booklet panes. All selected mint never hinged and
fresh throughout; a clean collection, VF NH (Scott 2011 US$1,693+)
Est. 500.00+

May 28th, 2011
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GREAT BRITAIN-ISLE OF MAN Complete 1973-2008 Mint NH Collection Carefully displayed
in black mounts on clean quadrilled pages with write-up, COMPLETE for the period covered;
includes all definitives and commemorative issues with all souvenir sheets, numerous sheetlets such as
"EUROPA" and more recent popular topicals, miniature panes, postage dues and all booklet panes.
Also large mint sheet file folder containing large sheets, booklet panes and sheetlets, mostly from
2000s era. All selected mint never hinged and fresh throughout; a very nice and substantial collection,
VF NH (Scott 2011 US$4,813)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,250.00+

160



GREAT BRITAIN-JERSEY Complete 1969-2009 Mint NH Collection Carefully displayed in
black mounts on clean quadrilled pages with write-up, COMPLETE for the period covered to end of
2009; includes all definitives and commemorative issues with all souvenir sheets (includes a variety of
booklet panes from recent issues) numerous sheetlets such as "EUROPA", miniature panes, postage
dues and all booklet panes. Also some Scott unlisted printings / varieties on earlier definitives and
more recent (not catalogued). All selected mint never hinged and fresh throughout; a very nice and
clean collection, VF NH (Scott 2011 US$4,285+)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,250.00+

GREENLAND

161



X162

#10-18, 1945 1o-5k Pictorial Issue Well selected complete mint set of nine stamps with fresh colours
and full pristine original gum; seldom seen set in blocks, VF NH
1,700.00

X163

162



#10-18, 1945 1o-5k Pictorial Issue A pristine fresh and well centered mint set of nine stamps, all with
full unblemished original gum, VF NH
425.00

163



#19-27, 1945 1o-5k Liberation of Denmark Overprinted Issue A choice and post office fresh mint
set of nine stamps, nicely centered with full pristine original gum. A key set of this popular country,
VF NH
1,450.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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#22a-27a, 1945 10o-5k Liberation of Denmark Issue Complete mint set of six with reversed colour
overprints, fresh, nicely centered and all with full original gum, most are lightly hinged, VF 1,330.00

165



#Q1/Q9, 1916/1937 1o-3k Arms of Greenland Parcel Post Issue, Typographed Complete mint set
of all nine denominations; all perforated on four sides, perf 11½ except 70o and 1k are perf 10¾. The
2o yellow is on the thin grey yellow paper (Facit P5 Print II; 1919 printing), all others are on white
paper. A beautiful set, with full original gum, lightly hinged; 20o & 1k are never hinged. Seldom seen,
especially perforated on all sides, VF LH / NH (Scott valuation is for hinged only)
1,029.00

166



#Q4a, 1910 10 ore Blue Parcel Post, Perf 11¼ Well centered mint example from the upper left
position, lovely fresh colour on white wove paper. A scarce printing, VF OG; 2008 Sismondo cert.
(Facit P3.II.D Skr 6,000)
950.00

May 28th, 2011
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HONG KONG #86-98, 1904-1911 1c-20c King Edward VII, Watermark Multiple Crown CA A
nice mint set of thirteen stamps up to the 20c, bright colours, all with large part original gum, F-VF
(SG 77//96 £328)
(Not Illustrated) 300.00

168

HONG KONG Treaty Ports - Shanghai, 1861 (February) Envelope mailed from Shanghai to
London, via Hong Kong and Marseilles, with manuscript "1/-" rate and with neat boxed "PAID"
handstamp in red, showing an outstanding strike of the rare double ring "SHANGHAE + POST
OFFICE + PAID" cancellation in red at centre of cover; portion of left backflap missing and some
edge flaws; partial small Hong Kong transit CDS in black and London split ring (FE 26 61) CDS in
red on reverse. A striking cover with great visual appeal cover, F-VF
Est. 500.00+

169

~ HONG KONG Substantial and Intact 1862-1949 Mint / Used Collection Displayed in black or
clear mounts on pages, very well represented throughout, mostly used from Queen Victoria to early
1930s, then all mint (majority being NH) from 1935 to 1949. Starts with used 1862 First Issue
unwatermarked set of 7, 1866 18c lilac, 1865 96c bistre, 1876 16c on 18c, 1879-1880 Surcharge set of
five, most surcharges on regular issued stamps from 1885-1898 era up to the $1; King Edward VII
both watermarked sets used to the $10; King George V, Multiple Crown CA used set of 16 and 192137 KGV, MCA watermark used set of 18; 1935 Jubilee mint NH set, 1938-1948 KGVI mint set of 23,
all NH (except for $10 green & violet is very lightly hinged), 1948 Wedding (VLH), postage dues,
etc. Some flaws to expected on earlier issues, but generally Fine or better gradually improving to F-VF
or better from KGV to end of period covered. A very useful collection ideal basis for continuation.
(Scott 2011 US$12,992)
Est. 3,500.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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170

~

HONG KONG Queen Victoria to King George V Used Selection Includes a total of 93 stamps,
most are different starting with some Victorian era stamps, noted Scott used #16, 17 (clipped at right;
but neat 'B62' cancel), #22 with French datestamp, #24 with grid "2B" cancel, #85 (two used
examples), #105, 106, 124 (two examples), etc. A few with flaws, but generally sound and Fine or
better (Scott 2011 US$3,984)
Est. 1,000.00+

171



HONG KONG Complete 1953-1980 Mint NH Collection Displayed in black or clear mount on
pages, COMPLETE for the period covered including souvenir sheets, all long definitive sets and their
re-issued sets, Lunar New Year, postage dues, etc. Also a few watermark varieties and complete
booklets. Clean quality and appears to be all mint never hinged. Seldom offered as such, routinely VF
throughout. (Scott 2011 US$3,318)
Est. 1,000.00+

172



HONG KONG Virtually Complete 1981-2009 Mint NH Collection Several hundred including
complete sets, long definitive issues, souvenir sheets, booklet panes, regular and special booklets,
coils, miniature panes, back-of-book, etc., virtually complete (if not so) for the period covered, in clear
or black mounts on pages. Clean and fresh throughout, VF NH (Scott 2011 US$4,285)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,250.00+

173



HONG KONG Modern 1990s-2000s Mint NH Issues Displayed on stockpages, early 1990s to early
2000s represented, includes a wealth of definitive sets, complete booklets, souvenir sheets, prestige
booklets, sheetlets, etc. Some are lightly duplicated, also includes a few earlier issues. Noted Scott
#490-504 (two sets), 490a-504a (type II), 885 sheetlet of four, etc. Clean throughout and chiefly VF
NH (Scott 2011 US$1,164)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 250.00+

X174

-175-

174



ICELAND #144-148, 1925 7a-50a Views A choice mint set of five stamps, all with centered, VF LH
285.00

175



ICELAND #149-150, 1925 2k on 25o Orange Jon Sigurdsson and 1926 1k on 40a Dark Blue
Christian X Fresh mint singles, F-VF OG
335.00

May 28th, 2011
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ICELAND #152-166, 1930 3a-10k Parliament Building A fresh complete mint set of fifteen,
reasonably to well centered, lightly hinged. A nice set, F-VF LH
428.00

177



ICELAND #C9-C11, 1931 30a, 1k & 2k Graf Zeppelin Overprints Fresh mint set of three blocks
of four, all with full pristine original gum. Difficult to find in such choice condition, VF NH 1,100.00

178



ICELAND #C12-C14, 1933 1k, 5k & 10k Balbo Flight Overprint A choice well centered mint set
of three with lovely fresh colours and possessing full unblemished original gum; 1k and 5k stamp have
Sanabria and 10k has "Engel" guarantee handstamp on reverse. A key set of this country in premium
quality, VF NH; 1991 Lars Svendsen cert.
4,300.00

179



ICELAND #O53-O67, 1930 3a-10k Parliament Millenary Official Well centered and choice mint
set of fifteen stamps, bright colours and with full original gum hinged; a key set, VF
1,010.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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X181

182

180



INDIA #53b, 1898 ¼a on ½a Blue Green Queen Victoria, Watermark Star A choice mint
example clearly showing the double impression error, with deep vibrant colour on fresh paper and full
pristine original gum, never hinged; a premium stamp, VF NH (Scott valuation for hinged; SG 110b
for hinged £350+)
Est. 260.00+

181



INDIA #104a, 104b, 1921 9p on 1a Rose King George V "PIES / PIES" surcharge error (centre
stamp) in right sheet margin vertical strip of three, fresh gum and colour, lightly hinged; also same
variety in different plate position, being bottom stamp from vertical pair with gutter margin at foot,
browned original gum, variety is never hinged; plus fresh mint hinged single showing "NINE / NINE"
surcharge error. A neat trio, VF (SG 192a, 192b £270+)
240.00+

182



INDIA #104c, 1921 9p on 1a Rose King George V Gorgeous mint example showing double
surcharge error, brilliant fresh colour and with full pristine original gum, Fine+ NH (Scott valuation
for hinged; SG 192c for hinged £200+)
175.00+

183



INDIA Strong 1882-1962 Collection Predominantly mint throughout with a few used high values to
be found, well represented starting from beginning of the British Empire to 1962; high percentage
being NH from KGVI era on, some earlier issues are also NH (no premium added on any pre-1940
issues). Noted Victoria 1r-5r mint, 1911-1936 KGV mint sets both to the 25r (plus many shades;
counted as normal only), Scott #104c double surcharge mint #105a inverted surcharge corner block (3
NH); 1937-1940 KGVI mint set (many NH), 1949 Definitive NH set (plus shade of 10r mint), 1948
Gandhi mint set, etc. Quality much nicer than normally encountered, routinely with fresh gum and
bright colours; a solid collection of this increasingly popular country, F-VF or better (Scott 2011
US$3,725)
Est. 1,250.00+

May 28th, 2011
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184



INDIA - JAIPUR #24/57, Fresh Mint Selection Includes 1931 Definitive set up to the 2r; 1932
(Scott design A18) mint set of six; 1935 Surcharge set of two; all fresh with full original gum, very
lightly hinged. Also 1947-1948 Enthronement NH set of nine. Very Fine
551.50

185



IRELAND #38, 1922 (October-December) 10sh Dull Grey Blue (Overprinted by Thom) A choice
and extremely well centered mint example of this key stamp, lovely fresh colour and sharp
impression, full original gum, very faint hinge mark, VF VLH (SG 46 £950)
1,900.00

X186

X187

186



ITALIAN EAST AFRICA #1-20, C1-C11, 1938 Long Definitive Issue Regular and Airmail mint
set of 31 stamps in black mounts or mounted on Scott album page, hinged to lightly hinged, F-VF
334.00

187



ITALY #76-91, 1901-1926 1c-5L Coat of Arms and Victor Emmanuel III Complete mint set of
sixteen stamps, above average centering for this difficult issue; 5L (CV $32.50) with small flaws; key
value 40c with browned original gum and 50c fresh with large part original gum. A very tough set to
find, Fine to Very Fine OG / LH; 50c with 2008 Sismondo cert.
2,187.00

188



ITALY #93, 111, 123, 1906, 1909 & 1911 15c Slate Victor Emmanuel III Mint examples showing
original engraved, the redrawn and the re-engraved issues, fresh colours, all three with characteristic
centering for the issue and large part original gum, Fine+ OG
(Illustrated on Page 49) 380.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

X188

189
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X189

ITALY #115-118, 1910 5c and 15c Giuseppe Garibaldi Issues Two nicely selected mint sets, better
centering than usually encountered for these issues; fresh with full original gum hinged, VF for these
472.50

190

X191

190



ITALY #170, 1923 5L Violet and Black Alessandro Manzoni Well centered mint example with
intact perforations, gorgeous fresh colours and full original gum; a nice example of this sought-after
stamp, VF LH; 2008 Sismondo cert.
725.00

191



ITALY #268-279, 1932 10c-10L+2.50L Dante Alighieri Society Issue Lovely fresh and complete
mint set of twelve stamps, F-VF NH
350.00

X192

X193

192



ITALY #290-305, 1932 5c-5L+2.50L Fascist Government Issue A post office fresh complete
regular issued mint set, all with full pristine original gum. Choice, VF NH
455.00

193



ITALY #345-348, 1935 20c-1.25L International Aeronautical Salon Issue A seldom seen never
hinged set with fresh colours and full unblemished original gum; a key set, VF NH
745.00

May 28th, 2011
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ITALY #367-376, 1937 10c-5L+3L Child Welfare Lovely fresh complete regular issued set, nicely
centered, VF NH
415.00

195



ITALY #526-527, 1949 20L and 50L Invention of the Voltaic Pile Issue, Perf 14 Two fresh
centered mint blocks of four with full original gum, VF NH
420.00

196



ITALY #C3-C9, 1926-1928 50c-5L Victor Emmanuel III Airmail Issue Selected mint set of seven
stamps, typical to unusually well centered; 60c with natural gum skip at foot and 5L with a few
negligible irregular perfs, otherwise a seldom seen never hinged set, F-VF
375.00

X197

X198

197



ITALY #C23-C26, 1930 50c-9L+2L Virgil Airmail Issue Gorgeous fresh mint set of four, quite
well centered; 1L with tiny natural paper inclusion mentioned for strict accuracy only, F-VF NH
430.00

198

~

ITALY #C28-C33, 1932 50c-10L+2.50L Leonardo da Vinci Airmail Issue A choice and centered
used set of six stamps; key high value with a centrally struck CDS postmark, VF
398.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

199
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X200

199

~

ITALY #C34, 1932 100L Leonardo da Vinci Centered used example with nice fresh colours,
showing large portion of 1932 CDS postmark; a key used stamp, VF
575.00

200



ITALY #C42-C47, 1933 3L-20L Graf Zeppelin Issue Gorgeous fresh mint set of six stamps, bright
colours and all with full unblemished original gum; choice and VF NH
325.00

201



ITALY #C48-C49, 1933 Balbo's Trans-Atlantic Flight Issue Lovely fresh set of two triptychs, both
with left-hand stamp with "I - NAPO" overprint, full original gum, VF LH
285.00

X203

X202

202



X204

ITALY #C66-C72, 1934 25c-3L+2L Military Medal of Value Issue Pristine fresh and complete
mint set of seven, all in blocks of four and with full unblemished original gum, F-VF NH
480.00

May 28th, 2011
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~

ITALY #C79-C83, 1935 25c-5L+2L Vincento Bellini Airmail Issue Postally used set of five
stamps, scarce thus, VF
(Illustrated on Page 51) 409.50

204

~

ITALY #C84-C88, 1936 25c-5L+2L Bimillenary of the Birth of Horatius Airmail Issue Postally
used set of five stamps, VF; the key 5L+2L with 2008 Sismondo cert. (Illustrated on Page 51) 424.00

X205

206

X207

208

205

~

ITALY #C89-C94, 1937 25c-5L+2L Child Welfare Airmail Issue A fresh and seldom seen used set
of six stamps, all showing portion to almost complete CDS postmarks, VF
574.50

206



ITALY #J85, 1955 8L Rose Violet Postage Due, Watermark Multiple Stars Fresh and key mint
example with full pristine original gum, VF NH
200.00

207



ITALY #Q1-Q6, 1884-1886 10c-1.75L King Humbert I Parcel Post Stamps An attractive and
lovely fresh mint set of six stamps, all with usual centering for the issue, with full original gum,
hinged to lightly hinged. A tough set, Fine OG/LH
440.00

208



ITALY #Q74, 1948 300L Brown Lilac Parcel Post, Watermark Winged Wheel, Perf 13¼ Setenant mint pair, centered at right, lovely fresh colour with full original gum, lightly hinged. A scarce
stamp, Fine LH; catalogue value as hinged; 2008 Sismondo cert.
725.00

————————————————————— Lot X209 —————————————————————

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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ITALY Clean and Fresh Back-of-Book Mint Collection Displayed in black mounts on pages and
organized on black stockpages, well represented with semi-postals, airmails, pneumatics, special
deliveries, postage dues, officials, parcel post, etc. Many dozens and majority in complete sets, some
stamps / sets being NH. Mint throughout including a wealth of better stamps, such as B1-B42 (1926
and 1930 sets are NH), C1 (NH), C27 (hinged; pencil notation on gum), C34a, C20-C41, C62-C105,
CE8-CE9 (NH), D1-D14, E1-E36, EY6-EY9 (NH), J1-J1a (both without gum), J26 (OG), O8, Q37Q48 (NH set), key QY8 & QY10 (both mint LH), etc. Overall nice quality, nicer than normally
encountered, Fine to Very Fine (Scott 2011 US$5,933)
Est. 1,500.00

210



ITALY Early Mint Stamps and Stampless Covers Small selection of 14 different mint / or unused
early issues 1862-1865; noted mint Scott #20, 22, 26 (appears regummed), etc. Also lot of ten
stampless covers from 1840s-1850s with straightlines, etc. Fine or better. Worth a look
(Not Illustrated) Est. 200.00+

211

~ ITALIAN OFFICES ABROAD Substantial and Clean Mint / Used Collection Housed on
Schaubek hingeless album pages and on stockpages, from General Issues to Offices in Turkey
(Valona) including better Offices in China. Includes a total of 116 different mint (a very few are
without gum and catalogued as such) and 45 different used singles. Nice representation including a
wealth of better and more elusive items such as General Issue #3 mint part OG, #7 (unused), Offices
in China (Tientsin) #15-23 mint set of 9 (key values are well centered and LH), Offices in Crete #6
mint OG, Offices in Turkish Empire #21-25 mint NH set of five, #46-55 mint NH set of 10, Offices in
Jerusalem #1-8 mint set of 8 (key 20pi on 5L has redistributed gum), etc. Overall nice quality with
many never hinged stamps to be found. A lovely collection ideal for continuation, usual Fine centering
or better (Scott Classic 2011 US$8,214)
Est. 2,000.00+

May 28th, 2011
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213

~ AEGEAN ISLANDS Clean Mint / Used Collection Housed on Schaubek hingeless album pages
with 142 different mint (many NH) and 17 different used stamps; includes general issues for Aegean
Islands and most individual islands from Calchi to Stampalia are represented. Noted better such as
Aegean mint #31-35, C28-C31, C26-C27; Caso mint #17-26; Rhodes mint #38-44, etc. Nice quality
throughout, Fine to Very Fine (Scott Classic 2011 US$2,292)
Est. 600.00+

214



X215

AEGEAN ISLANDS #31-35, 1934 20c-5L+2.50L World Football Championship Seldom seen and
centered mint set of five stamps, fresh and with full original gum, hinged, VF OG
520.00

AEGEAN ISLANDS - RHODES #29-37, 1930 5c-10L Overprinted Hydrological Congress Issue
A scarce complete mint set of nine, most are very well centered, all with lovely fresh colours and with
full original gum, hinged. A difficult and key set to find, VF OG; key 50c with 2008 Sismondo cert.
1,763.00

X216

215



ITALIAN COLONIES #46-50, 1934 10c-10L World Football Championship Fresh complete
regular issue mint set of five stamps, nicely centered and all with full unblemished original gum.
Seldom seen in such nice quality, VF NH
665.00

216



ITALIAN COLONIES Clean Mint 1932-1934 Collection On Schaubek hingeless album pages, all
mint hinged to lightly hinged; includes Scott #1-4, 6-8, 13-50, and C8-C35, fresh colours and F-VF or
better
1,221.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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217



JAMAICA 1889-1976 Mint Collection Displayed in a multi-ring red album, well represented for the
period covered; noted wmk Crown CA 1p & 2½p and wmk multi Crown CA ½p with "SERv ET"
variety; 1908 2sh brown; 1912-1951 Definitive issues with range of extra shades, printings, War Tax,
etc. (often counted as normal), etc. Some used, but generally mint with much being NH from 1950 to
end of period covered, Fine to Very Fine (Scott 2011 US$1,774)
Est. 500.00+

218



KOREA #264a, 1957 40h & 205h Treaty of Friendship Mint imperforate souvenir sheet of two,
with full original gum, choice and seldom seen, VF NH
1,500.00

219

220

219



KOREA #265a, 1957 15h Christmas & New Year Imperforate mint souvenir sheet of one, pristine
fresh with full original gum, seldom seen, VF NH
1,000.00

220



KOREA #266a, 1957 25h Christmas & New Year Imperforate mint souvenir sheet of one; tiny
natural gum inclusion, fresh and VF NH
1,000.00

May 28th, 2011
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KOREA Extensive and Fresh 1946-1965 Collection Predominantly mint throughout and virtually
all never hinged; some used to be found on earlier issues. High degree of completion for the period
covered, including airmails and semi-postals; noted better sets and stamps, such as (all mint NH) Scott
#80-84, 85-86, 88-89, 90, 95-108, 187-187c, 198-199, 212Fa (booklet pane), 227-228, 249-262, 368,
395, 396, C23-C26, C27-C30, etc. All displayed in clear mounts on blank pages. A solid collection,
fresh and clean quality throughout, Fine to Very Fine (Scott 2011 US$5,412)
Est. 1,500.00+

222



KOREA Mint NH Souvenir Sheet Collection Includes 97 different and is virtually complete mint
NH from 1957 to 1965; noted key #267a (two light gum creases, otherwise NH), 285a (small corner
crease, NH), 286a (NH), 287a-289a (NH), 290a (NH), etc. The odd bend or gum crease, otherwise in
an excellent state of preservation, VF (Scott 2011 US$3,043)
Est. 1,000.00+

223



KOREA Mint 1955-1964 Assortment with many in NH blocks of four, displayed on two manila
stockpages. Noted better such as Scott #227-228 NH blocks of four (light gum toning), 232-234 and
265-267 sets in NH blocks of four, 370a, 371 & 372 (all three NH), etc. Also 12 different souvenir
sheets issued during 1959-1960 (appears all NH), etc. Fine to Very Fine (Not Illustrated) Est. 300.00+

224

~ LATVIA Substantial 1918-1940 Collection Displayed on hingeless album pages, a total of 373
different mint and 19 used stamps plus two mint souvenir sheets. Includes many perf AND imperf
mint sets from 1931-1932 period. Includes most issues for the period covered with better values such
as mint Scott #1-24, 101-112, 151-153 (high values mint NH), C9-C13 (LH set), CB1-CB17, CB3aCB24a, CB18-CB20 (NH), CB21-CB24 (NH), 2N23-2N34, etc. Nice quality throughout and a solid
collection ideal for continuation, F-VF or better (Scott Classic 2011 US$2,931)
Est. 750.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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X226
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226

~ LIBYA Clean 1912-1934 Mint / Used Collection In black mounts or mounted on Scott album pages;
includes 169 different mint and 12 different used, noted better valued items such as mint Scott #24, 63
(NH), 64A-64G, B1-B16, B30-B37, B38-B47 (less 10c), C4-C7, C8-C13, E12 (perf 11), EY1 (NH),
etc. A nice collection, ideal for continuation, Fine to Very Fine (Scott Classic 2011 US$2,022)
Est. 600.00+

X227

LIBYA #31, 1921 10L Dark Blue and Olive Green "Victory", Watermarked, Perf 14 Gorgeous
fresh mint example of this key high value, usual centering for this period, with intact perforations and
full original gum, scarce thus, Fine+ NH
1,350.00

X228

227

~

LIECHTENSTEIN #94-107, 1930 5rp-2fr Pictorial Issue, Perf 10½ Complete used set of eleven
stamps, all centered and with bright colours; 2fr with couple shorter perfs at foot. A seldom seen used
set, VF CDS
767.00

228



LIECHTENSTEIN #C1-C6, 1930 15rp-1fr Airmail Issue A choice and complete mint set of six,
nicely centered with fresh colours and full pristine original gum, VF NH
335.00

229



MACAO #324-335, 1948 1a-5p Scenes An attractive and selected mint set of twelve stamps; trivial
ink offset on 5p, otherwise all with full original gum, most are very lightly hinged, VF
659.00

230



MACAO #550a, 1987 30a-6p Decorated Fans Key mint souvenir sheet of four, choice, VF NH
(Not Illustrated) 300.00

May 28th, 2011
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231

~ MACAO Extensive Mint / Used 1884-1938 Collection Displayed on Lindner hingeless album pages,
with 259 different stamps starting from the Crown Issue up to late 1930 and including airmails,
postage dues and postal tax issues. Noted many seldom seen surcharges and overprints; 1938 Vasco
da Gama mint set of 17, plus NH airmail set, etc. A few obviously faulty stamps not catalogued;
generally fine to very fine throughout. Scott 2011 US$4,553.
Est. 1,000.00+

232



MACAO Clean Mint 1949-2005 Collection In mounts on blank pages, with many souvenir sheets,
complete booklets, se-tenant multiples, etc. Noted better such as #347A (footnote; 1p ultra mint), 372381 (NH), 383-390 (NH), 404-414 (NH), Lunar New Year 1984-1995 complete with singles and all
issued booklets. A few used but majority are mint NH, F-VF or better (Scott 2011 US$1,618)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00

233



MALAYA KEDAH Attractive and Fresh Mint 1912-1965 Collection Displayed on black
stockpages in padded multi-ring binder, mostly complete mint for this State; includes 1912-1921
Definitive set of 20, plus 1919 surcharges; 1922 "Malaya - Borneo" set (plus some varieties; not
counted); 1921-1940 Definitive set to the $2 (includes 1c Type II); 1937 Sultan set; 1950-1962
definitive sets; also Japanese Occupation issues with $2 and $5 singles, etc. Also includes Johore
1949-1979 (with 1949-1955 NH set of 21, plus various shades, among others). Nice quality; more
recent are generally NH. Also some mint Kedah Japanese Occupation revenues Barefoot (cat. £290).
A nice lot, F-VF or better (Scott 2011 US$2,090; not counting the revenues)
Est. 600.00+

234



MALAYA PERAK #84-98, 1938-1941 1c-$5 Sultan Iskandar, Watermark Multiple Script CA A
beautiful selected mint set of nineteen stamps, all with lovely fresh colours, above average centering
and full original gum. Seldom seen, F-VF OG/LH (SG 103-121 £850)
1,052.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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236

235



MONACO #176, 1939 10fr Green Louis II Stadium Fresh and centered mint block of four with full
original gum; an elusive multiple, VF NH
700.00

236



MONACO #C27-C29, 1949 300fr, 500fr & 1000fr Plane & Coat of Arms Airmail Issue Mint set
of three in blocks of four, fresh and centered, with full pristine original gum, VF NH
760.00

237



MONACO #C41a, C42a, C44a, 1957 100fr, 200fr Birds Issue, Perf 13 along with high value
1000fr Great Cormorants, Perf 11; all three stamps mint with fresh colours, VF NH
707.50

X238

239

238



NAURU 1916-1981 Mint Collection In stockbook starting with mint 1916 KGV set of 11, plus 5sh
(De La Rue), 2sh6p (Bradbury), followed by 1937-1948 Definitive set on glazed surfaced paper (10sh
is on greyish paper); mostly complete and all NH from 1935 to 1981 including souvenir sheets, chiefly
VF (Scott 2011 US$761)
Est. 200.00

239

~

NEW GUINEA #C45, 1935 £5 Green Plane over Bulolo Goldfields Well centered used example
with centrally struck Bulolo (6 FE 39) CDS postmark; scarce thus, VF (SG 205 £400)
550.00

May 28th, 2011
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240



NEW GUINEA #C46-C59, 1939 ½p-£1 Plane over Bulolo Goldfields Airmail Issue A selected
fresh mint set of fourteen stamps, nicely centered, all with full original gum, lightly hinged. VF LH,
choice (SG 212-225 £850)
913.00

X241

242

241



NEW ZEALAND #86C-98, 1899-1900 2½p-5sh Definitive Issue, No Watermark, Perf 11
Complete mint set of eleven stamps, some with usual rough perfs, characteristic of this issue; 9p with
couple short perfs at foot, all with large part to full original gum. Also includes ½p black and 2p violet
Victoria, watermark double-lined NZ and Star, both mint never hinged. Centering ranges from Fine to
Very Fine (SG 260-270, 271-272 £634)
1,231.00

242



NEW ZEALAND #120, 1903 5sh Vermilion Mount Cook, Watermark Single NZ and Star
(Sideways), Perf 11 Selected fresh and unusually well centered mint single, rough perforations
characteristic of the issue, rich colour and sharp impression, with full original gum, lightly hinged. A
difficult stamp to find in such nice quality, Very Fine, Lightly Hinged. (SG 317b £225)
500.00

243



NEW ZEALAND #AR32-AR37 (printings), 1913-1925 2sh-6sh Postal Fiscal, Single NZ and Star
(Sideways) Partial mint set of six stamps, nicely centered for the issue, all with fresh colours and full
original gum, lightly hinged; includes "De La Rue" paper with 5sh rough perf 14, 2sh6p and 6sh perf
14½x14 comb; "Jones" paper with 3sh and "Jones" thick, opaque paper with 2sh and 4sh perf 14½x14
comb. Seldom seen so nice, VF LH (SG F102, 112, 116, 126, 131, 134 £660)
1,060.00

244

L

Collins, R., The Postage Stamps of New Zealand Volume 1 to 7, 1938-1988, hardbound (no
dustjacket), with total of 4,000 pages; lightly used and generally in nice shape; the definitive reference
books for the country and keenly sought-after.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,000.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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245



NIGERIA KGV 1914-1933 Mint Issues Includes watermark Crown CA 10sh (3 shades) and £1
(both dies); Multiple Script CA mint set of 15, plus all die I issued stamps, with a few extra shades
noted; catalogued as normal only. Bright colours and fresh throughout, Fine to Very Fine (Scott 2011
US$1,045)
Est. 300.00+

246



NIUE Selection of Better Mint / Used Total of 19 mint stamps and four used; includes 1918-1923
Postal-Fiscal mint set to £1 (less 2sh6p); 1941-1945 wmk single NZ & Star 5sh, 10sh & £1 mint
singles; multiple NZ & Star 2sh6p to £1 two mint sets with different shades; 1967 perf 11 set of four
used with First Day CDS on pieces; 1935 Silver Jubilee mint vertical pair, imperforate horizontally,
faint gum toning. A clean lot, Fine to Very Fine (Scott 2011 US$1,189)
Est. 300.00+

247



NORFOLK ISLAND Complete 1947-2009 Mint NH Collection Very well displayed in black
mounts on clean quadrilled pages with write-up, COMPLETE to end of 2009, including all definitive
and commemorative issues, 1956-1957 Re-issues on white paper, all souvenir sheets, miniature panes,
sheetlets and booklet panes. All selected mint never hinged and fresh throughout; a beautiful and clean
collection, VF NH (Scott 2011 US$2,025)
Est. 600.00+

Visit us online www.easternauctions.com
or
E-Mail us at easternauctions@nb.aibn.com

May 28th, 2011
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248



NORTH WEST PACIFIC ISLANDS #32, 32a, 1919 6p Ultramarine and 1922 Chalky Blue
(Greyish Ultramarine), Watermark Narrow Crown and Narrow A Mint blocks of four, both with
Type B overprints, reasonably well centered and with lovely fresh colours. F-VF NH (Scott valuation
for hinged singles only; SG 110, 110a £178 for hinged)
340.00+

249



OLTRE GIUBA #1-Q13, Country Complete Mint Collection Country complete in black mounts
on Scott album pages, fresh colours and very clean throughout; includes Scott #1-15, 16-20 (NH), 2135, B1-B6 (NH), E1-E2 (70c is NH), J1-J10 (plus Scott unlisted set of 6; 20c to £3) and Q1-Q13. A
nice and seldom seen complete collection, Fine to Very Fine
2,213.00

250



PITCAIRN ISLANDS Clean Mint 1940-1992 Collection Complete for the period covered, in black
mounts on quadrilled pages, also noted some inverted wmk varieties (counted as normal) and ten
covers (not counted in CV). Also includes a small collection of used stamps on pages. Appears all NH
from late 1960s on. Mainly VF, Scott 2011 US$1,188.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 350.00

251



PITCAIRN ISLANDS 1940-1983 Mint / NH Collection Displayed in thick stockbook mostly
complete for the period covered, much being NH (only a few earlier issues hinged). Also Norfolk
Island 1947-1977 also well represented with majority being NH. Chiefly VF throughout (Scott 2011
US$1,155)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 250.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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X252

X253

252



PORTUGAL #747-748, 1952 1e & 3.50e NATO Issue Fresh and sought-after mint set of two, with
full original gum, VF NH
338.00

253



RHODESIA Clean Mint 1905-1968 Collection Housed in a stockbook including Southern Rhodesia
and Rhodesia & Nyasaland, nicely represented for the period with definitive and commemorative sets.
Noted better such as 1905 2sh6p and 5sh Falls, 1910 "Double Head" (perf 14) ½p to 1sh (a few extra
shades as well), Southern Rhodesia 1924-1930 KGV "Admiral" 2p to 5sh, 1931-1937 KGV set of 13
up to the 5sh, etc. Much of later issues being NH; fresh and clean quality throughout, F-VF or better
(Scott 2011 US$2,093)
Est. 600.00+

254



RUSSIA #C23a, 1931 50k Airship Exploring Arctic, Watermarked, Perf 10¾x12 A scarce mint
example printed in grey blue (error of colour), fresh and Fine OG; 2008 Sismondo cert.
950.00

X255

X256

X257

255



RUSSIA #C26-C33, 1931 30k-2r North Pole Graf Zeppelin, Watermarked Perf and imperf. mint
sets, fresh colours, VF OG
300.00

256

~

RUSSIA #C26-C33, 1931 30k-2r North Pole Graf Zeppelin Issue Perf and imperf. used set of
eight, VF CDS
261.50

257



RUSSIA #C40-C44, 1933 5k-80k Soviet Civil Aviation, Watermarked, Perf 14 Mint set of five,
bright colours; natural gum crease on 80k, otherwise with full original gum, hinged to lightly hinged,
VF
500.00

May 28th, 2011
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259

258



RUSSIA #C58-C67, 1935 1k-50k Ice Breaker & Scientific Expedition Choice complete mint set of
ten stamps, all with fresh colours and full original gum, lightly hinged. A nice set, VF LH
1,580.00

259



RUSSIA #C68, 1935 1r on 10k Dark Brown Moscow-San Francisco Flight Well centered and
gorgeous fresh mint example with flight surcharge in red; with Romeko and SPhA USSR guarantee
handstamps on reverse, VF OG
1,250.00

X260

X261

X262

260



SAAR #204-220, 1949-1951 10c-100fr Definitive Issue A choice complete set of seventeen in mint
blocks of four, fresh with full original gum, VF NH
500.00

261



SAAR #B9-B15, 1928 40c (+40c)-10fr (+10fr) "Charity" Semi-Postal Issue Choice mint set of
seven stamps, fresh VF LH
480.00

262



SAAR #B23-B29, 1931 40c (+15c)-10fr (+10fr) Semi-Postal Issue Fresh centered mint set of seven,
F-VF NH
388.50

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

X263
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X265

263



ST. LUCIA Clean Mint / NH 1935-1980 Collection Housed in a stockbook, starting from 1935 (a
couple earlier) and well represented to 1980; most being NH including better 1936 KGV Definitive set
of 12 (NH), etc. Nice quality throughout, chiefly VF (Scott 2011 US$566)
Est. 150.00

264



ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON #408-411, 1971 30fr-80fr Deep-Sea Fishing Fleet Set of four lower
left imperforate corner blocks of four, choice and seldom seen, VF NH (Scott valuation US$790 for
perforated stamps; Ceres € 1,400)
Est. 750.00+

265



ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON 1968-1969 Mint Never Hinged Imperforates Selection of various
imperforate sets of singles with sheet margins on one or two sides (many with serial numbers in
corners). Includes Scott 378-381, 383-384, 385-388, 389-392, 393-395, C23, C41-C42 and C43. All
fresh and choice, VF NH Scott 2011 US$296 for regular perforated stamps; Ceres € 617 Est. 300.00

266

ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON Interesting Lot of Covers Includes a group of 28 unused postal
stationery (envelopes, cards, letter cards) appears all different; also 1909 multi-coloured picture
postcard with five stamp franking addressed to Cape Town South Africa with neat receiver; two
France Libre covers bearing a total of 14 overprinted "FNFL" stamps (13 different), one cover
addressed to Montreal, other to USA; two Provisional handstamped "P.P. 030" handstamp covers
bearing additional postage stamps; one cover with 75c Bird dated "7.7 / 26" and other with Fisherman
issue (four different) dated "3.5 / 26", both addressed to France; a nice incoming short paid airmail
cover bearing a single Canada 1c "Arch" (Scott 163), sealed by censor and with due markings franked
with single 2fr brown Codfish "FRANCE LIBRE" - very scarce and unusual cover, etc.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 200.00+

May 28th, 2011
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267



SAN MARINO #115-133, 1929-1935 5c-20L Definitive Issue Complete mint set of nineteen, lovely
fresh colours, mostly centered and lightly hinged including key value 20L, F-VF
472.50

268



SAN MARINO #134-138, 1932 20c-2.75L General Post Office Issue A choice mint set of five
stamps, centered and fresh, VF LH
607.50

X269

X270

X271

269



SAN MARINO #143-150, 1932 10c-5L Garibaldi Issue "Post office" fresh and well centered mint
set of eight stamps, all with full original gum, VF LH
587.00

270



SAN MARINO #151-154, 1933 25c on 2.75L-1.25L on 1.75L Philatelist Convention Surcharged
Issue A scarce mint set of four stamps, all with full original gum, fresh VF LH
513.50

271



SAN MARINO #169-180, 1935 5c-1.75L Melchiorre Delfico Issue Lovely fresh complete mint set
of twelve stamps, VF LH
261.50

X272

X273

272



SAN MARINO #C1-C10, 1931 50c-10L View of San Marino Airmail Issue A beautiful complete
mint set, well centered with fresh colours, very lightly hinged; a choice set, VF
651.50

273



SARAWAK 1869-1965 Well-Rounded Mint Collection Displayed on black stockpages, with
emphasis on 1899-1965 period, several earlier stamps to be found. Noted complete 1899-1932
Definitive sets, 1923 2c on 12c (2nd printing; NH), complete from 1934-1941 Sir Brooke mint set of
26 (many are NH) to 1965, including the better 1945 Sir Brooke "BMA" overprint set. A few stamps
with gum toning, but overall fresh and clean, Fine to Very Fine (Scott 2011 US$2,008) Est. 500.00+

May 28th, 2011
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SIERRA LEONE

274

P

#1, 1873 (circa.) 6p Violet Lower left plate proof block of four on white glazed-surface paper, with
"CANCELLED" (Samuel type D7) overprint in black, VF (SG 4 proof)
Est. 200.00

275

P

#6-10, 1873 (circa.) 1p, 3p, 4p & 1sh Queen Victoria Set of four plate proofs with blank value
tablet, printed in near-issued colours on white glazed surface paper, each with "CANCELLED"
(Samuel type D7) overprint in black; also 3p buff plate proof single, imperforate on wove paper,
with upright watermark Crown CC, VF (SG 7-10 proofs)
Est. 200.00

276



#6a-10a, 1873 1p-1sh Queen Victoria, Watermark Crown CC (upright), Perf 12½ An attractive
mint set of five, quite well centered for the issue, lovely fresh colours; gum crease on 1p and minor
gum bend on the 3p, all with large part original gum. A difficult set to find in such quality, VF OG
(SG 11-15 £1,620)
1,740.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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277



#9, 1872 4p Blue, Watermark Crown CC (sideways), Perf 12½ A precisely centered fresh mint
single with large part original gum; difficult to find in such nice quality, XF OG (SG 9 £200) 200.00

278



#11/20, 1876 ½p-1sh Queen Victoria, Crown CC, Perf 14 Mint set of seven (no 6p) with bright
colours; gum bend on 4p, all with large part to full original gum; the 2p magenta is NH. A nice set, FVF (SG 16-22 £450)
498.00

279



#15, 1876 3p Buff, Watermark Crown CC, Perf 14 Exceptionally fresh and well centered mint
block of four with full original gum, lightly hinged, top pair never hinged; a very attractive multiple,
XF (SG 20 £240+)
220.00+

280



#32, 1893 ½p on 1½p Lilac, Watermark Crown CC, Perf 14 A very well centered mint example of
this difficult provisional surcharge, nice fresh colour, large part original gum; pencil notations on gum,
VF OG (SG 38 £500)
525.00

May 28th, 2011
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281

F

Postal Counterfeit - 1894 (June 13) Registered envelope mailed from Freetown to French Guinea,
franked with three horizontal strips of three of the ½p on 1½p pale violet, Crown CA, all tied by
Freetown CDS postmarks, with oval "R" registration handstamp at lower left. A very similar cover is
illustrated in Beale's handbook (page 143), prior to this cover only two such postal counterfeit covers
were known to exist. A rare and appealing cover for the advanced collector.
Est. 500.00+

282



#33, 33a, 1893 ½p on 1½p Pale Violet, Watermark Crown CA Complete mint sheet of sixty,
folded twice horizontally, showing the "PFNNY" (Pos. 13) plate variety; crease on lower right stamp
and hinged on one stamp only; a scarce intact sheet, F-VF (SG 39, 39b £439+)
(Not Illustrated) 375.00+

283

#33a, 33b, 1893 (March 5) Locally addressed cover franked with provisional surcharges 1½p pale
violet single showing "PFNNY" along with vertical strip of three with inverted surcharge, tied by
Freetown CDS postmarks; a contrived, yet very unusual franking of these sought-after varieties, VF
(SG 39a, 39b)
Est. 300.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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#33b, 1893 ½p on 1½p Pale Violet, Crown CA Well centered mint block of four with inverted
surcharge error, full original gum, lightly disturbed; a scarce and striking multiple, VF OG (SG 39a
£480)
500.00

285



#34-46, 1896-1897 ½p-£1 Queen Victoria, Watermark Crown CA Complete mint set of thirteen
stamps, all with bright fresh colours, with full original gum; hinged to very lightly hinged, F-VF (SG
41-53 £350)
365.00

286



#34s-46s, 1896-1897 ½p-£1 Queen Victoria Complete mint set of thirteen stamps, each with
SPECIMEN overprint (Samuel type D12), pristine fresh colours, high values 2sh, 5sh and £1 are
never hinged, F-VF (SG 41s-53s £275+)
Est. 200.00+

287

P

#39, 3p Queen Victoria Imperforate trial colour proof printed in green and carmine (colours of the
issued 5sh) on unwatermarked wove paper, VF (SG 46 proof)
Est. 200.00

288

#47/56, 1897 Provisional Surcharges on Revenues Neat lot of seven covers bearing various
overprinted / surcharged One Penny to One Shilling Fiscal, some with other Victoria issues. Noted
pristine local addressed cover bearing five examples of the 1p Scott 47; SG 54; registered (SP 9 97)
cover to Paris franked with Scott 54, 53x2; SG 61, 60x2; registered (OC 13 97) cover to England with
single Scott 56; SG 63 along other stamps, etc. Very attractive group, VF
Est. 400.00+

May 28th, 2011
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289

P

#47, 1897 Stamp Duty Master die proof (stamp size) without denomination on glazed surface card
affixed to piece along with proofs of the 1p, 3p, 6p, 1sh, 2sh, 5sh and £1 value tablets, endorsed
alongside "Oct 23rd", the values "Nov 1st", both marked "60 leads", red ink line which crosses six of
the proofs and dated "Dec. 19 84" in red ink. A most desirable proof for exhibition, VF Est. 500.00+

290



#48-50, 1897 2½p on 3p Dull Purple and Green A gorgeous fresh and unusually well centered mint
horizontal strip of six showing Scott type A, B, B, C, B, B; SG type 8, 10, 10, 11, 10, 10 surcharges
(Position 21-26 in the setting of thirty), with full original gum never hinged; a choice and attractive
multiple, VF NH (Scott valuation for hinged singles; SG 55-57 for hinged £420+)
480.00+

291

292

291



#51, 1897 2½p on 3p Dull Purple and Green Lovely fresh and reasonably centered mint example
showing the scarcer Scott type D; SG type 12 surcharge, with full original gum, small hinge remnant,
F-VF (SG 58 £350)
400.00

292

~

#51, 1897 2½p on 3p Dull Purple and Green Pristine fresh and well centered used example showing
the scarcer Scott type D; SG type 12 surcharge (Position 29 in the setting), with light JY 13 97 CDS
postmark. A nice stamp, VF (SG 58 £450)
525.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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#52-54, 1897 2½p on 6p Dull Purple and Green Bright fresh mint blocks of eighteen (Position 1-6 /
21-26) showing three different types of surcharges; hinged in selvedge only leaving all stamps never
hinged, attractive, VF (Scott value for hinged singles; SG 59-61 for hinged singles £440+)
485.00+

294



#52-55, 1897 2½p on 6p Dull Purple and Green Top sheet margin mint setting of thirty stamps;
corner crease at upper right touching position 10, hinged in selvedge only leaving all stamps never
hinged. A scarce complete setting, VF (SG 59-62 £997+)
1,105.00+

May 28th, 2011
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#55, 1897 2½p on 6p Dull Purple and Green Brilliant fresh and well centered mint single showing
the better Scott type D; SG type 12 surcharge (Position 29 in the setting), with full original gum,
choice, VF LH (SG 62 £300)
325.00

296



#56 + variety, 1897 2½p on 1sh Dull Purple and Green Unused example with major surcharge shift
of Scott type A; SG type 8, as a result the obliterating bars are virtually missing (faintest trace visible
at bottom perfs). An unusual and visually striking variety, Fine (SG 63 + variety)
Est. 300.00+

297



#56, 57, 1897 2½p on 1sh Dull Purple and Green An attractive mint pair showing Scott type A; SG
type 8 with squared stop on left stamp and Scott type B; SG type 10 on right-hand stamp (Position 1415), bright fresh colour and with full original gum; both stamps pencil signed A. Diena. A scarce
positional pair, F-VF LH (SG 63, 65 £1,000+)
1,210.00+

298



#56, 58, 59A, 1897 2½p on 1sh Dull Purple and Green Vertical positional strip of three showing
Scott type A, F, C; SG 8, 13, 11 (Position 2, 12, 22), toned / stained gum visible from front along
perforations in places, still a scarce multiple, Fine (Scott US$2,385; SG 63, 66, 66b £2,175)
Est. 500.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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299

300

299

~

#58a, 1897 2½p on 1sh Dull Purple and Green Well centered used example (Scott type C; SG type
11) showing the constant italic "N" in "REVENUE" (Position 24) variety; one shorter perf at lower
right corner (negligible), used with light (SP 21 97) CDS postmark, VF (SG 66a £1,300)
1,400.00

300



#59, 1897 2½p on 1sh Dull Purple and Green Very well centered mint single with lovely fresh
colour and showing the elusive Scott type E; SG type 9 surcharge (Position 19 in the setting of thirty),
with full original gum, relatively lightly hinged. A tough stamp to find, VF LH (SG 64 £1,600)
1,750.00

301

302

301

~

#59A, 1897 2½p on 1sh Dull Purple and Green Key used single with Scott Type F; SG type 13
surcharge (Position 12 in the setting of thirty), with Freetown JY 13 97 CDS postmark. A sought-after
and scarce surcharge type, VF (SG 66b £1,300)
1,500.00

302

~

#60 + variety, 1897 2½p on 2sh Dull Purple & Green Well centered used example showing the
constant broken "2" (Scott type A; SG type 8), light thins at top, used with Freetown (AP 20 97) CDS
postmark. A very rare variety on the better Two shilling provisional surcharge, VF appearance (Scott
$2,500; SG 67 £2,500 for normal used stamp)
Est. 1,500.00+
Note: This constant variety can be described as a partial printing of the lower part of the surcharge
large "2", which appears on both surcharge settings of thirty stamps of the Three pence & Six pence,
and of the One shilling & Two shilling, being Position 9 (R1/9) in the setting. It is known that only
eight sheets of thirty of the Two shilling were printed - thus only 8 examples of this constant variety
can exist.
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#64-76, 1903 ½p-£1 King Edward VII, Watermark Crown CA An attractive complete mint set of
thirteen stamps, with fresh colours and full original gum, most are lightly hinged including the key £1,
F-VF (SG 73-85 £400)
460.00

304

~

#76, 1903 £1 Violet on Red KEVII, Watermark Crown CA Selected used single with Freetown (B
/ JA 17 / 08) CDS postmark, VF (SG 85 £275)
275.00

305



#77-89, 1904-1905 ½p-£1 King Edward VII, Multiple Crown CA Complete mint set of thirteen
stamps on chalk-surfaced paper, deep rich colour and mainly with full original gum, lightly hinged, FVF (SG 86-98 £325)
396.00

306



#82, 83 + variety, 1905 3p & 4p KEVII, Multiple Crown CA Choice mint singles with inverted
watermark variety; both with full original gum, VF VLH (SG 91w, 92w £170)
Est. 150.00

X307

X308

309

307



#90-102, 1907-1910 ½p-£1 King Edward VII, Multiple Crown CA A beautiful and fresh mint set
of thirteen, plus a distinctive (unlisted) shade of the 2sh; full original gum, hinged to lightly hinged, FVF (SG 99-111 £350+)
410.00+

308



#90s-102s, 1907-1912 ½p-£1 King Edward VII, Multiple Crown CA Brilliant fresh mint set of
thirteen stamps, each with SPECIMEN overprint (Samuel type D12), full original gum, hinged, F-VF
(SG 99s-111s £350)
Est. 250.00

309

~

#102, 1907 £1 Purple & Black on Red KEVII, Multiple Crown CA Nice used single tied by
Freetown (A / JA 14 / 13) CDS postmark on piece, VF (SG 111 £200)
210.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

310



77

#103-119 + shades, 1912-1924 ½p-£1 King George V, Multiple Crown CA An attractive complete
mint set to the £1; in addition includes extra shades / printings of ½p (2), 1p, 1½p, 2p (inverted
watermark), 2½p, 3p, 4p (2), 1sh (4) and 10sh, latter is plate "1" upper left single; hinged to lightly
hinged, some are never hinged including both 10sh. A very nice group, F-VF (SG 112-127 + shades
£500+)
Est. 350.00+

X311

320

311



#106, 115 + variety, 1912 2p Grey and 1sh Black on Green KGV, Multiple Crown CA Mint
lightly hinged singles, both with inverted watermark variety; 2p with plate "8" in lower sheet margin;
an attractive duo for the specialist, VF LH (SG 115w, 124w £90+)
Est. 75.00+

312

P

#115, 1sh King George V Frame only De La Rue die proof printed in black on white glazed surface
card with "AFTER HARDENING" and "14 AUG. 12" handstamps, VF (SG 124 proof) Est. 250.00
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#118, 1923 (July 16) Registered cover franked with left sheet margin plate "1" horizontal pair of 10sh
KGV, multiple Crown CA, tied by clear and complete Bonthe CDS postmark, customary registration
boxed handstamp, oval GPO Sierra Leone (18 JY) transit and neat Hebden Bridge (4 AU) receiver
backstamp. An impressive high value franking, VF (SG 127)
Est. 350.00+

314

315

314



#119, 1912 £1 Black and Purple on Red, Multiple Crown CA Upper right corner mint single with
plate "1" and serial "011" numbers, well centered, fresh with full original gum; choice and attractive,
VF NH (SG 128 for hinged £190+)
175.00+

315



#119, 1912 £1 Black and Purple on Red, Multiple Crown CA Lower left corner mint single with
plate "1" number, fresh colours and full original gum, never hinged; a nice stamp, VF NH (SG 128 for
hinged £190+)
175.00+

316



#120, 1912 £2 Violet & Green, Multiple Crown CA Mint single with deep rich colour, full original
gum relatively lightly hinged, F-VF (SG 129 £750)
(Illustrated on Page 79) 650.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

317

P

79

#121, 1912 £5 King George V Frame only De La Rue die proof printed in black on white glazed
surface card, with "AFTER HARDENING" and "2 SEP. 12" handstamps; attractive, VF (SG 130
proof)
Est. 300.00+

318

X319

318



#121s, 1912 £5 Orange & Green King George V, Multiple Crown CA Fresh mint single with
SPECIMEN overprint (Samuel type D12a), F-VF OG (SG 130s £375)
Est. 300.00

319



#122s-137s, 1921-1927 ½p-10sh King George V, Multiple Script CA A beautiful and complete
mint set of sixteen stamps, each with SPECIMEN overprint (Samuel D12 / D16), most being very
lightly hinged, F-VF (SG 131s-146s £375)
Est. 250.00+

320

~

#127 + variety, 1922 3p Bright Blue KGV, Multiple Script CA Used single with INVERTED
watermark - unlisted and scarce, F-VF (SG 136 + variety)
(Illustrated on Page 77) Est. 100.00+

316

321



321

#138, 1921 £2 Violet & Ultramarine, Multiple Script CA Gorgeous mint single with bright fresh
colours and full original gum, VF LH (SG 147 £700)
600.00

May 28th, 2011
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322



#138s, 139s, 1921 £2 & £5 King George V & Seal of Colony, Multiple Script CA Bright fresh mint
singles with SPECIMEN overprint (Samuel type D16), full original gum, VF LH (SG 147s, 148s
£500)
Est. 400.00

X323

X324

323



#140-152, 1932 ½p-£1 KGV & Rice Fields An attractive and fresh mint set of thirteen stamps; most
are never hinged including high values, F-VF or better (Scott value for hinged; SG 155-167 for hinged
£225+)
257.00

324



#140s-152s, 1932 ½p-£1 KGV & Rice Fields Lovely fresh complete mint set perforated SPECIMEN,
most are lightly hinged, VF and scarce(SG 155s-167s £250)
Est. 200.00

325

P

1932 Rice Field & Palm Issue Bradbury Wilkinson die essay of King George V vignette facing left
for use on the high value 2sh to £1 denomination, printed in black on wove paper, with full imprint
and die "216" below, minor thinning at top from being affixed in printer's book. A rare item, ideal for
exhibition, VF (SG 164/167 proof)
Est. 600.00
Note: The background and King's head have a similar intensity as the vignette on the issued stamps.

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

326

P

81

1932 Rice Field & Palms Issue King George V vignette facing left die essay, prepared by Bradbury,
Wilkinson for use on the high value 2sh to £1 denomination, printed in bright green on wove paper,
small faults from being affixed in printer's record book. A rare item, ideal for exhibition, VF (SG
164/167 proof)
Est. 500.00
Note: The background and King's head have a similar intensity as the vignette on the issued stamps.

327



#153-163, 1933 ½p-5sh William Wilberforce Issue A remarkable mint set of eleven up to the 5sh;
all in pristine fresh plate blocks of six showing full Bradbury Wilkinson imprint in lower sheet
margin; all with full original gum, never hinged. A gorgeous set of these popular commemoratives,
VF NH (Scott valuation $1,400 for hinged singles; SG 168-178 for hinged singles £1,347+)
Est. 1,000.00+

328



#163-165, 1933 5sh, 10sh & £1 Wilberforce Issue High values of the set, with fresh colours and full
original gum, VF LH (SG 178-180 £875)
875.00
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329

P

1933 William Wilberforce Die proof of King George V vignette, prepared by Bradbury, Wilkinson
and adopted for the issued 10sh, printer's ink notations and small paper fault at upper right from being
affixed in the production book. A very rare proof with only a few examples recorded, VF (SG 179
proof)
Est. 1,000.00+

1935 SILVER JUBILEE

Extra Flagstaff

330



Lightning Conductor

Short Extra Flagstaff

#166-169 + variety, 1935 1p-1sh Silver Jubilee Set of four lower left mint blocks of four showing
the distinctive and elusive 'Extra Flagstaff' plate variety (Plate "1"; Position 49) on upper left stamps;
variety on 5p block is NH, other values are hinged to lightly hinged, VF (SG 181a-184a £695)
Est. 500.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

83

331



#166-169 + variety, 1935 1p-1sh Silver Jubilee Well centered mint set of four upper right blocks of
four, showing the 'Lightning Conductor' plate variety (Plate "3"; Position 11) on lower left stamps;
hinged in places but 1p, 3p and 1sh varieties are NH, latter with minor perf toning, otherwise a fresh
and scarce set, VF (SG 181c-184c £710+)
Est. 500.00+

332

~

#166-169 + variety, 1935 1p-1sh Silver Jubilee Nicely centered used set of four, each showing the
sought-after 'Extra Flagstaff' plate variety (Plate "1"; Position 49); 1sh with minute tear at foot,
otherwise a fresh and VF used set (SG 181a-184a £870)
Est. 300.00+

333



#166s-169s, 170s-172s, 186s-187s, 1935 1p-1sh Silver Jubilee, 1937 Coronation and 1946 Peace set;
all stamps perforated SPECIMEN, mint with original gum; F-VF OG / LH (SG 181s-184s, 185s-187s,
201s-202s £330)
Est. 250.00

May 28th, 2011
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335

336

#166 + variety, 1935 1p Silver Jubilee Upper left mint block of four showing the scarce 'Short Extra
Flagstaff' plate variety (Plate "2"; Position 7) on lower left stamp; hinged once in selvedge only,
stamps never hinged, VF (SG 181b for hinged single £190+)
Est. 150.00+
#166, 167 + variety, 1935 (December 30) Large OHMS envelope mailed registered from Freetown to
England, franked with matching lower left corner pairs of the 1p and 3p Silver Jubilee, both show the
elusive 'Extra Flagstaff' plate variety at top, cancelled by neat Freetown CDS postmarks; cover with
fault not affecting stamps, negligible gum stain spot on 3p which can likely be soaked off. A scarce
commercial usage of these plate varieties, Fine (SG 181a, 182a)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 150.00



#167 + variety, 1935 3p Silver Jubilee Well centered mint block of four, with the scarce 'Short Extra
Flagstaff' plate variety (Plate "2"; Position 7) on lower left stamp; right pair very lightly hinged,
variety is NH, VF (SG 182b for hinged single £450+)
Est. 300.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

337

339

337

#167 + variety, 1936 (February 18) Registered envelope mailed from Freetown to London, bearing a
lower left block of four, each stamp cancelled by neat CDS postmark and showing the 'Extra Flagstaff'
plate variety (Plate "1"; Position 49) on upper left stamp. A clean cover, VF (SG 182a) Est. 250.00+

338

338
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340



339

#168 + variety, 1935 5p Silver Jubilee Upper left mint block of four showing the scarce 'Short Extra
Flagstaff' plate variety (Plate "2"; Position 7) on lower left stamp; lightly hinged in selvedge only,
stamps NH, VF (SG 183b for hinged single £500+)
Est. 350.00+
#168 + variety, 1935 (October 7) Clean and desirable cover mailed from Freetown to New Jersey,
USA franked with well centered single 5p Silver Jubilee showing the elusive 'Extra Flagstaff' plate
variety (Plate "1"; Position 49), VF (SG 183a)
Est. 400.00+

340



#169 + variety, 1935 1sh Silver Jubilee Fresh and well centered mint vertical pair, showing the
elusive 'Short Extra Flagstaff' plate variety (Plate "2"; Position 7) on lower stamp; with full original
gum, choice, VF NH (SG 184b for hinged single £450+)
Est. 350.00+

341



#173-185, 1938-1944 ½p-£1 King George VI Pictorial Issue Complete set of sixteen in mint never
hinged blocks of four; all the 1938 issues from ½p to the £1 showing Waterlow & Sons imprint in
lower sheet margin - later 1941 1½p mauve, 2p scarlet and 1944 1sh3p orange yellow also in blocks
of four. A very fresh set, VF NH (SG 188-200 £520+)
(Illustrated on Page 86) 520.00+

342



#173s-185s, 1938-1944 ½p-£1 King George VI Pictorial Choice and well centered mint set of
sixteen stamps, each perforated SPECIMEN (Samuel type W8 / W9), with full original gum, VF LH
(SG 188s-200s £350)
(Illustrated on Page 86) Est. 250.00

May 28th, 2011
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X342

345

X343

346

344

343



#257/C27, 1964 New York World's Fair and J. F. Kennedy Self-adhesive mint sets in pairs, regular
issues and airmails (only missing NY Fair 7p airmail to complete), all pairs with Specimen overprints
(italic) in black on each stamp. Also four different errors Gibbons 289a, 294a, 291a and 298a; all
missing their engraved denomination at foot. A neat and unusual group, VF (SG 285/312; four errors
alone catalogue £208)
Est. 150.00+

344



#258 + variety, 1964 3p New York World's Fair Sheet corner self-adhesive mint single with "Lion
Emblem" omitted error - rare and VF (SG 286a £450)
Est. 250.00+

345



#273 + variety, 1964 3c on 3p Beniseed Flower Mint single with inverted surcharge error, VF NH
(SG 315a £150)
Est. 100.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
346



347

87

#282 + variety, 1965 4c on 1p John F. Kennedy Self-adhesive mint single with surcharge error "4c
on 1p" instead of issued "4c on 3p), scarce, VF (SG 330a £150) (Illustrated on Page 86) Est. 100.00

348

349

347



#C7, 1963 11sh on £1 Government House An attractive and fresh mint example of this scarce
Elizabethan surcharged stamp, VF NH (SG 269 £600)
625.00

348

~

#C7, 1963 11sh on £1 Government House A nicely centered example of this elusive used stamp, VF
(SG 269 £200)
240.00

349



#C7 + variety, 1963 11sh on £1 Government House Scarce mint single with raised "Shillings"
surcharge variety, fresh with full original gum, VF LH (Scott valuation for normal stamp; SG 269var.
for normal £600)
625.00

350

350



353

#C11 + variety, 1963 3sh on 3p Royal Charter Mint block of four showing the elusive "1895" for
"1859" overprint error on upper left stamp; in addition there is an interesting printing flaw at upper left
corner of upper right stamp - portion of rose-red colour missing likely due to foreign matter being on
surface of stamp during printing. A neat multiple, very lightly hinged at upper right leaving the "1895"
error NH, VF (SG 282a £375+)
Est. 250.00+

Visit us online www.easternauctions.com
or
E-Mail us at easternauctions@nb.aibn.com
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#C13 + variety, 1963 £1 Government House Lower right plate number mint block of four showing
the scarce "1895" for "1859" error on upper left stamp; minor gum toning most in sheet margin and
well away from the error, VF NH (SG 284 £350)
Est. 200.00

352



#C17 + variety, 1964 2sh6p New York World's Fair Airmail Dramatic self-adhesive corner block
of four, upper right without the black engraved "AIR MAIL 2/6" (missing colour error) - very rare,
unlisted in Gibbons and possibly UNIQUE, VF (SG 295 variety)
Est. 400.00+

353



#C53 + variety, 1965 7c Diamond Necklace Airmail Self-adhesive mint single with bright green and
gold colours omitted (country and denomination missing) - a striking error, VF (SG 385a £120)
(Illustrated on Page 87) Est. 75.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

89

354

F

Sperati Forgeries, 6p brownish purple Queen Victoria die proof on thin greyish wove paper, pencil
signed Jean de Sperati; and a large size black & white photographic reproduction of the 6p value; both
items with BPA handstamp on reverse.
Est. 200.00

355

~ Balance of the Collection Housed in three stockbooks, loose stockpages and album pages with many
hundreds of mint and used stamps, very well represented in all eras. Noted very strong Queen Victoria
with mint / used, shades, multiples, SPECIMEN overprints, a nice selection of the 1897 2½p
overprints up to the 1sh with several better types; 1897-1940s mint / used often to the £1 including
various shades, etc. Various Specimen overprints / perforated sets and / or stamps up to the £1; three
UPU Congress presentation books, various plate imprint or numbered blocks; large group of early
self-adhesive, varieties, etc. Condition is generally Fine to Very Fine and well worth a closer look to
better appreciate and evaluate this lot.
Est. 2,500.00+

May 28th, 2011
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356

~ Extensive Modern Issue Collection Several hundred mint / used displayed on stockpages, emphasis
on self-adhesives from the 1960s and 1970s including postmarks, varieties, etc. Noted impressive
specialized group of both 1963 Surcharged issues, including better 11sh on £1 Government House
single used on piece plus another example used on cover along with other denominations, various
overprint varieties, etc. Second portion consists of a nice group of seldom seen covers (several dozen)
showing a remarkable range of frankings, airmails, origin / destinations, first day covers, cachets, etc.
A very eclectic and fascinating collection of these stamps, Fine to Very Fine. Needs viewing to better
appreciate.
Est. 750.00+

357

~

358

Interesting Postmark Collection Several dozen displayed in stockbook and organized alphabetically
by towns and villages; carefully selected by owner, ranging from Queen Victoria to early QEII
(including early self-adhesives). Numerous socked-on-nose CDS postmarks; also some ship and oval
cancels following the town postmarks. Needless to say this lot is impressive and must have been very
challenging to assemble. A wonderful lot for the postmark specialist; overall nice quality throughout
with VF to XF strikes
Est. 400.00+

Queen Victoria Postal History Lot of 24 covers, three of which are stampless (ship letters addressed
to England); range from 1870s to 1890s, noted 6p violet diagonal bisect on faulty 1891 cover, several
unusual frankings, somewhat mixed condition but many choice covers to be found. Worth careful
inspection.
Est. 750.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

X359

91

X360

359

King Edward VII Postal History About 20 covers and postcards franked with denominations to the
2sh, including range of rates, registered, frankings, Paquet boat / ship letter, a Colonial Post Office
stationery cover, etc. An unusual lot, mainly Fine to Very Fine
Est. 250.00+

360

King George V Postal History About 60 covers in all; roughly two thirds are from the 1930s
including commemoratives such as 1933 Wilberforce issues. Neat array of frankings, destinations,
rates, small town postmarks, registered mails, official envelopes, etc. Some in mixed condition but
overall Fine to Very Fine. Well worth a close look.
Est. 1,000.00+

361

King George VI Postal History Fascinating selection of about 100 covers, including a wide range of
rates and denominations up to the £1; noted censored mails, registered, airmails, £1 Wedding block on
cover to USA, also noted many scarce small town postmarks. An impressive lot, F-VF Est. 750.00+

362

Postal Stationery A remarkable lot of well over 100 postal stationery envelopes, cards, aerograms,
registered letter envelopes and wrappers, from Queen Victoria to Queen Elizabethan era, high
percentage being used and / or uprated with regular postage stamps, wide range of postmarks with
many from smaller towns, destinations, etc. Seldom seen material and a very useful lot for the
specialist, Fine to Very Fine
Est. 500.00+

92

X363
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X364

363

Postal Stationery "SPECIMEN" Overprints Neat lot of 47 unused postal stationery covers,
including registered letters, envelopes, postal cards and wrappers from Queen Victoria to King George
VI era; mostly different and showing different denominations / SPECIMEN type combinations, etc. A
few with toning spots, but overall VF
Est. 200.00+

364

Posted at Sea / Paquebot Mail Neat group of 18 postcards or covers with ship postmarks and
handstamps from 1900 to 1958, good range frankings and eras; noted postcard from "S.S. JEBBA"
ship wreck, etc. A useful lot, F-VF
Est. 350.00+

365

Picture Post Cards Lot of 16 different all used with various postmarks, mainly local scenes, people,
etc. running from 1905 to 1917; a few with Paquet Boat postmarks, others mainly Freetown but
includes a nicely cancelled LUPU in blue; generally Fine to Very Fine
Est. 250.00

Fax your Bid(s) toll free in North America
Dial 1(888) 867-8267

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

X366
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366



SOMALI COAST #6-19, 1894-1902 1c-2fr Definitive Issue, Imperforate with Simulated
Perforations Mint set of fourteen stamps to the 2fr, small to large margins, fresh colours and full
original gum except 1fr without gum. An attractive set, F-VF
403.00

367



SOMALIA #66, 1924 3r on 5L Violet & Black Manzoni, Perf 14 An attractive mint single, well
centered for this difficult stamp with fresh colours, intact perforations and full original gum, lightly
hinged, VF; 1983 Friedl cert. signed by Herbert Bloch
300.00

368



SOMALIA #138-152, 1932 5c-5L Definitive Issue, Perf 12 Mint set of fifteen stamps to the 5L
denomination, trivial perf tone spot on low value 5c and 25c, all with fresh colours, reasonably
centered to well centered and with full original gum, hinged; seldom seen, F-VF OG
1,028.00

X369

X370

369

~ SOMALIA #1/Q51, Extensive and Clean 1903-1934 Mint / Used Collection In black mounts or
mounted on Scott album pages, 186 different mint and 18 different used; a wealth of elusive stamps
with better valued items such as mint #1, 10-16, 67, 70-77, 83-93, 103, 156-163, B38-B51 (50c to 25L
with gum toning), C1-C6 (NH), CB1-CB10 (LH set), J41, etc. Quality is nice and generally selected
throughout, Fine to Very Fine (Scott Classic 2011 US$3,189)
Est. 750.00+

370



SOMALILAND #14-20, 1903 2½p-5r Queen Victoria (India Issues) with Overprint at Foot
Lovely fresh complete mint set of seven stamps, with bright colours and full original gum, hinged to
lightly hinged. A choice set, VF OG (SG 18-24 £368)
345.75

May 28th, 2011
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SOUTH AFRICA #26-32, 1927-1928 2p-10sh Definitive Issue (Engraved), Perf 14 Complete mint
set of seven bilingual se-tenant horizontal pairs, fresh with full original gum; Ten shilling has full plate
imprint in sheet margin. A nice set, F-VF LH (SG 34-39 £550)
732.50

372



SOUTH AFRICA #O30 + variety, 1937 6p Orange & Green (Die I) Bilingual se-tenant mint pair
with OFFICIAL overprint (reading down; 12-13mm spacing between), showing the prominent
"Molehill" printing flaw (listed in Gibbons; but not with official overprint) on left-hand stamp, full
original gum, F-VF LH and scarce (SG O24 variety)
Est. 400.00+

373



SOUTH AFRICA Comprehensive and Clean Mint 1910-1949 Collection Nicely displayed in a
stockbook, very well represented from beginning to end of period covered, shades and printings to be
found (often catalogued as normal according to Scott) especially on the ½p Springbok and 1p Ship
issues. Noted a choice 1927-1928 Definitive set (VLH), also most of the Postage Dues are and a nice
range of overprinted officials. Quality is selected throughout. A solid collection worthy of further
specialization, Fine to Very Fine LH (Scott 2011 US$4,953+)
Est. 1,250.00+

374



SOUTH AFRICA Mint Postage Dues 1914-1971 Total of 78 different mint stamps from 1914 to
1971 and mostly complete for the period; also another ten later issued stamps. Many are never hinged;
also includes several watermark / shade varieties and noted SG D14 with "POSTADE" variety (not
catalogued). Clean quality, Fine to Very Fine (SG cat. £684+)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 250.00

375



SOUTH WEST AFRICA #11a, 1923 (January) 10sh Olive Green & Blue King George V,
Watermark "Springbok" A nicely centered mint single with Dutch overprint (Setting I; 14mm
spacing between lines), deep rich colours and full original gum, F-VF LH; 2009 Sismondo cert.
(Illustrated on Page 95) 475.00

376



SOUTH WEST AFRICA #16-27, 1923-1924 ½p-£1 King George V (Setting III Overprint) Well
selected mint set of twelve se-tenant pairs, lovely rich colours and all with full original gum, lightly
hinged; Fine to Very Fine centering (SG 16-27 £600)
(Illustrated on Page 95) 759.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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X376

X377

377



SOUTH WEST AFRICA #29-40, 1924 ½p-£1 King George V (Setting VI Overprint) Lovely
fresh and complete mint set of twelve se-tenant pairs; 5sh is from the lower left plate number position;
all with bright colours and with full original gum, Fine to Very Fine LH (SG 29-40 £425)
538.00

378



SOUTH WEST AFRICA Extensive 1923-1952 Mint Collection Regular issues well represented to
1952 with several complete mint sets of bilingual pairs; noted Setting I - ½p-2sh6p, II - 5sh & 10sh,
III - ½p-£1, IV - 2sh6p, VI - ½p-10sh, XI - 2p-10sh, followed by "S.W.A." 1927 £1, 1927-1928 2p10sh (plus 2sh6p without period after "A" variety), 1931 Definitive set, plus Airmails (NH); also all
semi-postals, Officials 1929-1952 are mostly present including some varieties such as Scott O24c in a
NH block, Postage Dues 1928-1961 complete, etc. A useful collection, quality is nice and fresh
throughout, Fine to Very Fine (Scott 2011 US$3,597)
Est. 850.00+

X379

380

X381

379

~ SOUTHERN NIGERIA Selected Mint / Used 1901-1912 Displayed on stockpage from Queen
Victoria to King George V; includes 54 mint singles and 18 used stamps, noted better 1905 & 1907 £1
mint singles, former is lightly hinged. Also some shades (catalogued as normal only). Nice quality,
Fine to Very Fine throughout. (Scott 2011 US$1,259)
Est. 350.00+

380



SWEDEN #66, 1903 5k General Post Office A nicely centered mint example with full original gum,
VF LH
225.00

381

~

SWEDEN #197-211, 1924 5o-5k Universal Postal Union Congress, No Watermark A very nice
used complete set of fifteen stamps, mainly well centered and with selected CDS postmarks, VF and
scarce
1,078.00

May 28th, 2011
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382



SWEDEN #197-212, 1924 5o-5k Universal Postal Union Congress Issue Complete mint set of
sixteen stamps; 20o with blunt perfs at left and 60o with tiny gum thin, unusually well centered with
bright fresh colours and full original gum, hinged to lightly hinged. A nice set, VF
779.80

383



SWEDEN #248-262, 1936 5o-1k 300th Anniversary of the Swedish Postal Service Lovely fresh
complete mint set of fifteen, F-VF NH
320.00

384



SWEDEN #B12-B21, 1916 Surcharged & Arms Semi-Postal Issue Complete mint set of ten
stamps, all with full original gum lightly hinged, mostly VF centering
330.50

X387

385

X386

385



SWITZERLAND #226, 1934 5c-20c "NABA" Philatelic Exhibition Fresh and well centered mint
souvenir sheet of four stamps, full original gum, hinged once in selvedge only, leaving stamps never
hinged, VF
500.00

386

~

SWITZERLAND #293-305, B145, 1945 5c-10fr PAX Issue Complete used set of fourteen
(including the semi-postal), most with CDS postmarks; VF
895.50

387



SWITZERLAND #B2-B3, 1915 5c & 10c Boy and Girl Pro Juventute Choice mint with full
pristine original gum, VF NH
225.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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SWITZERLAND #B105, 1940 National Fete Day Imperforate souvenir sheet of four, fresh VF NH
mint
425.00

389



SWITZERLAND #B206, 1951 40c LUBANA Imperforate souvenir sheet, VF NH

390

~ SWITZERLAND Extensive Mint / Used 1862-1958 Collection Several hundred mint or used
displayed in mounts on pages, includes regular issues, semi-postals and airmails. Very well
represented for the period covered with several better valued items such as 1862-1864 Sitting Helvetia
used set; 1888 Helvetia perf 9 used set of five; 1934 NABA souvenir sheet, small stain at foot
otherwise mint LH; 1945 "PAX" mint set, etc. Strong semi-postals, apart from a few sets being used
and a few early mint hinged stamps and some souvenir sheet, most semi-postals are mint never hinged
- of note is 1940 National Fete mint souvenir sheet, 1945 War Victims CDS souvenir sheet, 1945
Basel Dove NH sheet, 1951 Lubana mint sheet, etc. Also includes five different complete booklets
(Zumstein CHF 540; not counted in Scott catalogue valuation). Condition is generally mixed to fine or
better on pre-1900 era; but increases to Fine to Very Fine from 1907 to 1959. A solid collection ideal
for starting a new area or for continuation. (Scott 2011 US$7,479)
Est. 1,250.00+

275.00

May 28th, 2011
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SWITZERLAND Fresh and Clean Substantial Mint Collection 1908-1953 Includes 181 different
tete-beche, se-tenant or gutter margin pairs, all mint (except for one; Zum S5 used CDS), neatly
displayed on Lighthouse hingeless album pages, carefully identified and graded. Noted several key
items / sets - lightly hinged unless otherwise mentioned, we note Zumstein K7II (NH), Z19-Z22,
Z25a-27f (NH set of 18), Z33a-38c (NH set of 25), oZ41 sheet (hinged in selvedge; stamps NH), S1,
S7II, S10, S22, S28, S32, S39z (grilled gum; scarce), etc. A solid collection with very nice quality
throughout, mainly F-VF or better (Zumstein 2010 CHF 9,756; discount percentage to hinged / lightly
hinged are accounted for in the catalogue value)
Est. 3,000.00+

392



SWITZERLAND Comprehensive 1959-1997 Mint NH Collection Regular issues and semi-postals,
all in black or clear mounts displayed on pages, includes souvenir sheets and nice range of 45 different
complete booklets (Zumstein CHF1,231; not counted in Scott catalogue valuation). High degree of
completion for the period covered and chiefly VF NH throughout. (Scott 2011 US$1,176; not
counting the booklets)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00+

393



TRIPOLITANIA Clean Mint 1923-1934 Collection In black mounts or mounted on Scott album
pages, with total of 128 different mint stamps, mostly in complete sets; noted Scott #1-10, 28-34, B50B53, C8-C32, C38-C42 (plus CE1-CE2), CB1-CB10 (three stamps with gum tone spots otherwise
NH), etc. Overall clean quality, Fine to Very Fine
1,502.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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394



TRISTAN DA CUNHA #132 + variety, 1971 2½p on 6p "National / Savings" Overprint Vertical
mint pair, bottom stamp with local "2½p" surcharge handstamp and top stamp without the surcharge;
very lightly hinged in left sheet margin, leaving both stamps never hinged. A very scarce and seldom
offered error, VF; 1975 RPSL cert. (SG F2a; 2002 edition cat. £450)
Est. 400.00+

395



TRISTAN DA CUNHA Complete 1953-2009 Mint NH Collection All meticulously displayed in
black mounts on clean quadrilled pages with write-up, COMPLETE from the 1953 Coronation up to
end of year 2009, including all definitives and commemorative issues (less early booklet panes) with
all souvenir sheets, miniature panes, sheetlets and postage dues. All selected mint never hinged and
fresh throughout; a very nice collection, VF NH (Scott 2011 US$2,327)
Est. 750.00+

396

X397

396



TURKEY #109, 1901 50pi Yellow (For Foreign Postage), Perf 13½ Gorgeous fresh and nicely
centered mint example of this difficult stamp with full original gum, VF OG
250.00

397



TURKEY #RA170-RA180, 1955 20pa-10L Children and Nurse Postal Tax Issue A choice well
centered mint set of eleven stamps, bright colours and with full pristine original gum, never hinged. A
elusive set, F-VF NH
1,257.00

May 28th, 2011
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398



TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS #4/20 variety, Inverted Watermarks Group of four different;
1904 2½p grey blue (SG 104aw £95), 1910 ¼p claret, one short perf (SG 115w; unpriced), 1909 ½p
green KEVII, couple short perfs (SG 117w; unpriced) and 1909 1sh black on green KEVII (SG 124w
£200); first three with original gum, hinged, 1sh with full original gum, very lightly hinged. An
elusive group, F-VF
Est. 300.00

399



TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS Virtually Complete Mint 1900-1981 Collection Housed in two
padded multi-ring album, clean quality throughout including all early definitive sets; most being NH
after 1950; also noted page with War Tax (some unlisted minor overprint varieties) and Scott MR3a,
etc. Fine to Very Fine (Scott 2011 US$1,053)
Est. 250.00+

UNITED STATES

400

401

400

~

#12, 1856 5c Red Brown Thomas Jefferson, No Watermark, Imperforate A choice full margined
used example with deep colour, light circular postmark in black; a nice example of this difficult stamp,
VF+
775.00

401

~

#17, 1851 12c Grey Black, No Watermark, Imperforate An attractive horizontal used pair, clear of
outer frameline at foot to enormous margins for the issue, nice bright colour and sharp impression on
pristine fresh paper, used with large portion of circular datestamp, VF
625.00

402

~

#27, 1858 5c Brick Red, No Watermark, Perf 15½ Unusually well centered used example of this
difficult stamp, true rich colour on fresh paper, used with light datestamp cancellation in black; a nice
stamp, VF
1,650.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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403

404

403

~

#120, 1869 24c Green & Black, with Grill, Perf 12 Well centered used example, used with
segmented cork cancellation in black, VF
700.00

404

~

#137, 1870 6c Carmine on Hard White Wove Paper, with Grill, Perf 12 Brilliant fresh and well
centered used example with large margins, neat cork cancel in black. A choice stamp, VF+
575.00

405

406

X407

405



#279Bc, 1899 2c Rose Carmine, Type IV, Double-Line Watermark, Perf 12 A reasonably well
centered mint example of this scarcer shade, fresh colour and full original gum, F-VF NH
850.00

406



#423, 1912 $1 Violet Brown, Double-Line Watermark, Perf 12 Nicely centered and fresh mint
single with full original gum, lightly hinged, VF
500.00

407



#551-573, 1922-1925 ½c-$5 Definitive Issue, Perf 11 Complete mint set of twenty-three stamps,
reasonably centered to well centered, bright fresh colours, full original gum, hinged to lightly hinged,
F-VF
511.00

408



#579, 1923 2c Carmine, Rotary Press Printing, Perf 11x10 Pristine mint block of four with sheet
margin at top, quite well centered for the issue, very lightly hinged on upper right stamp, others are
never hinged, almost Very Fine centering
550.00

May 28th, 2011
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409

X410

409



#703b, 1931 2c Dark Lake & Black Lower left sheet corner mint example of this scarce shade; light
natural gum bend confined to selvedge only, stamp with full original gum, Fine NH
750.00

410



#830b, 1938 30c Deep Blue Theodore Roosevelt Extremely well centered lower right plate "23906"
block of four of the scarcer shade; with normal shade plate block for comparison, XF NH
960.00+

411

412

413

414

411



#E2, 1888 10c Blue Special Delivery, No Watermark, Perf 12 Nicely centered mint single, bright
colour and full original gum, hinged, VF for issue
500.00

412



#J28, 1891 50c Bright Claret, No Watermark, Perf 12 Quite well centered mint example, "post
office" fresh colour and full original gum, small hinge remnant, almost Very Fine centering
700.00

413



#J36, 1895 30c Claret Postage Due, No Watermark, Perf 12 Lovely fresh mint single with bright
colour on fresh paper, with full original gum, relatively lightly hinged, Fine+ LH
600.00

414



#J49a, 1910 10c Rose Carmine, Single-Line Watermark, Perf 12 Mint single with deep rich colour
and with full original gum, Fine+ NH
360.00

415



#K17-K18, 1922 1c & 2c Washington, Local Surcharges, Perf 11 Fresh mint singles, nicely
centered with bright colours and full original gum, never hinged. A selected duo, VF NH
480.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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416

~ Large Mint / Used Collection 1857-1934 A valuable lot displayed in black mounts on Scott National
album pages, several dozen mostly used stamps from pre-1900 era with emphasis on Bank Note
issues, then well represented from Columbians through to mid-1930s with strength in 1908-1921
Washington - Franklins including plate multiples, coil pairs, strips, vending machine perforations in
addition to a regular run of mostly mint issues, etc. Noted better valued stamps such as mint #208,
208a, 215, 217, 227, 23--237 (5c, 6c and 8c NH), 274, 283, 288 (NH), 309, 310, 400 (NH), etc., used
#72 with "cogwheel" cancel, 166, 218, 239, 240, 241, 276A, etc. Also includes #658-679 mint
overprinted sets, followed by good section of airmails, special delivery, postage dues, etc. Flaws to be
expected on earlier but condition improves to Fine to Very Fine on later issues. High catalogue value
and definitely worth a closer look.
Est. 2,000.00+

417

~

Old-Time Precancel Collection Organized by city / town on quadrilled pages from Akron to
Worcester with 1887 different precancels; also secondary collection (duplicates from main collection)
with another 291 precancels, plus a couple handmade small books with various issues, noted blocks of
four, etc. Also a few bundles of precancelled stamps, some loose in glassines and copy of Hoover
Brothers Bureau Print Precancels (First edition; October 1939), etc. As expected quality ranges from
Mixed to Very Fine. Worth a closer look.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00+

UNITED STATES – REVENUES

418

~

#RB10a, 1873 $5 Green & Black on Violet Paper Proprietary Stamp Very lightly cancelled high
denomination; skillfully repaired area at lower left, otherwise nice overall appearance for this key
revenue stamp, F-VF; 2004 APS cert. (Scott Spec. $11,000)
Est. 1,500.00
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X419

X420

419



#RV6-RV17, 1942 (July) to 1943 (June) Rose Red Motor Vehicle Use Revenue Stamps Mint set
of twelve with full original gum and control number on face, inscriptions on reverse; a pristine fresh
mint set, VF NH
538.00

420



#RV18/RV29, 1943 (July) / 1944 (June) Yellow Mint set of eleven (less $3.75 to complete) with full
original gum and control number on face, inscriptions on reverse; seldom seen, VF NH
783.00

X421

X422

421



#RV30-RV41, 1944 (July) to 1945 (June) Violet Motor Vehicle Use Revenue Stamps Mint set of
twelve with full original gum on face, control number and inscriptions on reverse; a fresh and
attractive mint set, VF NH
618.00

422



#RV42-RV53, 1945 (July) to 1946 (June) Bright Blue Green & Yellow Green, Perf 11 Lovely
fresh mint set of twelve with full original gum, control number and inscriptions on reverse; a pristine
fresh mint set, VF NH
510.00

423



#RY1, 1934 $1 Green Overprinted Vertically (Reading Up) Pristine fresh mint single, reasonably
centered and without gum as issued, attractive, F-VF
(Illustrated on Page 105) 500.00

424



#RY3, 1938 $1 Green Firearms Transfer Tax Stamps Lower left sheet corner mint block of four,
couple negligible gum wrinkles, otherwise VF NH
(Illustrated on Page 105) 340.00

425



#RY4, 1950 (circa.) $200 Dull Blue & Red (Type II) Fireams Transfer Tax Stamps, Perf 12
Pristine fresh and well centered pane of four with receipt tab at left, gorgeous fresh colour, ungummed
as issued; scarce and especially desirable as a complete pane, VF (Illustrated on Page 105) 3,000.00

426



#RY4, 1950 (circa.) $200 Dull Blue & Red (Type II) Firearms Transfer Tax Stamp Choice mint
single with brilliant colour on pristine fresh paper, without gum as issued, VF
(Illustrated on Page 105) 750.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

423

105

424

426

425

427

428

427



#TS1, 1920 $1 Red on Green Paper Treasury Savings Stamp A rare unused example without gum,
lovely fresh colour on pristine paper, seldom seen, F-VF
3,750.00

428



#WS3, 1917 $5 Deep Green War Savings Stamp, Rouletted 7 Precisely centered example of this
elusive stamp, bright colour on fresh paper, unused without gum, VF
1,200.00

May 28th, 2011
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429



X430

#WS5, 1919 $5 Carmine War Savings Stamp A beautiful mint example, extremely well centered
with gorgeous fresh colour, possessing full original gum, small hinge at top. A premium stamp, XF
OG
800.00

X431

430

~

#R1a/R101a, Early Imperforate Revenue Stamp Collection Includes 51 different, all in black
mounts on Scott album pages; noted better valued items such as R37a, R81a, R82a, R86a, R88a,
R90a, R93a, R94a, R95a, R97a, R98a, R101a, etc. Also includes a $3.50 Inland Exchange (R87a)
with small to cut into margins (not catalogued). Quality as expected ranges from mixed to Very Fine.
(Scott Spec. 2011 $10,068.)
Est. 1,500.00

431

~

#R1c/R101c, Early Perforated Revenue Stamp Collection Includes 102 different, all in black
mounts on Scott album pages; majority on the "old paper", and noted better valued items such as
R73c, R74c, R79c, R80c, R97c, R98c, R100c, R101c,etc. Quality as expected ranging from mixed to
Very Fine. (Scott Spec. 2011 $3,798.). Also includes collection of part perf issues (R1b/R81b; 32
different) noted several altered stamps, but many genuine sound examples are to be found - needs to
be viewed; as is with catalogue value exceeding $6,000.
Est. 750.00+

————————————————————— Lot X432 —————————————————————

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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432

~ #R103/R304, Documentary Revenue Stamp Collection Includes 181 different mint or used in black
mounts on Scott album pages; noted better value items such as used R116, 122 (cut cancel), 126, 128
(creased), 150 (cut cancel), also several better mint with R170, 172, 170p (unused), 172p (unused),
176, 183, 192, 249 (unused), etc. Some flaws to expected on earlier issues but quality mainly Fine to
Very Fine throughout. (Scott Spec. 2011 $6,226)
(Also Illustrated on Page 106) Est. 1,250.00+

433

~ #RB1/RB73, Proprietary Revenue Stamp Collection Includes 81 different mint / used, all in black
mounts on Scott album pages; noted better paper and perforation varieties. Some flaws to expected on
earlier issues but generally Fine to Very Fine throughout. (Scott Spec. 2011 $2,719)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00+

434

~ #RC1/RD85, Future Delivery and Stock Transfers Mint / Used Collection Includes a total of 88
different mint / used, all in black mounts on Scott album pages; noted better items such as "Numeral"
carmine rose issues, high denominations. Some flaws or unused no gum examples to expected, but
quality mainly Fine to Very Fine throughout. (Scott Spec. 2011 $2,130)
Est. 350.00+

435



Private Die Proprietary Stamps Old-Time Collection Includes Match, Medicine, Perfumery and
Playing Cards, a total of 402 different in black mounts and displayed on early XIX century Revenue
album pages, published by Geo J. Carter (Brooklyn). Mixed condition (faults) throughout as to be
expected, an excellent opportunity to acquire a substantial collection of these interesting and seldom
seen revenue stamps. Viewing is recommended. Previous owner's Scott 2008 catalogue value stating
US$20,059.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 2,000.00+
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CANAL ZONE

436

437

438

436



#1, 1904 2c Rose, both "PANAMA" reading up (15mm long) Fresh mint single with sheet margin
at top and with CANAL ZONE handstamp, scarce, Fine+ OG
700.00

437



#3a, 1904 10c Orange, PANAMA reading up and down Unused (no gum) example with inverted
"CANAL ZONE" handstamp; tiny tear at foot, pencil signed H. Bloch on reverse, VF appearance
775.00

438

~

#9c, 1904 1c Green Map of Panama Well centered used single with inverted "CANAL ZONE"
overprint, rarely seen or offered, light cancellation, VF
4,500.00

439

440

439



#14b, 1904 8c on 50c Bistre Brown, "PANAMA" reading up and down Mint single with
surcharge in red and with inverted "CANAL ZONE" overprint in black, reasonably centered for the
issue and with original gum, F-VF OG
450.00

440



#15, 1904 8c on 50c Bistre Brown, both "PANAMA" reading up (15mm long) A very scarce mint
example with surcharge in red and "CANAL ZONE" overprint in black, bright fresh colour and with
original gum. A nice stamp, F-VF OG
2,900.00

441



#22a, 1907 1c Green & Black, "CANAL ZONE" Reading Down A choice and very well centered
pair imperforate vertically between, lovely fresh colour and full original gum, lightly hinged. Seldom
seen so nice, VF LH
1,100.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

442
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443

444

442



#23c, 1906 2c Red & Black, "CANAL ZONE" Reading Down Nicely centered mint single clearly
showing a double overprint error, with climatized original gum as often seen, VF
700.00

443



#24c, 1907 5c Blue & Black, "CANAL ZONE" Reading Down Fresh mint example, clearly
showing a double overprint error, bright colours, with dried original gum as normally seen, F-VF OG
500.00

444



#33a, 1909 5c Deep Blue & Black, "CANAL ZONE" (Type I) Reading Up Gorgeous fresh mint
single with neat and distinctive double overprint error, full original gum, very lightly hinged, F-VF
375.00

445

446

447

445



#36a, 1911 10c on 13c Grey "CANAL ZONE" Reading Up Fresh mint single with inverted "10cts"
surcharge error, with usual dried original gum, scarce, F-VF OG
350.00

446



#39e, 1912 2c Vermilion & Black, "CANAL ZONE" (Type II) Overprint Reading Down Well
centered mint single with inverted centre error, bright fresh colours, with full original gum, small
negligible hinge thin at top, otherwise a striking printing error, VF OG
650.00

447



#48, 1915 5c Deep Blue & Black, "CANAL ZONE" (Type III) Reading Up Well centered mint
single with fresh colours, scarcer overprint applied by the Panama Canal Press, with usual dried
original gum, VF OG
500.00

448



#56h, 1920 2c Orange Vermilion & Black, "CANAL ZONE" (Type V) Reading Up Horizontal
mint pair with sheet margin; right stamp showing a dramatic "CANAL" double overprint error, tiny
gum thin, usual dried original gum, a very scarce pair, Fine OG
1,000.00

May 28th, 2011
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449

451

449



#57, 1921 5c Deep Blue & Black, "CANAL ZONE" (Type V) Reading Up Lovely fresh mint
single, reasonably centered and with dried original gum as normally seen, F-VF OG
300.00

450



#58-59, 1920 50c & 1b Pictorial Issues, "CANAL ZONE" (Type V) Reading Up Well centered
mint set of two, deep colours and with full original gum, relatively lightly hinged; a seldom seen duo,
VF LH
435.00

451



#67a, 1924 1c Green, "ZONE CANAL" (Type III) Reading Down Fresh mint single with the
elusive transposed overprint variety, applied by the Panama Canal Press, with large part original gum,
Fine OG
850.00

452



1924 5c-1b Arms of Panama, "CANAL ZONE" (Type V) Reading Up Mint set of all seven
different denominations prepared for use but never issued, quite well centered, dried original gum as
normally encountered on these; a rare set, F-VF
2,450.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

X453
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454

457

453



#70-81, 1924-1925 ½p-$1 Definitive Issue, "CANAL ZONE" (Type A) Overprint Unusually well
centered and fresh mint set of twelve stamps, bright colours, a few with customary dried original gum,
others with full original gum, lightly hinged. A beautiful and choice set, VF LH
520.00

454



#71a, 1924 1c Deep Green, "CANAL ZONE" (Type A) Overprint, Perf 11 Fresh mint single with
inverted overprint error, with full original gum, Fine LH; 1980 PF cert.
500.00

455

456

455



#71b, 1924 1c Deep Green, "CANAL ZONE" (Type A) Overprint Mint block of six from right
edge of the sheet, showing the elusive "ZONE" inverted overprint error on right stamp from middle
pair, full original gum, trace of dried gum, otherwise never hinged, Fine (Catalogue value $350 for
hinged single only)
Est. 500.00

456



#71d, 1924 1c Deep Green, "ZONE CANAL" (Type A) Overprint Nicely centered mint block of
four showing the rare transposed overprint error, with full original gum, faint natural ink offset from
overprinting mentioned for accuracy only, never hinged. Only 180 were printed; especially scarce
multiple in such quality, VF NH (Catalogue value $2,000 for hinged singles only)
Est. 2,000.00+

457



#76a, 1924 12c Brown Violet, "CANAL ZONE" (Type A) Overprint Unused (no gum) example,
clipped at right and slightly touching design at upper right corner but showing the rare "ZONE"
inverted overprint error; still a presentable example, rarely seen in any condition (Scott Spec. 2011
US$3,750)
Est. 1,000.00
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458

459

461

458



#84b, 1926 2c Carmine, "ZONE CANAL" (Type B) Overprint, Perf 11 An exceptional mint
example with rich colour and showing the transposed overprint variety, well centered with large
margins and full original gum. A beautiful stamp in premium condition, XF LH
500.00+

459



#85a, 1925 3c Violet, "CANAL ZONE" (Type B) Overprint, Perf 11 Nicely centered mint block
of four with the elusive "ZONE ZONE" overprint error on upper left stamp; minor perf separation
between top pair, lightly dried original gum as normally seen. A desirable overprint error, VF OG
600.00+

460



#86a, 1926 5c Dark Blue, "CANAL ZONE" (Type B) Overprint in Black Mint block of fifteen
from the upper right sheet corner, middle stamp shows the elusive "ZONE ZONE" (LR18) overprint
error; small handstamp on reverse, couple stamps are lightly hinged but the variety is NH. An
impressive positional multiple, Fine+ (Catalogue value is for hinged error only)
1,250.00+

461



#86b, 1926 5c Dark Blue, "CANAL ZONE" (Type B) Overprint A quite well centered mint pair
from top of sheet showing the rare inverted "CANAL" (LR7) on left stamp, usual dried original gum;
a striking item, VF OG
950.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

462
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464

463

462



#86c, 1926 5c Dark Blue, "CANAL ZONE" (Type B) Overprint, Perf 11 An attractive mint
single, well centered within large margins, with inverted overprint error, full original gum, relatively
lightly hinged; pencil signed E. Costales and G. Sloane on reverse, VF LH
500.00

463



#86e, 1926 5c Dark Blue, "ZONE CANAL" (Type B) Overprint, Perf 11 Fresh mint single
showing the elusive transposed overprint error, with full original gum, Fine LH
350.00

464



#86g, 1926 5c Dark Blue, "CANAL ZONE" (Type B) Overprint, Perf 11 Mint pair from upper
left corner, top stamp without overprint and lower stamp with inverted overprint error; well centered
with full original gum, faint trace of gum toning, negligible for this very rare and most striking
overprint error pair; only ten pairs can exist, VF LH
2,500.00

465



#86h, 86e, 1926 5c Dark Blue, "CANAL ZONE" (Type B) Overprint An impressive positional
mint block of fifteen stamps with distinctive slanting overprint; first column clearing shows the
"CANAL" only and "ZONE CANAL" overprint errors, the second column almost as nice; full original
gum with very light disturbance, otherwise most stamps are never hinged. A wonderful piece with
high catalogue value, ideal for exhibition, F-VF
Est. 2,500.00
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466

467

466



#91a + 91c, 1926 17c Black, "CANAL ZONE" (Type B) Overprint in Red, Perf 11 Nicely
centered mint pair, top stamp with "ZONE CANAL" transposed overprint and lower stamp with
"ZONE" only; with full original gum, lightly hinged. An attractive and very scarce combination of
overprint errors, VF LH
1,275.00+

467



#115b, 1933 3c Deep Violet, "CANAL ZONE" (Type B) Overprint, Perf 11x10½ Fresh mint
horizontal pair showing the rare "ZONE" omitted on right stamp, full original gum, small hinge
remnant. A dramatic overprint error, rarely offered in the marketplace, F-VF OG
2,600.00

X468

469

468

~

#CO8-CO12, 1941 5c-40c Air Post, "PANAMA CANAL" (Type II) Official Overprint Nice used
set of five, each with customary wavy-line cancellation, VF
855.00

469



#CO11, 1941 30c Rose Lake Air Post, "PANAMA CANAL" (Type II) Official Overprint A
choice example of this very scarce mint stamp, well centered and with full original gum, never hinged.
Much scarcer than its used counterpart and the only denomination in the set that exists in mint
condition, VF NH
1,250.00+

470

~

#CO14a, 1947 6c Yellow Brown Air Post, "PANAMA CANAL" (Type I) Official Overprint
Exceptionally well centered used example with inverted overprint error, used with customary wavyline cancellation. A rare stamp, only 50 were printed, all known examples are cancelled, VF 2,750.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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471

472

471



#J2, 1914 2c Rose Carmine Postage Due, "CANAL ZONE" Diagonal Overprint Superbly
centered mint block of four with rich vivid colour, usual dried original gum. A premium multiple,
scarce thus, XF OG
1,250.00

472



#J3, 1914 10c Rose Carmine, "CANAL ZONE" Diagonal Overprint A remarkable plate imprint
mint pair; perf separations and minor crease entirely confined to sheet margin, both stamps with
gorgeous fresh colour and full unblemished original gum rarely seen on this issue; F-VF NH (Scott
valuation is for hinged singles only)
2,000.00+

473



#J4-J6, J7-J9, 1915 (March) 1c-10c Postage Dues, "CANAL ZONE" Overprint in Blue Fresh
mint sets of three; 1c and key 2c with full original gum, lightly hinged, 10c with original gum, hinged;
also 1915 (November) Surcharged Postage Dues in red mint lightly hinged. VF
445.00

474

475

474



#J17a, 1925 10c Orange, "CANAL ZONE" (Type A) Overprint Exceptionally well centered mint
example with large margins and showing distinct double "POSTAGE DUE" overprint in red; usual
dried original gum, a superb example, XF OG
800.00+

475



#J17b, 1925 10c Orange, "CANAL ZONE" (Type A) Overprint Well centered mint horizontal
pair, "POSTAGE DUE" overprint in red, without "E" in "POSTAGE" on left stamp, with dried
original gum as normally seen. A striking pair, VF OG
800.00

May 28th, 2011
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476

477

476



#J20c, 1925 10c Rose Red Postage Due, "CANAL ZONE" (Type B) Overprint in Black
Gorgeous fresh mint example with clear double overprint error, brilliant colour and full original gum,
relatively lightly hinged. A nice stamp, F-VF LH
450.00

477

~

#O8, 1941 50c Rose Lilac, "PANAMA" (Type 1a - 9mm long) Scarce used single with customary
wavy-line cancellation; only exists used, F-VF
650.00

478



#OX1, OX2, 1907 Blue and 1910 Ultramarine Post Office Seals No Watermark, Perf 11½ Panes
of eight stamps, latter with clichés ½mm apart horizontally; former with tiny thin spot on upper right
stamp, both panes ungummed as issued and a scarce duo, VF
1,750.00

479

479

480

#UX5, 1921 1c Green, "CANAL ZONE" Reading Down Postal stationery card, fresh and unused,
slight corner crease at lower right corner in no way detracts; a scarce item, VF
1,100.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
480
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#UX6, 1924 1c Green Coat of Arms Postal stationery card in pristine unused condition, scarce thus,
XF
(Illustrated on Page 116) 1,050.00

482

481

483

481



USA – GUAM #M1, 1930 2c Green Guard Mail Overprint, No Watermark, Perf 11 Nicely
centered mint block of four with brilliant fresh colour, partially dried original gum as usually seen; a
scarce multiple of this local post stamp that was used for mail between Agana and other smaller
towns, VF OG
1,700.00

482



USA – GUAM #M7a, 1930 2c Green Guard Mail Overprint Lovely fresh mint single, reasonably
centered and showing the elusive "GRAUD" overprint error, with full original gum, F-VF LH 425.00

483



USA - PHILIPPINES #C16, 1926 (May 13) 26c Blue Green Francisco Carriedo, Watermark
Single-Line PIPS, Perf 12 A remarkably scarce mint example of the Madrid - Manila Flight overprint
in violet, reasonably centered for the issue, slight yellowing along left perfs, otherwise with fresh
colour, original gum dried as with most if not all of the known examples. A very scarce stamps, only
100 examples were printed; pencil signed Herbert Bloch and Sergio Sismondo on reverse, Fine OG;
2008 Sismondo cert.
6,250.00

484

L

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH Wilson, John, The Royal Philatelic Collection London, 1952,
Dropmore Press, circa 700 pages, with 12 high-quality coloured plates each with glassine page
interleave (also additional 62 pages with black & white plates), deluxe red morocco leather hardbound
with gold embossing on front cover and lettering on spine. Very Fine (Not Illustrated) Est. 600.00+

485

~ BRITISH COMMONWEALTH Balance of Consignment An eclectic accumulation of thousands
of mint and used stamps, also numerous covers, etc., displayed on album pages, stockpages, loose,
envelopes, small boxes, etc. Noted better stamps sprinkled throughout with emphasis on British
Colonies but some Foreign also included. Noted good British Atlantic and West Indies, British
Pacific, Ceylon (postal stationery) India, Malawi, Newfoundland, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, South Africa,
etc., modern postal history with interesting frankings, destinations, etc. Careful inspection will reveal
pleasant surprises.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,500.00+

486

~ BRITISH COMMONWEALTH Large Assortment of Collections Many thousands mint and used
housed in 44 stockbooks and springback albums. Some Foreign countries but the emphasis is on
Commonwealth, mainly King George V to Elizabethan. A brief sample of better represented countries
are Great Britain with Machins, Aden, Australia, Barbados, Bermuda, Ghana, India, Nigeria, Niue,
Pakistan, St. Helena, Sarawak, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore, South Africa, plus much more.
Plenty of material that offer many hours of sorting and identifying. Needs to be inspected to fully
appreciate; high catalogue value.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 3,500.00+
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487

BRITISH COLUMBIA #7, Yellow envelope franked with pair of the 3p blue, tied by double ring
Bernards British Columbia / Express postmark in black (Robson Lowe HS24; "F" - very rare),
undated (circa 1868) with partial oval PAID handstamp; extraneous markings on front and on reverse
do not detract from this choice cover, VF
Est. 1,000.00+
Note: Gerald Wellburn mentions in his book that the Bernard's Express circular handstamp was
introduced in early 1868 and was rarely used as a stamp obliterator. A similar cover in his collection
(Lot 1271) sold for $800 in 1988; none were present in the important Dale-Lichtenstein auction of
2004.

488

489

488



BRITISH COLUMBIA #15, 1869 10c on 3p Lilac Rose Coat of Arms, Watermark Crown CC,
Perf 12½ A handsome unused example, extremely well centered for the issue with intact perforations,
bright colour on fresh paper. A difficult stamp to obtain, VF
1,200.00

489



BRITISH COLUMBIA #16, 1869 25c on 3p Orange Coat of Arms, Watermark Crown CC, Perf
12½ Lovely fresh mint single, reasonably centered for this notoriously difficult issue, uncleared perf
discs characteristic of this printing, large part original gum, hinged, Fine OG
1,500.00

Visit our website for more scans not illustrated in our catalogue.
www.easternauctions.com
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NEW BRUNSWICK

490

Folded entire lettersheet with "31 Dec 1827" dateline inside mailed from St. John to Miramichi, rated
"1N6" (to collect) manuscript and showing quite clear straightline "St. JOHN N.B." (JGY Fig. 17 - RF
8) dispatch handstamp in black on reverse; a very rare marking according to Jephcott, Greene and
Young, VF
Est. 500.00+

491

Stampless Cover Selection Includes eleven covers from 1830s to 1850s; to and from New Brunswick
with various origin / destination, a few are from the Allan Steinhart stock. Noted scarcer Nova Scotia
Guysboro oval backstamp; various rate markings and postal markings, etc. Mixed to Very Fine
Est. 300.00+
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#1b, 1859 (November 28) Embossed advertising pre-printed addressed envelope mailed from St. John
to London, bearing a pair and a diagonal bisect of the 3p dull red paying the 7½p single-letter rate to
England, tiny feather tear on left stamp hardly noticeable, cancelled by oval mute grids; St. John
double arc dispatch at left and with London (DE 14) small CDS receiver on reverse. Quite likely the
only advertising cover among the mere nine covers reported bearing this franking to England; very
scarce and Very Fine; 1991 Alcuri and 1999 Greene Foundation certificates. ex. “Nova Scotia” H.R.
Harmer, November 1946, Lot 40; Vincent Graves Greene collection (1975)
Est. 3,000.00+

493

#1b, 2, 1856 (January 14) Mourning cover mailed from St. John to Ware, England via Halifax,
franked single 6p yellow with four margins and a diagonal bisect of 3p dull red (in at one side) paying
the 7½p single-letter rate to England, both affected by covers folds but tied by oval grid cancel in
black, dispatch datestamp on reverse, unusual "BRITISH / 5d / CLAIM" (in use on prepaid letters to
Great Britain between August 1854 to 1857), circular "PAID JA 28 1856" receiver postmark in red; a
rare nice and appealing bisect cover; unreported in Arfken & Firby handbook and the first 1856 date
discovered, Fine (Unitrade $6,000)
Est. 1,500.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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A RARE MINT ORIGINAL GUM EXAMPLE

494



#2, 1851 6p Olive Yellow on Blue Wove Paper, Imperforate A remarkable mint example of this
classic stamp, clear to ample margins, brilliant fresh colour and unusually clear impression on fresh
paper, possessing large part original gum. An attractive mint example of this very challenging stamp;
very few are known with original gum, F-VF OG; 1991 Greene Foundation cert.
10,500.00

495

~

#3, 1851 1sh Bright Red Violet on Blue Wove Paper, Imperforate A handsome used example with
well clear to full margins, used with light oval mute grid cancellation in black; completely devoid of
the flaws that plague most known examples of this sought-after classic stamp, VF; 2011 Greene
Foundation cert.
8,000.00
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496

X497

496

P

#5Pv, 1860 5c Connell Plate proof single in dark red brown on card mounted india paper, with
vertical SPECIMEN (Type C) overprint in carmine, VF
250.00

497

P

#6-11, 1860 1c-17c "Cents" Issue Complete set of six plate proof singles, all in issued colours on
india paper, attractive, VF
Est. 300.00

498

P

#10Pi, 1860 12½c Dark Blue Steamship Plate proof block of twelve on card mounted india paper,
top pair showing scarcer Type D SPECIMEN, next pair with Type B SPECIMEN and remaining eight
proofs with Type C with thick lettering, VF
2,000.00

499

~

Post-Confederation Extensive Postmark Collection Organized alphabetically by towns and villages
with approx. 1,900 postmarked stamps and 41 covers and postcards; mainly on Canadian postage
stamps from 1890s Small Queens to 1950s. Appears to include over 650 different postmarks such as
circular datestamps, split ring, squared circles, parcel cancels, etc. All carefully collected and
assembled on quadrilled pages and housed in two "Plymouth" springback albums. Postal strikes
ranges from partial to superb with some nice surprises to be found. It would be a difficult task today to
assemble such a comprehensive collection. An ideal lot for the postmark enthusiast, Fine to Very Fine
(Not Illustrated) Est. 750.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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NOVA SCOTIA

500

501

502

503

500

1826 (July 26) Folded cover mailed from Pictou to Halifax, manuscript "7" rate with circular "PAID"
handstamp in black, light but legible double circle "POST OFFICE / PICTOU" (JJM Type 51) cancel
in black with filled-in date; usual file fold and portion of backflap missing, a clean cover with early
usage of this double circle marking, F-VF
Est. 200.00

501

1826 (August 2) Folded cover addressed to Halifax, manuscript rate "4½ + 1 = 5½" (1d for local
delivery in Halifax), bearing a well clear and upright double circle "POST OFFICE / WINDSOR"
(JJM Type 54) marking with filled-in manuscript date; usual central file fold; very scarce especially
with a clear early usage of this strike, VF, ex. John E. Young (1992), Lot 72
Est. 250.00+

502

1829 (February 11) Large folded lettersheet addressed to Halifax, with manuscript "Free" and
signature underneath, rated "1d" (for local delivery in Halifax) with very clear and nearly complete
double circle "POST OFFICE / ANTIGONISH" (JJM Type 43) with manuscript filled-in date; three
very light file folds. A clean and appealing cover, VF
Est. 200.00

503

Folded cover mailed to Halifax, endorsed "H.M. Service" and rated "2 + 11 = 1N1 plus one penny for
local delivery in Halifax for total of "1N2", showing somewhat blurred but very legible double circle
"POST OFFICE / ANTIGONISH" (JJM Type 43) marking with filled-in manuscript "11 Jany 32"
date; attractive and a scarce combination of postal and rate marking, F-VF
Est. 200.00
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504

505

506

507

504

Folded lettersheet with "Arichat Sep 30 1833" dateline, addressed to Port Hood, "Free" manuscript
with signature underneath, bearing a well struck double circle "POST OFFICE / ARICHAT" (JJM
Type 44) with filled-in "Oct 4th / 33" manuscript date; usual light file folds; attractive and seldom
seen, VF, ex. J.J. Macdonald (1996), Lot 116
Est. 200.00+

505

Folded entire lettersheet with "23 April 1839" dateline inside mailed from Halifax to Bridgetown, light
Halifax (AP 26) Fleuron datestamp at upper left, manuscript "9" rate and with quite clear Kentville NS
"Star" cancel (JJM Type 60 - very scarce); minor foxing on reverse well clear of Star cancellation,
Fine cover with F-VF strike
Est. 200.00

506

Folded entire lettersheet with "Digby 11th October 1841" dateline, endorsed "On Road Service" at
top, addressed to Charles Wallace in Halifax, light double circle "POST OFFICE / DIGBY" (without
inner circle; JJM Type 46); light usual file folds. The latest recorded date of this scarce marking, F-VF
Est. 250.00

507

Large folded cover with docketing "Digby 20th Nov 1841" on reverse, endorsed "On Road Service" at
top, addressed to Charles Wallace in Halifax, bearing a superb Digby N.S. "Star" (JJM Type 59) strike
in black at lower left; attractive and VF, ex. J.R. Saint (1993), Lot 24
Est. 200.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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508

509

508

Folded lettersheet from Port Hood with "3 Nov 1842" dateline, addressed to Halifax and rated "1/8" +
"1d" = "1/9" (1d for local delivery), light but clear and sought-after double circle PORT HOOD
"Crown" (JJM Type 75 - very scarce) cancellation in black; staining in places and couple light file
folds, Fine
Est. 200.00

509

1846 (March 17) Folded entire lettersheet datelined Manudie and addressed to Hartford, USA,
manuscript rate "1/½" and rated "10" at the border, with detailed and very clear Amherst, N.S.
Crowned Paid Circle in red; same ink double arc Amherst (MY 17 1846) dispatch on reverse with
light transit St. Andrews, NB (MA 20) backstamp in blue, also light Robbinston, Maine trans-border
circular postmark in red; usual light file folds. An attractive and very early usage of the British
Crowned Paid Circle, VF (SG CC1 £1,000)
Est. 600.00

510

Great Britain to Nova Scotia Stampless Neat lot of seven covers; includes five covers with rate
"1/3" handstamp in black (JJM Type 368 - very scarce), dates ranging from March 1852 to February
1853 all addressed to Halifax with other postal markings. Also two covers showing the "7½d"
handstamp (JJM Type 359) one dated 1856 to Bridgewater and other dated 1856 to Halifax. Mixed to
Fine condition; all ex. Allan Steinhart stock
Est. 500.00+
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Balance of Cover Consignment Lot of 29 items, mostly stampless but includes "Cents" frankings
and a couple post-Confederation covers (Numeral issue unofficial bisects). Noted 1851 (March) cover
with scarce small Halifax Tombstone in black; nice 1844 Amherst / Paid double arc in red on cover to
Hartford, USA; a very scarce 1850 Soldier rate faulty cover with paid "1" (JJM Type 300) handstamp
in red to England; 1c black (Scott 8) five examples on 1861 cover (ex. J.R. Saint), etc. Mainly mixed
condition to Fine or better throughout. Needs viewing to appreciate.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 350.00+

512

Stampless Cover Lot Includes fourteen from 1820s to 1850s; all from Great Britain to Nova Scotia,
various rate and postal markings; many from the Allan Steinhart stock. Mixed to Very Fine and worth
a look.
Est. 300.00+

513

#1, 1859 (May 21) Law Library pre-printed folded circular mailed from Halifax to John McKinley in
Pictou, franked with single 1p red brown, into design at right to large margins, corner crease at top due
to placement of stamp, tied by light oval mute grid, light Halifax dispatch and Pictou (MY 23)
receiver backstamps, usual file fold. A very scarce One penny printed matter rate cover of which only
14 are reported in Arfken & Firby census, Fine
Est. 400.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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514



515

516
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516

#2b, 1857 3p Pale Blue Heraldic on Bluish Wove Paper, Imperforate An exceptionally choice
mint example of this sought-after classic stamp, pristine fresh color, full margins and large part
original gum. A superior mint single rarely offered in such top-quality, XF OG GEM; photocopy of
2003 Brandon certificate for a pair from which this single originates.
3,200.00+

#5, 1859 (August 10) Folded entire lettersheet mailed from Halifax to Providence, Rhode Island,
franked with a choice single 6p dark green tied by light oval mute grid cancellation in black, light
dispatch datestamp on reverse, two strikes of circular "PAID 10" rate handstamp in red; paying the
single-letter overland rate to the United States. A particularly choice cover bearing the Six-pence
green; without question one of the finer of the fewer than twenty covers reported; signed Fred Jarrett,
VF, ex. Carnegie (May 1981), Lot 366
Est. 2,000.00
~

#6b, 1857 1sh Deep Purple on Bluish Wove Paper, Imperforate An impressive used example of
this popular classic stamp showing deep and uniform rich colour and surrounded by four very large
margins, lightly struck clear oval mute grid cancellation in black. A superb stamp in all respects and
very seldom encountered in superior quality, XF; 2011 Greene Foundation cert.
7,000.00+
Note: Listed but unpriced in Unitrade catalogue; from past experience this shade is considerably
scarcer than the normal reddish violet
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P

#8Pii-8Piv, 1860 1c Black Complete plate proof sheet of 100 printed in issued colour on card
mounted india paper and showing all three types of diagonal SPECIMEN overprints in red including
the key Type D (Pos. 11-14, 61-64), folded horizontally at centre; with ten plate imprints surrounding
the sheet, VF (Unitrade $9,440)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 2,000.00

518



#8c, 1860 1c Black on White Wove Paper A remarkable mint horizontal corner margin strip of four
imperforate vertically, shows full plate imprint at foot, possessing full original gum. A very attractive
item, ideal for exhibition, VF LH
Est. 1,000.00+

519

P

#9TCiii, 1860 2c Queen Victoria Complete trial colour plate proof sheet of 100 printed in dark slate
violet on card mounted india paper, diagonal SPECIMEN Type A overprint in red, ten full plate
imprints surround the sheet; in excellent state of preservation, VF (Unitrade $4,500)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,000.00

520

P

#10Piii, 1860 5c Blue Plate proof block of four with diagonal SPECIMEN (Type C) overprint in red,
on card mounted india paper, VF
(Not Illustrated) 200.00

521

P

#11P, 1860 8½c Light Bluish Green Complete plate proof sheet of 100 on card mounted india paper
with twelve plate imprints surrounding the sheet; fresh and in excellent state of preservation, VF
(Unitrade $4,000)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,000.00

522

P

#11Pii, 1860 8½c Dark Green Queen Victoria Plate proof block of sixteen (8x2) on card mounted
india paper with diagonal SPECIMEN Type A overprint in red, a scarce multiple, VF (Also similar
proof strip of three on india paper and single on card not counted)
1,440.00

Visit our website for more scans not illustrated in our catalogue.
www.easternauctions.com
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523

P

#11Piii + variety, 8½c Dark Green Queen Victoria A important plate proof block of 19 showing all
three types of the diagonal SPECIMEN overprint in carmine -- Type B and Type C on eight stamps
each and the key Type D on three (Position 12-14). Unitrade lists only Types A and C on this proof,
pricing the latter at $200.00. This is the first report of Type B and Type D; we estimate a minimum
catalogue value of $5,000.00 when they are eventually listed. Very Fine
Est. 1,500.00+

524

P

#12Pi-iii, 1860 10c Vermilion Complete plate proof sheet of 100, printed in issued colour on card
mounted india paper and showing all three types of diagonal SPECIMEN overprints in green
including the key Type D (Pos. 11-14, 61-64), with ten plate imprints surrounding sheet; overall
toning, a scarce proof sheet. (Unitrade $11,600)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,000.00

525

P

#12P, 1860 10c Vermilion Complete plate proof sheet of 100 printed in issued colour on card
mounted india paper, with ten plate imprints surrounding the sheet; folded horizontally at centre,
otherwise VF (Unitrade $6,000)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,500.00

526

P

#13Pi-13Piii, 1860 12½c Black Complete plate proof sheet of 100, printed in issued colour on card
mounted india paper, showing all three types of diagonal SPECIMEN overprints in red including key
the Type D (Pos. 11-14, 61-64), ten plate imprints surround the sheet; light foxing on first row only,
otherwise VF (Unitrade $11,600)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 2,000.00

527

P

#13P, 1860 12½c Black Plate proof block of 99 (missing pos. 91) printed in issued colour on card
mounted india paper, with ten plate imprints surrounding the sheet, VF (Unitrade $5,940)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,000.00

528



"Cents" Issue Mint Sheets Lot of five including 1c black, 8½c green and 10c (2) on white paper
along with 8½c green on yellow paper. Also present and not counted is a 1c black on white sheet
faulty and largely stuck to card. Some minor flaws or perf separations but a Fine group with the vast
majority of stamps in F-VF NH condition
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00
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NEWFOUNDLAND

529

~

#2, 1857 2p Scarlet Vermilion on Thick Porous Wove Paper with Mesh, Imperforate A stunning
used example with amazingly vivid colour and unusually deep impression, shows line through lower
"2s" plate variety; clear at foot to very large margins, minute corner crease at upper left entirely in
margin mentioned for strict accuracy, used with light barred cancellation in black; pencil signed
Sergio Sismondo on reverse, Very Fine and choice (Scott 2; Unitrade 2i)
8,500.00
Expertization: 2003 Sergio Sismondo certificate.

530

533

530

~

#13, 1860 6p Orange on Medium Hard Wove Paper, No Mesh, Imperforate A handsome used
example with deep colour, adequate to large margins, used with barred cancellation in black; tiny
extraneous ink mark on reverse of no importance, VF
1,200.00

531



#19, 1861-1862 5p Reddish Brown on Hard Wove Paper, Imperforate Choice mint block of four
with lovely fresh colour and full original gum, very lightly hinged on top pair, bottom pair never
hinged, VF
600.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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X534

532



#23, 23i, 1861-1862 1sh Rose on Hard Wove Paper, Imperforate An attractive mint block of four
with gorgeous fresh colour, lower pair with "STA" of "STACEY WISE" papermaker's watermark, VF
NH
520.00

533



#31, 1865 24c Blue on Thin, Crisp Wove Paper, Perf 12 A premium mint example, well centered
with full imprint in margin at top, lovely rich colour and possessing full pristine original gum, never
hinged. An eye-appealing stamp, VF NH
(Illustrated on Page 132) 210.00+

534

P

#32APi, 33P, 35P, 1871 1c Prince of Wales (Re-engraved) 3c Vermilion and 6c carmine rose
Plate proof pairs in issued colours on india paper (1c card mounted), fresh and choice with large
margins, VF
420.00

-535-

536

535

P

#32P, 32TC, 32TCiv, 32TCix, 1868 1c Prince of Wales (First Engraving) Four different plate
proof singles on india paper, in dull violet (issued colour), dark red brown, chestnut brown and black,
VF
380.00

536

P

#32TC, 1868 1c Prince of Wales (First Engraving) Plate proof block of four in dark red brown on
card mounted india paper, VF and scarce
400.00
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537

538

537

P

#32A, 1871 1c Brown Lilac (Re-engraved) Plate proof block of four in issued colour on card
mounted india paper, bright fresh colour, with sheet margin at foot, VF
Est. 200.00

538

P

#33P, 1870 3c Vermilion Queen Victoria Plate proof block of four printed in issued colour on india
paper; some natural india wrinkling at foot, VF
300.00

539

540

541

539

P

#35P, 1870 6c Carmine Rose Queen Victoria Plate proof block of four on india paper; some natural
india wrinkling on lower pair, otherwise VF
240.00

540



#39, 1877 3c Blue Queen Victoria, Rouletted A nice example, well centered with unusually large
margins, lovely fresh colour and large part original gum, VF
550.00

541



#42, 1880 1c Grey Brown Prince of Wales, Perf 12 An unusually nice mint plate imprint block of
four, stamps are well centered with deep colour, nearly full imprint at foot, with full original gum,
hinged at top, faint gum disturbance on lower pair but essentially never hinged. A very difficult plate
multiple to locate, VF OG
Est. 500.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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X543

542



#48, 1887 2c Red Orange Codfish, Perf 12 A well centered mint block of eight, lovely rich colour
and showing full imprint in right margin; negligible crayon marking in selvedge and couple stamps
with natural gum bends, otherwise with full original gum, never hinged and choice, almost Very Fine
centering
Est. 500.00+

543



#61-74, 1897 1c-60c Discovery of Newfoundland A fresh and complete set with American Bank
Note SPECIMEN diagonal overprint in carmine, several denominations are well centered; natural
short gumming on 35c. Only 100 sets were printed, F-VF NH
1,500.00

544



#78-86, 1897-1908 ½c-5c Royal Family & Map of Newfoundland Mint set of nine blocks of four,
each stamp with SPECIMEN overprint and ABN security punch, incudes all values plus the shades of
the 1c and 3c; the 2c orange is the key value of which only one sheet was made. All with bright
colours and with full original gum, never hinged, F-VF or better centering
Est. 1,500.00+
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545



546

#78-86, 1897-1908 ½c-5c Royal Family and Map of Newfoundland An attractive and complete set
of forty-seven stamps, each with American Bank Note security punch and Specimen overprints
(various types and colours); all printing orders of this series are represented, generally only one sheet
of 100 for each printing order was overprinted; mostly well centered and all with full original gum,
never hinged, F-VF or better, a fascinating group, explanatory chart is included
Est. 1,500.00

547

546



#86P, 1908 2c Map of Newfoundland Plate proof block of four printed in carmine on card mounted
india paper, XF, choice
400.00

547



#88b, 1910 2c Carmine (Lithographed), Perf 12x14 Well centered unused horizontal pair,
imperforate vertically between stamps, seldom seen, VF
800.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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548

P

#104-114, 1911 1c-15c Coronation Issue Complete set of eleven trial colour plate proof singles
printed in black on thick white card, all with full to large margins, a choice and scarce proof set, VFXF
Est. 1,500.00

549



#104/113, 1911 1c/12c Coronation Issue Selection of eight different denominations (needs 3c, 8c and
15c for completion), all in blocks of four with printer's defacement lines and originating from their
reference files; an extremely scarce grouping, F-VF NH
Est. 1,000.00
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550

P

#183/210, 246, 1932-1938 1c/48c Resources Issue Set of fourteen different denominations in trial
colour plate proof pairs, printed in black on unwatermarked bond paper; the 3c is the 1938 issue as
always, 2c and 7c with light (negligible) creasing mentioned for strict accuracy. A very scarce set that
is seldom seen offered today, VF
Est. 2,000.00
Note: Trial colour proofs in black of the 3c Queen Mary, the 6c Princess Elizabeth (without defacing
marks) and the 30c Fishing Fleet do not exist.

551

552

551



#186iii, 1932-1938 2c Green, Die II (Perkins Bacon Printing) Upper left imperforate mint plate "4"
block of four, fresh, very lightly hinged at top, bottom pair never hinged, VF
Est. 200.00

552



#189a, 1932-1938 4c Rose Lake (Perkins Bacon Printing) Upper left imperforate plate "2"
(reversed) number block of four, fresh with full original gum, VF NH
Est. 300.00

553



#189ai, 1932-1938 4c Rose Carmine (Perkins Bacon Printing) Upper right imperforate plate "4"
number block of four, ungummed as issued, scarce, VF
(Not Illustrated) Est. 250.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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554

P

#233-243, 1937 1c-48c King George VI Long Coronation Issue Complete set of eleven plate proof
singles, all in issued colours on unwatermarked bond paper; 7c and 20c with light crease, otherwise a
nice set, VF
Est. 750.00+

555



#253i-266ii, 1941-1944 Resources Issue (Waterlow Printing) An impressive collection of 31
imperforate blocks of four, nicely mounted on pages with write-up, all originating from the upper left
sheet corner of which eleven show the plate number; all values from the 1c to 48c are present and
most show more than one example. All with Waterlow security punch, many with engraver's markings
for correction, and most with adhesive mounting on gum side which prevented curling during archival.
A wonderful lot for the 1941-1944 Resources issue specialist, Very Fine (Unitrade catalogue value for
pairs only $14,000), ex. Waterlow Archives and Kasamir Bileski
Est. 4,000.00+
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556

557

556



#255iv, 1941-1944 3c Rose Carmine (Waterlow Printing), Perf 12½ Nicely centered mint single
showing a prominent full reverse offset image on the gum side, choice, VF NH
260.00

557



#BK2, 1932-1938 Resources Issue (Perkins Bacon Printing) Complete booklet in pristine condition,
containing all five panes, fresh and well centered with 1c green, 2c rose (three panes) and 3c orange
brown, with full original gum, never hinged; including all advertising interleaves; with clean,
unmarked and fresh covers, VF NH
1,200.00

558



#C2, 1919 (June 9) $1 on 15c Scarlet Alcock and Brown Flight A fresh mint block of four, each
stamp with comma after "POST" and period after "1919", quite well centered with deep rich colour,
sharp surcharge impression and with full unblemished original gum, never hinged; each stamp pencil
signed Giulio Bolaffi, almost Very Fine centering; 1978 Bolaffi cert.
1,800.00

559

P

#C6-C8, 1931 15c, 50c & $1 Pictorial Airmail Issue Selected set of three trial colour plate proofs
printed in black on unwatermarked bond paper, each with large margins; VF and choice Est. 750.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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X561

560



#C12, 1932 (May 19) $1.50 on $1.00 Blue DO-X Dornier Flight Surcharge in Red A fresh mint
example, nicely centered with intact perforations, with full immaculate original gum, VF NH 700.00

561



#C13-C17, 1933 5c-75c "Labrador" Airmail Issue Well centered mint set of five stamps, fresh
colours, VF NH
380.00

562

P

#OX1ii, 1905 Officially Sealed Stamp King Edward VII Plate proof single in issued colour on india
paper, four extra large margins, choice, XF
1,000.00

563
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P

#UX2, 1879 2c Vermilion Queen Victoria Uncut plate proof postal stationery card block of four, in
issued colour on india paper, with two different crayon coloured markings at foot "July 8th / 79" and
"May 21st 79", vertical fold at centre away from designs; very rare with only two such blocks
reported, VF (Webb P2-P1 variety - unlisted as a block; Walsh PC2c $3,200)
(Illustrated on Page 141) Est. 1,500.00+

564

P

#UX7, 1903 1c Green King Edward VII Postal stationery postcard plate proof in issued colour on
india paper, usual thinning as do most of the very few known to exist, VF appearance and very scarce
(Webb P7-P1 $750; Walsh PC8b $460)
Est. 300.00

565

P

#UX8, 1904 2c Vermilion Queen Alexandra Uncut plate proof block of four on card mounted india
paper, pristine fresh and in excellent state of preservation; very rare as only two such blocks have been
reported, VF (Webb 2000 edition P8-P1a $2,000; Walsh PC9d $3,200)
Est. 1,500.00+
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566

~ Valuable 1857-1947 Mint / Used Collection Dozens of different stamps in black mounts on Scott
album pages, starts with a few Pence issues and is well represented mint thereafter; only a few stamps
missing to complete regular issues. Also includes airmails such as C3h (NH), C18 Balbo Flight
(Position 3 in the setting; LH), etc. Mint throughout, some duplicates often being a shade or a used
example. Also a few mint multiples. Mixed to Very Fine but generally Fine to Very Fine starting from
1897 Cabot issue on. Scott Classic 2011 US$11,567.
Est. 2,000.00+

567

~ Large Mint / Used 1861-1940s Accumulation Stockbook filled with parallel mint / used
accumulations starting with a few 1861-1862 mint Pence issues, followed by an extensive showing of
the 1865-1896 "Cents" issues, noted shades, printings, cancels, plate imprint singles, etc.; well
represented from 1897 Cabot issue to late 1940s including a few airmails. Duplication from moderate
to light throughout, some faults to be expected mainly on earlier issues, overall Fine or better. A useful
lot with high catalogue value.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,000.00+

568



NEWFOUNDLAND REVENUES #NFR46A-NFR53A, 1966 5c-$20 Caribou Inland Revenue
(Bradbury, Wilkinson Printing) A spectacular and very rare complete set of eight imperforate
blocks of six, all showing full plate imprint in lower margin, bright fresh colours and full original
gum, never hinged. One of only two known sets, VF NH (Van Dam $11,250)
Est. 7,500.00
Note: Three blocks show engraver's crayon mostly in sheet margin from archival filing as customary
for this set. Only two plate imprints were on each unique imperforate sheet of fifty.
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569



NEWFOUNDLAND REVENUES #NFR46B-NFR53B, 1966 5c-$20 Caribou (Bradbury,
Wilkinson Printing) An impressive complete set of eight imperforate blocks of four, each with
vertical gutter margin between; each folded with trivial peripheral gum wrinkles in gutter margin as all
are known, never hinged; 50c with printers crayon marking at foot. A very rare and remarkable set,
ideal for exhibition; one of only two known sets, VF NH Van Dam catalogue value
11,250.00

570

NEWFOUNDLAND REVENUES Queen Victoria Issue Revenue Documents A scarce lot of
twelve various documents franked with several values of the 1898 Queen Victoria Issue, Supreme
Court usages including mortgage, assignment, letters of administration, bill of state, conveyance,
statement of claim, etc., a nice lot for the revenue collector, stamps alone will catalogue well over
$2,000, F-VF
(Not Illustrated) Est. 750.00

571

NEWFOUNDLAND REVENUES King Edward VII Issue Revenue Documents Eight Supreme
Court documents franked with King Edward VII revenue stamps, usages include mortgage,
conveyance, assignment and release; various rate combinations of the 25c and $1.00 values, mainly FVF, not often seen on document.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 250.00

572

NEWFOUNDLAND REVENUES First Caribou Issue Documents Lot of 15 documents, showing
all different frankings of the 1938 Caribou (Perkins Bacon Printing) and types of usage, with denominations going up to the $5. A neat lot for the revenue collector, F-VF
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00+

Visit our website for more scans not illustrated in our catalogue.
www.easternauctions.com
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X573

574

575

573

Stampless Cover Selection Lot of eight covers, mostly incoming to Canada; noted 1792 Quebec to
Montreal; a nice 1821 Quebec to New York rated manuscript "9" within Quebec / Paid unframed
cancel; 1839 New York to York with nice oval forwarding agent and two unusual postal markings,
etc. Mixed to Very Fine. Needs a closer look.
Est. 300.00+

574

1799 (August 7) Folded lettersheet addressed to John Peters, Kingston, Upper Canada, light overall
ageing and some soiling, shows a clear and complete two-line "QUEBEC / AUG 7 99" datestamp
dispatch in black on reverse, a very scarce early marking, Fine
Est. 250.00

575

Folded entire lettersheet with "New York April 27th 1801" dateline, manuscript rate "9" addressed to
Quebec, very rare New Brunswick forwarding agent manuscript "St. John 14 May 1801 Forwd by yr
B.H.A.H." on reverse and with neat and very early usage of two-line "MONTREAL / 14MAY1801"
postal marking in black (Robson Lowe HS32 RF "D" - very scarce, with reported usage between
1801-1828). A most attractive cover for the advanced collector, VF
Est. 300.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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576

577

578

576

1838 (February 23) Folded lettersheet mailed from Toronto to Quebec, subsequently redirected to
Boston, manuscript "11d" and "PAID" handstamps in red; light double ring CITY of TORONTO
datestamp in red arriving in Quebec with similar (MA 2) datestamp in red applied on top; Quebec
crossed out and redirected to "care of the British Consul Boston", further "PAID" and manuscript "18
3/4" rate; an appealing cover, VF
Est. 250.00

577

1846 (April 2) Incoming envelope mailed from Ipswich to Woodfield, Quebec, neat British "2/2
Currency" rate handstamp in black, manuscript "Paid", transit framed "PAID 3 AP 3 1856" cancel in
red, with nice straightline "MORE TO PAY" instructional handstamp in black with further "1/" and
"2" manuscript rates. Letter discusses painful battle of the 10th Feb 1846 First Anglo-Sikh War, which
was fought at Sobraon (India), VF
Est. 150.00+

578

1854 (August 29) Folded cover mailed from Montreal to St. John's, Newfoundland, manuscript rate
"1/" (to collect) and bearing a clear Montreal double arc dispatch in black at lower left, endorsed "per
closed mail for St. John's N.F." at top, blurred St. John's (SP 5) receiver backstamp. A very rare
stampless rated cover to Newfoundland; only a handful exist, VF
Est. 1,000.00+
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579

E

Minuse & Pratt E-Bb, 1p Queen Victoria A remarkable engraved plate essay corner margin block
of four by Bradbury, Wilkinson, printed in brown on wove paper, lovely and fresh with large margins
and rich colour. A unique multiple in this colour and a great showpiece, VF
Est. 3,000.00+

580

P

#2TC, 1857 6p Red Lilac Plate proof pair on card mounted india paper, choice, VF

581

500.00

582

581

~

#2, 1851 6p Slate Violet on Handmade Laid Paper, Imperforate An exceptionally large margined
used example, deep rich colour and clear impression on fresh paper, used with neat concentric rings
cancellation in black. A very attractive stamp in top-quality, XF; 2010 Greene Foundation cert.
2,500.00

582

~

#2, 1851 6p Slate Violet on Handmade Laid Paper, Imperforate A nice used example with visible
laid lines, well clear at lower left to full margins, deep colour and impression, near complete
concentric rings cancellation in black, F-VF
1,875.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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583

#2b, 1851 (May 30) Clean folded lettersheet mailed from Montreal to New York bearing a single 6p
greyish purple, slightly into at top to large margins, vertical crease possibly natural, tied by central
concentric rings cancellation and very early Montreal (MY 31 1851) double arc dispatch in red
alongside, transborder arc "CANADA" and straightline PAID" handstamps in red. A particularly fresh
and clean cover showing a very early usage of the Pence issue on cover, less than three weeks from
First Day (May 12) of issue, F-VF
Est. 750.00+

584

#4, Early Railways & Routes Postmarks 1854 (March 31) Mourning cover franked with a Fine 3p
red tied by concentric rings, clear complete St. Lawrence & Atlantic Railroad (Gray Type OC2 with
blank indicia; RR-142 RF "F-2") with reverse indicia year / date postmark in black; a very early date
for this rare RPO cancel. Also another mourning cover franked with 3p orange red on wove, clear to
full margins, cancelled by unusual pattern of pen strokes, bold and complete similar Railway postmark
(Gray Type OC2 with blank indicia; RR-142 RF "F-2") dated 1854 / MR 10 (inverted indicia date /
year); earlier than the reported ERD (March 29, 1854). Both covers are fresh and addressed to
Montreal, a desirable duo for the RPO collector, VF
Est. 500.00+
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585

586

585



#4a, 1853 3p Brown Red on Medium Wove Paper, Imperforate An impressive unused example
with sheet margin at left and ample margins on other sides, scissor cut entirely in right margin at foot
(not mentioned in accompanying certificate), deep colour and strong impression. A visually appealing
unused example, VF; 1993 FQP cert. (identified as #4)
2,100.00

586



#4a, 1853 3p Brown Red on Medium Wove Paper, Imperforate An attractive unused example with
clear to full margins, tiny tear at right not mentioned in accompanying certificate, with deep rich
colour and unusually strong impression, F-VF; clear 1990 RPSL cert.
1,700.00

587

#4d, 1854 (November 27) Money Letter franked with 3p red on thin wove paper, light corner crease,
tied by rather smudged concentric rings, light Petite Nation, C.E. double arc dispatch at lower left and
showing two MONEY-LETTER straightlines in red and in black (different fonts), addressed to
Montreal with (NO 28) receiver backstamp; light cover ageing at left does not detract from this
attractive cover, F-VF
Est. 400.00+
Note: Money-Letter handstamps other than in black are considerably rarer. Only 18 Money Letter
handstamped covers bearing stamps on wove paper have been reported.

588

P

#7Pi, 1854 10p Cartier Plate proof pair in colour of issue on card mounted india paper, vertical
SPECIMEN overprint in carmine, sheet margin at right, attractive and VF
600.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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590

591

589

P

#8, ½p Queen Victoria Engraved Trade Sample proof printed in bright green on gummed blue wove
paper, perforated and originating from the American Bank Note Company sample sheet; striking and
rarely seen such, VF; 2009 Greene Foundation cert. (Minuse & Pratt P8-Be)
Est. 750.00+

590

P

#8Pi, 1857 ½p Queen Victoria Plate proof pair printed in bright rose on card mounted india paper,
vertical "SPECIMEN" overprint in green, VF
500.00

591

~

#8, 1857 ½p Rose on Medium Wove Paper, Imperforate Used single with deep fresh colour tied to
piece, just into design at top, otherwise full to large margins, light socked-on-nose four-ring '41'
(Sandwich, U.C. RF 8). A rare numeral cancellation, Fine; 1963 RPSL cert.
500.00

592

~

#9a, 1857 7½p Deep Green on Medium Wove Paper, Imperforate An attractive used example of
this scarcer deep shade, large margins and rich colour, used with light central four-ring numeral "19"
(London, U.C.) cancellation in black. An elusive stamp, VF; 2011 Greene Foundation cert.
ex. “Carrington” (2002)
5,000.00

593

594

593



#12, 1859 3p Red Beaver, Perf 11¾ A rare unused example of this notoriously difficult stamp,
uncharacteristically well centered for the issue, small thin at top, otherwise with bright colour and
intact perforations. A very collectable example of this difficult stamp that is usually missing from even
advanced collections, VF; 1979 APS cert. (Unitrade $25,000)
Est. 4,000.00+

594

~

#12, 1859 3p Red Beaver, Perf 11¾ A superior used example, exceptionally well centered within
unusually large margins for the issue, perforations well clear of the design on all sides, lovely fresh
colour and clear impression, used with clear four-ring "21" numeral cancellation from Montreal. A
very nice example of this challenging stamp, VF+, 2011 Greene Foundation cert.
1,600.00+
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595

596

P

#15P, 1867 5c Red Beaver Lower left plate proof block of sixteen in the issued on colour on card
mounted india paper, clearly showing a prominent re-entry (Position 83, State 10 - Whitworth No. 15)
noticeable in surrounding lettering, oval and framelines; a choice and very attractive positional plate
imprint multiple, VF
4,800.00+

#15, 1864 (January 5) Superb oval Montreal Tube Depot / Metal Merchants navy blue embossed
advertising on clean orange envelope mailed from Montreal to St. Catharines, U.C., bearing 5c
vermilion, perf 12 and clearly tied by duplex grid cancellation in black; light split ring (JA 7) receiver
postmark on reverse. A beautiful early advertising cover, XF
Est. 300.00+

Have you been thinking of selling your collection?
Call us at 1(800) 667-8267 and ask for Gary J. Lyon.
Give your collection the attention it deserves.
Consign your stamps to Eastern Auctions Ltd.

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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598

597

P

#18TC, 1864 12½c Blue Green Trial colour plate proof single on india paper, full imprint in right
margin, choice, VF
250.00

598

P

#20TC, 1864 2c Dark Rose Trial colour plate proof block of four, on card mounted india paper, plate
imprint at right and clearly showing dash in lower right '2' on right pair, attractive, VF
1,000.00+

DOMINION OF CANADA

599



#21, 1868 ½c Black on Medium Vertical Wove Paper, Perf 11¾x12 A fresh right margin mint
block of four with large portion of plate imprint at upper right, trivial gum bend on upper left stamp,
possessing full original gum that has never been hinged, Fine NH
720.00

600

601

600

~

#23, 1869 1c Yellow Orange on Medium Horizontal Wove Paper, Perf 12 Nicely centered used
example with striking and well defined elaborate Star fancy cancellation (Lacelle 1039; D&S 151).
VF
Est. 300.00+

601



#23a, 1869 1c Deep Orange on Horizontal Medium Wove Paper, Perf 12 A very well centered
unused (no gum) example with true colour of the first printing, a very difficult stamp to find, VF and
attactive
3,000.00
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602

#24iv, 37a, 1870 (November 3) Registered cover mailed from Bridgetown, NS to Halifax, franked
with extremely well centered 2c green Large Queen on Bothwell paper alongside single 3c rose Small
Queen (first Ottawa printing), perf 12, tied by oval mute grid cancellation, double arc dispatch
datestamp at top, two-line REGISTERED / LETTER No. ___" with manuscript "539" registry number
and oval "Halifax" (NO 9 1870) receiver. A clean and attractive mixed-issue franking cover, VF
Est. 350.00+

603

604

605

603

~

#25vii, 1868 3c Red on Medium Horizontal Wove Paper, Perf 12 Well centered used example
showing the distinctive and rare "Shaving Nick" plate variety, negligible shorter perf at top, used with
portion of Toronto (MR 1869) CDS postmark well clear of this elusive variety, VF (Listed but
unpriced in Unitrade catalogue)
Est. 1,000.00+

604



#28, 1868 12½c Dull Blue on Medium Horizontal Wove Paper, Perf 12 Bright fresh mint single,
reasonably centered and with large part original gum; small owner's marking on reverse mentioned for
accuracy, F-VF OG
2,000.00

605

~

#30c, 1880 15c Deep Violet on Very Thick White Wove Paper, Perf 12 An unusually well centered
and sound example of this distinctive printing, true rich colour, slightly blunt perfs at foot of no
importance, used with large portion of grid "OTTAWA" cancel in black (Lacelle 688 - used in
period). A tough stamp to find in sound condition, VF
2,000.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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606

607

606

E

#36, 1891 (circa.) 2c Orange Red Canadian Bank Note Company engraved plate essay on very thin,
Japanese handmade paper, large margins and in excellent state of preservation, very scarce thus, VF
Est. 500.00

607

E

#36, 1891 (circa.) 2c Queen Victoria Canadian Bank Note engraved plate essay printed in olive
green on india paper, VF
Est. 500.00

608

609

611

608

E

#36, 1891 (circa.) 2c Queen Victoria Canadian Bank Note engraved plate essay in orange red on
very thin native Japanese laid paper; in an excellent state of preservation for this fragile proof, scarce
thus, VF
Est. 500.00

609

E

#36, 1891 (circa.) 2c Green Canadian Bank Note Company engraved plate essay on very thin,
Japanese handmade paper, very scarce and without the usual flaws, VF
Est. 500.00

610



#40c, 1875 10c Dull Rose Lilac (Montreal Printing), Perf 11½x12 An well centered mint example
with brilliant colour on fresh paper and large part streaky original gum that is characteristic of this
early Montreal printing, XF OG, an exceptional example
2,000.00

611

P

#46, 1893 20c Vermilion Widow Weed Choice plate proof single in issued colour, on card mounted
india paper with large margins, VF+, scarce
600.00
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612

614

612



#52, 1897 2c Green An exceptional mint example, precisely centered within well balanced margins,
gorgeous fresh colour and with full unblemished original gum, choice, XF NH
105.00+

613



#54i, 1897 5c Slate Blue Very well centered mint block of four with brilliant fresh colour and full
original gum, never hinged. Difficult multiple to find, VF-XF NH
1,080.00

614



#56, 1897 8c Dark Violet Nicely centered "post office" fresh mint single with deep rich colour on
fresh paper, and with full unblemished original gum, VF NH
540.00

615

616

617

615

~

#61, 1897 $1 Lake Attractive used example with rich colour and central Montreal split ring
datestamp, almost Very Fine centering
800.00

616

~

#62, 1897 $2 Dark Purple Exceptionally fresh and well centered used example with unusually deep
fresh colour, clear Toronto "6" roller cancellation in black; tiny thin does not detract, a lovely stamp
with superb appearance.
750.00

617

~

#63, 1897 $3 Yellow Bistre Gorgeous fresh used single with deep rich colour on fresh paper,
reasonably centered and with Winnipeg corner CDS postmark in magenta, F-VF
1,125.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

618

~
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#64, 1897 $4 Purple Precisely centered used example with deep rich colour, unusually clear and
almost complete Montreal (JUL 19 1897) datestamp from a "flag" cancellation. A choice and desirable
stamp, XF; 2011 Greene Foundation cert.
1,500.00+

619

620

621

619



#67, 1897 1c Blue Green A premium mint example, very well centered within large margins,
gorgeous rich colour on fresh paper, with full pristine original gum, never hinged. A beautiful stamp
in choice quality, XF NH
210.00+

620



#68, 1897 2c Purple A remarkably fresh mint example with unusually deep shade on pristine fresh
paper, very well centered and with full immaculate original gum, VF+ NH
240.00

621



#71, 1897 6c Brown on Vertical Wove Paper An exceptionally well centered mint example with
deep luxuriant colour on fresh paper, full original gum; a superb stamp, XF NH; 1993 Greene
Foundation cert.
600.00+

622

623

622



#72, 1897 8c Orange on Vertical Wove Paper A selected post office fresh mint single, very well
centered with large margins and brilliant colour, pristine original gum, never hinged. XF NH, choice
1,200.00+

623



#72, 1897 8c Orange on Vertical Wove Paper A desirable mint example, well centered with large
margins, gorgeous pastel colour and clear impression on fresh paper, full pristine original gum, never
hinged; a superior stamp in all respects, VF NH
1,200.00
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624

P

#74-84, 1898-1902 ½p-20c Queen Victoria "Numeral" Issue Complete set of ten plate proof
singles, each with sheet margin at left, printed in issued colours on card mounted india paper, all with
large margins and deep rich colours. A superb set, XF
Est. 2,500.00+

625

P

#74/82, 1898-1902 ½c/8c Queen Victoria "Numeral" Issue Plate proofs in issued colours on card
mounted india paper, six different lower left corner margin blocks of four including the ½c, 2c
carmine (die I), 3c, 5c, 7c and 8c. A choice group, VF (Unitrade $5,000+)
Est. 1,500.00

626



#76a, 1899 2c Purple on Yellowish Thick Wove Paper A well selected mint example with true
colour and clear impression, nicely centered and with full original gum, never hinged. A particularly
difficult stamp to obtain with exceptional centering, VF NH
750.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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159

628

627



#80, 1898 6c Brown A nice mint single, well centered with large margins, brilliant colour on fresh
paper and possessing full pristine original gum, an exceptional stamp, VF+ NH
900.00

628



#83, 1898 10c Brown Violet on Horizontal Wove Paper A stunning mint single from the upper left
sheet corner, post office fresh colour and large margins, possessing full unblemished original gum,
never hinged. A most appealing positional stamp, almost Very Fine centering
1,325.00+

629



#83a, 1898 10c Brown Violet on Vertical Wove Paper A choice imperforate mint pair with large
even margins, deep rich colour and clear sharp impression, full original gum, lightly hinged. A
difficult imperforate pair to obtain in such choice quality, XF LH
1,500.00

630



#85, 1898 2c Christmas Map A choice mint block of four with lavender oceans, well centered within
large margins and with full original gum, attractive, VF NH
600.00

May 28th, 2011
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1899 (May) Envelope franked with single 2c Christmas Map with "muddy waters" variety, tied by
light Dawson Yukon (5MY2 99) CDS postmark, additional strike alongside, addressed to Paola,
Kansas via Skagway, Alaska (JUN 17), Paola arrival (JUN 30 99) CDS backstamps. A rare usage of
the Map issue originating from District of Yukon, F-VF
Est. 500.00

631

632

633

632



#85aiii, 1898 2c Christmas Map Imperforate block of four with grey oceans, showing full imprint
below lower right stamp (Position 98), tiny shallow thin on lower left stamp, a scarce imperforate
multiple, Fine
800.00

633



#86 + re-entry, 1898 2c Christmas Map Gorgeous well centered mint block of four with blue
oceans, showing large portion of the plate "2" number at upper left; prominent plate re-entry shown on
lower right stamp (Position 17), possessing full original gum, hinged in selvedge only, leaving stamps
never hinged, VF (Catalogue for stamps only; no premium added)
600.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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634

635

634



#92iii, 1903 7c Straw Superbly centered mint example with four large well-balanced margins, intact
perforations which is quite unusual for this issue, post office fresh colour and sharp impression, full
unblemished original gum that has never been hinged. A very difficult stamp to obtain in such topquality; ideal for the perfectionist, XF NH GEM
1,400.00+

635



#93, 1903 10c Brown Lilac A magnificent mint example, extremely well centered and surrounded by
uncommonly large margins, deep rich colour on fresh paper, full original gum, lightly hinged. A
superb mint stamp, XF LH JUMBO
800.00+

636

637

636



#98, 1908 2c Carmine A premium mint single, very well centered within large margins, gorgeous
fresh colour and with full pristine original gum, never hinged; a choice stamp, VF+ NH
195.00

637



#101, 1908 10c Violet Very well centered mint example with four large margins, gorgeous rich colour
and clear impression, full immaculate original gum. A superb stamp in all respects, XF NH 900.00+

638
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1911 – 1925 KING GEORGE V “ADMIRAL”
638

H.M.T. "Olympic" Canadian Expeditionary Forces Black and white H.M.T. "Olympic" illustrated
postcard (left Halifax April 5th, 1916 - Arrived England April 11th) - bringing Canadian military
troops to war; mailed on ship, bearing two-line "RECEIVED FROM H.M. SHIP / NO CHARGE TO
BE RAISED" on addressee side and boxed "PASSED / BY CENSOR" handstamp on picture side;
attractive and scarce, VF
(Illustrated on Page 161) Est. 200.00+

639

640

641

639



#104, 1911 1c Dark Green (Wet Printing) A gorgeous and very well centered mint example with
lovely rich colour. VF+ NH
90.00+

640



#104i, 1915-1919 1c Yellow Green (Wet Printing) A premium mint example, exceptionally well
centered within four well balanced large margins, lovely bright fresh colour and impression on pristine
paper, with full immaculate original gum that has never been hinged. A superb stamp in all respect,
XF NH GEM
90.00+

641



#104viii, 1913-1914 1c Deep Blue Green (Wet Printing) A nicely centered mint example with deep
vivid colour and sharp impression, clearly showing horizontal "hairlines" plate variety in both side
margins. VF NH
180.00

642

643

642



#105, 1922 1c Orange Yellow, Die I (Wet Printing) A pristine fresh and extremely well centered
mint example. A choice stamp, XF NH
90.00+

643



#105a, 1922 1c Yellow, Die I (Wet Printing) Superb mint booklet pane of six, exceptionally well
centered and fresh, with full pristine original gum, never hinged. As nice as they come and ideal for
the perfectionist, XF NH
160.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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645

646

644



#105d, 1924-1925 1c Orange Yellow, Die II (Dry Printing) A very well centered mint example with
large margins and brilliant fresh colour, a beautiful stamp, VF+ NH
75.00+

645



#105f, 1924 1c Yellow, Die I (Dry Printing) A precisely centered mint example with lovely rich
colour and bright impression. XF NH
150.00+

646



#105iv, 1924-1925 1c Pale Yellow, Die II (Dry Printing) A gorgeous fresh mint example, well
centered with brilliant colour, scarcer than what catalogue values indicate, VF+ NH
75.00+

647

648

649

647



#106ii, 1912-1913 2c Deep Rose Red (Wet Printing) A lovely mint example, well centered with
large margins and gorgeous colour. A beautiful shade, VF+ NH
90.00

648



#106iii, 1920 2c Dark Carmine (Wet Printing) An impressive mint example, precisely centered with
four large margins and showing plate "A115" in margin at top, deep rich colour and oversized
margins, very light hinge mark in selvedge only, otherwise XF NH
90.00+

649



#106v, 1923-1925 2c Deep Red (Wet Printing) An exceptionally well centered mint example with
amazing colour, a visually striking stamp in premium quality, VF+ NH
90.00+

650

651

650



#107, 1922 2c Yellow Green (Wet Printing) Remarkably well centered mint example within large
margins, deep rich colour and strong impression, possessing full unblemished original gum, never
hinged. A premium quality stamp, XF NH GEM
90.00+

651



#107a, 1924 2c Deep Green (Wet Printing) on Thin Paper A superb mint example, precisely
centered with large margins. A great stamp, XF NH GEM
90.00+
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652

652

654



#107c, 1922 2c Yellow Green (Wet Printing) A remarkable mint booklet pane of six stamps,
unusually well centered for this key booklet pane, seldom seen in such superior quality, XF NH
840.00+

653

655

656

653



#107e, 1923 2c Green (Dry Printing) A well centered mint example with large oversized margins,
VF NH
90.00+

654



#107iv, 1923-1925 2c Yellow Green (Dry Printing) An extremely well centered mint block of four
with lovely pastel-like colour. Choice VF+ NH
360.00

655



#108, 1918-1922 3c Brown (Wet Printing) A fabulous mint example with uncharacteristically large
margins for a wet printing, gorgeous fresh colour and with full pristine original gum, never hinged. An
impressive stamp, XF NH JUMBO
90.00+

656



#108ii, 1918-1922 3c Dark Brown (Wet Printing) An extremely well centered mint example with in
a noticeably darker shade. VF+ NH
90.00+

657

658

657



#109, 1923 3c Carmine, Die I (Dry Printing) Exceptionally well centered mint example with post
office fresh colour. A very nice stamp, XF NH
90.00+

658



#109c, 1924 3c Carmine, Die II (Dry Printing) Well centered mint single with sheet margin at left,
VF NH
180.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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#110c, 1922 4c Golden Yellow (Wet Printing) A premium mint example of this sought-after shade,
characteristic deep vivid colour, very well centered and with portion of plate imprint in top selvedge,
possessing full immaculate original gum, never hinged. A choice stamp, XF NH
600.00+

660

661

660



#110d, 1925-1926 4c Yellow Ochre (Dry Printing) Precisely centered mint example, lovely fresh
colour and strong impression. A well selected stamp, XF NH
195.00+

661



#111, 1912-1915 5c Blue (Wet Printing) Nicely centered mint example with gorgeous colour on
fresh paper, with full original gum, VF NH
600.00

662

663

664

662



#112, 1922-1925 5c Violet (Wet Printing) Mathematically centered mint example within four well
balanced large margins, sheet margin at top, "post office" fresh colour and impression on pristine
paper and with full unblemished original gum, never hinged. A superb stamp in all respects, XF NH
GEM
165.00+

663



#112a, 1924 5c Violet (Wet Printing) on Thin Paper Well centered mint example with deep rich
colour, VF+ NH
135.00

664



#112i, 1922-1925 5c Grey Violet (Wet Printing) Very well centered mint example with dark rich
colour on fresh paper, full original gum, never hinged. A nice stamp, XF NH
180.00+
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665

666

667

665



#112ii, 1922-1925 5c Rose Violet (Wet Printing) A well selected mint example with lovely pastellike colour, full immaculate original gum, never hinged. A beautiful stamp, XF NH
180.00+

666



#113, 1918 7c Yellow Ochre (Wet Printing) An exceptional mint example, precisely centered with
large margins, deep vivid colour, XF NH
240.00+

667



#114b, 1924-1925 7c Red Brown (Wet Printing) Extremely well centered mint example with
amazing deep rich colour on fresh paper. A superb stamp, XF NH
135.00+

668



#114iii, 1926 7c Red Brown (Dry Printing) on Thin Paper A remarkable example that is
exceptionally well centered, unusually large margins, lovely fresh colour and full unblemished
original gum, never hinged. Rarely encountered in such superior quality and a wonderful stamp for the
perfectionist, XF NH GEM
900.00+

669

670

671

669



#114iv, 1926 7c Red Brown (Dry Printing - Plate 7) Precisely centered mint example showing the
diagonal line in "V" of "SEVEN" plate variety. A choice stamp, XF NH
225.00+

670



#115, 1925 8c Bright Blue (Dry Printing) A selected mint example with precise centering, brilliant
fresh colour. A choice stamp in all respects, XF NH
180.00+

671



#117a, 1924-1925 10c Blue (Dry Printing) Extremely well centered mint example with brilliant fresh
colour and full pristine original gum, never hinged. A choice stamp, XF NH
210.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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673

672



#117a, 1924-1925 10c Blue (Dry Printing) A superb mint example, mathematically centered within
four well-balanced margins, lovely fresh colour and pastel-like impression, possessing full immaculate
original gum, never hinged, XF NH
210.00+

673



#118, 1925-1928 10c Bistre Brown (Dry Printing) Exceptionally well centered mint example with
four even margins, brilliant fresh colour and clear impression, full pristine original gum, choice, XF
NH
180.00+

674

675

674



#118b, 1925 10c Yellow Brown (Dry Printing) Well centered mint block of four of this scarcer pale
shade, full original gum, lightly hinged at top, lower pair is NH, VF
560.00

675



#119d, 1912 20c Grey Green (First Printing) A nicely centered mint block of four of this distinctive
early wet printing, lovely and fresh intact perforations, lightly hinged. Very scarce in block of four,
VF LH
1,200.00

676

677

676



#120a, 1912 50c Black (Wet Printing) A nicely centered mint example of this challenging stamp,
lovely fresh colour and sharp impression on pristine fresh paper. A difficult stamp to obtain, VF NH
1,350.00

677



#122, 1925 $1 Orange (Dry Printing) Precisely centered mint example with post office fresh colour.
A choice stamp in all respects, XF NH
450.00+
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678

679

678



#129, 1918 3c Brown (Wet Printing), Perf 8 Vertically Unusually well centered coil mint pair with
intact perforations, deep rich colour and full pristine original gum, XF NH
250.00+

679



#130, 1924 3c Carmine, Die I (Wet Printing), Perf 8 Vertically Well centered mint example with
intact perforations, rich colour on fresh paper, choice VF+ NH
250.00

680



#130i, 1924 3c Carmine, Die I (Wet Printing), Perf 8 Vertically A lovely fresh paste-up coil strip of
four, well centered for the issue with characteristic deep colour, full original gum, never hinged. It
would be very hard to find a superior example to the one offered here, VF NH
1,125.00

681

682

683

681



#133, 1924 2c Yellow Green (Wet Printing), Perf 12 Horizontally Fresh and well centered mint
coil pair with lovely rich colour and full immaculate original gum, VF NH
625.00

682



#133, 1924 2c Yellow Green (Wet Printing), Perf 12 Horizontally An exceptionally well centered
mint example with broad margins and possessing full immaculate original gum, never hinged. A
superb stamp, XF NH GEM
300.00+

683

~

#133, 1924 2c Yellow Green (Wet Printing), Perf 12 Horizontally Exceptionally well centered used
coil pair with balanced large margins, used with light Ottawa (FE 3 31) three-ring postmarks; seldom
seen so nice, XF
175.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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685

686

684



#133i, 1924 2c Yellow Green (Wet Printing), Perf 12 Horizontally A stunning paste-up coil strip of
four, exceptionally well centered with deep rich colour and full original gum, never hinged. Virtually
impossible to find a finer example of this key paste-up coil strip, XF NH
1,375.00+

685



#134, 1921 3c Brown (Wet Printing), Perf 12 Horizontally An extremely well centered coil pair
with even large margins. As nice as they come, XF NH
100.00+

686



#136, 1924 1c Yellow, Die I (Wet Printing), Imperforate Lovely fresh mint block of four, showing
characteristic strength Type D inverted lathework; hinged in selvedge only leaving stamps never
hinged. An attractive lathework block, VF
1,000.00+

687



#138ii, 1924 3c Carmine, Die I (Dry Printing), Imperforate Mint block of four with "R-GAUGE"
plate inscription in right-hand margin, fresh with full original gum, VF NH
600.00

May 28th, 2011
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690
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171

688

P

#141-145, 1927 1c-12c 60th Anniversary of Confederation A choice complete set of Large Die
Proofs in the issued colours, printed on india paper die sunk on large cards (measurements ranges 132175 x 150-165mm) with each showing die number below stamp design. A beautiful and very scarce
set, XF
(Illustrated on Page 170) Est. 3,500.00

689



#141b-145b, 1927 1c-12c 60th Anniversary of Confederation Lovely fresh and nicely centered mint
set of five horizontal pairs, imperforate vertically, a nice set in choice condition, VF NH
1,200.00

690

E

#147, 1927 10c Green Laurier & Macdonald Large Die Essay with unissued "10" denomination, on
india paper die sunk on large card 163 x 153mm, die "X-G-148" above design, pencil notation "Do
not give out, issued as 12¢" along bottom of the proof. A very scarce and desirable essay, VF
(Illustrated on Page 170) Est. 600.00+

691

P

#149-159, 1928-1929 1c-$1 King George V "Scroll" Complete set of eleven plate proof singles
printed in issued colours on india paper; all with full to large margins, bright fresh colours with razorsharp impressions. A lovely set of this popular issue, VF
Est. 2,000.00+

692

P

#150, 1928 2c King George V "Scroll" An attractive lot of three different Trial Colour Large Die
Proofs in carmine, in red orange and in black, all on india paper die sunk on full-size cards (228 x
150mm), each with "CANADA" imprint and die "X-G-195" number below stamp design; black proof
with negligible corner card crease at upper right. A desirable and rare trio, VF
Est. 1,500.00+

May 28th, 2011
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693



#154a, 1928 8c King George "Scroll" Imperforate Plate A2 block of eight with printing order
number, without gum, appealing and rare, VF
Est. 750.00

694

~

#158iii, 1929 50c Bluenose Reasonably centered used example showing the sought-after "Man on the
Mast" plate variety (Position 58), with selected in-period Sydney, N.S. (NO 2 29) CDS postmark, FVF
1,250.00

695

X696

695



#159a, 1929 $1 Olive Green Parliament Pristine fresh vertical imperforate mint pair with full even
margins and full unblemished original gum, choice, VF NH
1,350.00

696



#162, 170, 173 + variety, Arch Issue 1c orange, 5c dull blue and 10c olive green mint blocks of four,
first two lightly hinged, latter never hinged; all three showing strong and prominent printing ink smear
varieties, unusual, F-VF
Est. 350.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

173

697



#173a, 1930 10c Olive Green Library of Parliament A very scarce mint imperforate pair with large
margins, gorgeous fresh colour and sharp impression on fresh paper, full original gum, lightly hinged.
A tough pair to find, XF LH
2,000.00

698



#175, 1930 20c Brown Red Harvesting Wheat A premium mint upper left Plate No. 1 block of four,
well centered and fresh with full original gum, seldom seen so nice, VF NH
700.00

699



#190a, 1931 10c George Etienne Cartier Pristine imperforate mint pair with full to large margin and
full immaculate original gum, never hinged. Tough to find in such nice quality, VF NH
1,300.00
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700



X701

#191i, 1932 3c on 2c Deep Red, Die II "Arch" Provisional Surcharge Mint block of nine showing
the 'Extended Moustache' variety on centre stamp, well centered and fresh, VF NH
315.00

X702

701

P

#211-216, 1935 1c-13c Silver Jubilee Issue Selected set of six plate proof singles, printed in issued
colours on card mounted india paper, large margined and VF-XF
Est. 600.00

702

P

#217-222, 1935 1c-8c King George V Short set of plate proof pairs, printed in issued colours on card
mounted india paper, each with large margins, choice, VF+
Est. 1,000.00

703

P

#217-227, 1935 10c-$1 King George V Pictorial Issue Complete set of eleven plate proof singles,
printed in the issued colour on card mounted india paper, choice and attractive, VF-XF Est. 1,250.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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704



#217-220, 1935 King George V Selection of eight different plate inscription strips of twenty, well
centered, NH unless otherwise mentioned, includes 1c LR pl. 1; 2c UR pl. 2 (LH in selvedge), 2c UL
pl. 3, 2c UR pl. 3; 3c LR pl. 5 (one stamp LH), 3c UL pl. 6, 3c UL pl. 8 (one stamp LH); 4c UR pl. 1;
also 2c LR pl. 3 block of 12. A very nice and difficult to assemble group, VF
Est. 500.00

705



#228iv + variety, 1935 1c Green King George V, Perf 8 Vertically Repair paste-up coil strip of
four, third stamp shows the 'Narrow 1' variety, well centered for this, a very scarce combination of
varieties, F-VF NH
Est. 250.00

706



#249/E11, 1946 (June 23) Presentation Booklet Gold silk covers with red Maple Leaf and "CPO /
Canada" within centre on front cover, cord attached to spine, fly leaf inside with Post Office
Department Canada / Firth Congress of the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain / Rio de Janeiro
1946; containing regular issues (249-262, 268-273), airmails (C8, C9, CE1-CE3) and special delivery
(E10-E11) issued during 1942-1946 period, all in well centered and fresh mint never hinged blocks
of four; only 120 were made for the occasion; considerably less have survived. VF (Catalogue value
for stamps alone $1,775)
1,000.00
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707



#249a-262a, 1942-1943 1c-$1 King George VI "War" Issue A fabulous complete mint set of
fourteen imperforate pairs, each with corner margins (various positions); 50c is NH, five other values the 3c dark carmine, 5c, 8c, 20c and the $1 - are LH in selvedge only leaving stamps NH. A fresh and
choice set, XF LH/NH
8,450.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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A FLAWLESS MINT NEVER HINGED INVERT SEAWAY
AN ICON IN CANADIAN PHILATELY

708



#387a, 1959 5c St. Lawrence Seaway An impressive and visually stunning corner margin mint single
of the INVERTED SEAWAY; very well centered with bright colours on fresh paper and with full
pristine original gum that has never been hinged, uncharacteristic for this error and seldom seen in
such premium quality. A superb stamp in all respects, XF NH
16,000.00
Expertization: 1983 PF certificate
A FABULOUS MINT NEVER HINGED EXAMPLE OF THE FAMOUS ST. LAWRENCE
SEAWAY INVERT THAT WILL SATISFY EVEN THE MOST ADVANCED COLLECTOR.
FLAWLESS EXAMPLES ARE VERY RARE. THE SEAWAY INVERT IS ONE OF CANADA'S
MOST DOCUMENTED AND POPULAR STAMPS, AND WAS ITS FIRST EVER MAJOR
ERROR.

709



#387a, 1959 5c St. Lawrence Seaway An exceptionally well centered mint example of the celebrated
INVERTED SEAWAY error, sheet margin at left, bright fresh colours and with full original gum,
lightly hinged. A choice example of this popular and well documented Canadian modern error, XF
LH; 1965 RPSL cert.
16,000.00
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710

710

713

E

711

714

1950s 4c Indian Head Plate essay block of four from the upper left sheet corner on gummed stamp
paper, printed in black, red, green and fawn; never issued likely owing to the high cost of a fourcolour printing process. Very appealing and scarce, VF NH
Est. 750.00

712

711



#463vii, 1971 15c Centennial, HB, DEX Lower right blank (as issued) corner block of four showing
the elusive "Plastic Flow" (doubling of "15") variety, more prominent on right-hand stamps, fresh and
VF NH
900.00

712



#463vii, 1971 15c Centennial, HB, DEX Upper right blank (as issued) corner block of four showing
the elusive "Plastic Flow" (doubling of "15") variety, clearly shown on right-hand stamps, fresh and
VF NH
900.00

713



#468B + variety, 1970 6c Black on Hibrite Paper, Perf 10 Horizontally Mint coil strip of three,
showing the genuine and elusive double perforations error, particularly noticeable above and below
centre stamp, VF NH
Est. 200.00+

714



#468Ac, 1969 6c Orange on Dull Fluorescent Paper Imperforate coil pair, pristine and VF NH
400.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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716

715



#550a, 1971 8c Slate on Fluorescent Paper, PVA Gum Imperforate coil mint pair, characteristic
centering, fresh and scarce, VF NH
750.00

716



#614a + variety, 1973 15c RCMP Musical Ride Choice imperforate mint pair with sheet margin at
left, showing the rare double impression on top stamp; much nicer than most known examples, VF
NH
Est. 750.00+

719

717

718

717



#677aiii, 1975 8c Christmas Upper left corner block of four with black inscriptions triple printed; a
visually striking error, VF NH
800.00

718



#704a, 1977 (25c) Silver Jubilee A scarce mint single, untagged and completely missing silver "25"
denomination; a pristine stamp showing an elusive missing colour error, VF NH; 2002 AIEP cert.
1,500.00

719



#715b, 1978 (14c) Parliament Mint single, tagged, red colour (engraved) completely omitted; only
showing trace of embossing of the stamp. A striking error of which only one sheet was ever found, VF
NH
500.00

May 28th, 2011
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721

720



#716c, 1978 14c "White Queen" An attractive top sheet margin mint example of this striking error of
colour; untagged with red (background) colour completely omitted, VF NH
2,000.00

721



#726b, 1981 ($1) Fundy National Park (Plate 2) Major error, untagged with black (engraved)
inscriptions completely omitted, VF NH
1,000.00

722



#839 + variety, 1979 15c Wooden Train Mint sheet of fifty stamps with blank (field stock) corners,
showing Repellex inking error on three stamps; the first one we have seen on this stamp, VF NH
(Not Illustrated) Est. 250.00+

723

724

723



#841a, 1979 (35c) Knitted Stuffed Doll A choice mint example, gold colour and tagging omitted; a
popular major modern error, VF NH
1,750.00

724



#878i, 1981 (17c) Antique Mandora Mint single showing the triple error; printed on gum side,
untagged and missing gold inscriptions. A striking and most appealing modern error, choice and VF
NH
2,000.00

725



#924c, 1983 32c "Maple Leaf in Winter" A striking mint example with beige background and
tagging completely omitted. A scarce and desirable missing colour error, VF NH
1,500.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

726
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727

726



#934a, 1984-1985 ($1) Glacier National Park (CBN Printing) Unusually well centered mint single,
missing the dark blue (engraved) inscriptions. Only three sheets of 25 stamps were discovered;
majority being centered high, making this example much more desirable, VF NH
1,250.00+

727



#936a, 1985 ($2) Banff National Park Sheet margin mint single with blue green inscriptions
(engraving) completely omitted, a scarce major error, F-VF NH
1,500.00

728



#1165c, 1165d, 1165iv, 1988 38c Parliament Three mint singles; on Slater paper printed on gum side
and other with double impression of all litho colours; also single same as latter but on the
Peterborough paper, VF NH
725.00

729



#1166c, 1989 39c Flag over Clouds (AP Printing), Perf 12.8x13.1 Matched set of blank (as issued)
corner blocks of four with the scarce perforation change. VF NH
500.00
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730

731

730



#1171c, 1989 44c Walrus (Slater Paper), Perf 13.8x13.1 Key single with the scarce perforation
change, pristine mint, VF NH
550.00

731



#1171c, 1989 44c Walrus (Slater Paper), Perf 13.8x13.1 A sought-after mint single with the scarce
perforation change, VF NH
550.00

732



#1172d, 1990 45c Pronghorn, Perf 13.1 Change Blank (as issued) corner blocks of four; upper left,
lower left and lower right sheet corner blocks, VF NH
(Not Illustrated) 450.00

X733

X734

733



#1174i, 1989 59c Musk Ox (Slater Paper), Perf 14.4x13.8 Three imprint blocks of four (UL, UR &
LL) with plate inscriptions, scarce, VF NH
750.00

734



#1175a, 1990 61c Timber Wolf, Perf 13.1 Matched set of blank (as issued) corner blocks of four
with the perforation change, scarce and desirable, VF NH
1,800.00

735



#1177i, 1988 74c Wapiti (Rolland Paper), Perf 12x12½ A desirable mint single from the lower right
corner on this elusive paper, characteristic full white original gum; light disturbance entirely confined
to lower margin. A key stamp, missing from most collections, VF NH
900.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

X736
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738

736



#1179b, 1990 78c Beluga Whale, Perf 13.1 Change Matched set of blank (as issued) corner blocks
of four with the better perforation; small ink smear on reverse of lower left block in selvedge only, VF
NH
900.00

737

~

#1180ii, 1990 80c Peary Caribou, Perf 13.1 A well centered used example, GT4 tagging, major error
missing dark blue colour at top and violet background colour error, very scarce, VF; 2007 Greene
Foundation cert.
2,000.00

738



#1194C + variety, 1990 40c Blue Grey Flag on Dull Fluorescent Paper Mint coil strip of four with
two stamp impressions completely omitted (start and end tabs do not exist on this issue), also showing
a three-bar tagging variety, top pair with inspector's red pen marking. Very few exist, a most striking
error, VF NH (Unlisted in Unitrade and R. Harris catalogues)
Est. 500.00+

Have you been thinking of selling your collection?
Call us at 1(800) 667-8267 and ask for Gary J. Lyon.
Give your collection the attention it deserves.
Consign your stamps to Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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X739

X741

739



#1250ii, 1989 38c Canadian Infantry Regiments Matched set of plate imprint blocks of four; scarce
as almost all were accidentally trimmed at the printer, VF NH
1,000.00

740



#1292b, 1990 39c Canadian Folklore Lower right corner imperforate se-tenant mint block of four
showing "traffic lights" at right; couple light fingerprints on gum as usually seen on this issue. A rare
and appealing multiple, VF NH
3,000.00

741



#1292d, 1990 39c Canadian Folklore, Perf 12.5x12 Matched set of plate inscription blocks of four
with the perforation change; very scarce as most known corner blocks are blank, VF NH
1,200.00

742

743

742



#1358ai, 1992 43c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate mint pair with large even margins, VF NH
1,200.00

743



#1362ii, 1998 45c Flag over Building (Small Format; CBN Printing) Imperforate mint pair in
pristine condition, VF NH
750.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

X744

185

X745

744



#1370a, 1995 (December) 71c Chestnut, Perf 14.4x13.8 Matched set of blank (as issued) corner
blocks of four with the elusive perforation change, a scare item with a bright future, VF NH 1,500.00

745



#1374ii, 1996 90c Elberta Peach, Perf 14.4x13.8 Matched set of blank (field stock) corner blocks of
four with the scarce perforation change, VF NH
Est. 500.00

746



#1376a, 1994 ($2) Provincial Normal School, Truro (LM Printing), Perf 14.6x14 Striking mint
example with dark green (engraved) inscriptions omitted, scarce as only 68 are known to exist, VF
NH; 2009 AIEP cert.
1,500.00

747



#1442b, 1992 42c Canada in Space Se-tenant mint pair with the rare missing hologram major error
on right stamp, VF NH; with photocopy of 2008 Greene certificate for a pane from which it originates.
2,500.00
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748



#1446-1447, 1992 42c Order of Canada Se-tenant mint pair, tagged, trial colour printing with yellow
green frames instead of the issued gold; unusual and unlisted, VF NH; 2007 Greene Foundation cert.
Est. 300.00

749



#1520ai, 1994 43c XV Commonwealth Games Se-tenant mint pair showing silver inscriptions
instead of gold as issued; a scarce and striking error, VF NH
1,000.00

750



#1534ii, 1994 52c Christmas Carolling Complete plate inscription sheet of fifty stamps; minor gum
bend in left sheet margin only; a very scarce intact sheet, this stamp was printed in anticipation of a
rate change that was not approved, VF NH, Unitrade $10,600.
Est. 2,500.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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751



#1534ii, 1535ii, 1994 52c & 90c Christmas Carolling Mint unissued denominations printed in
anticipation of a rate increase that was not approved, VF NH
800.00

752



#1683a, 2000 47c Queen Elizabeth II Pristine imperforate mint pair with sheet margin at left, VF NH
900.00

753

754

753



#1764b, 1998 45c Christmas Angel, Perf 13.1x13.6 (Sheet Format) Upper right plate inscription
block of four with the elusive perforation change, choice VF NH
2,500.00

754



#1764b, 1998 45c Christmas Angel, Perf 13.1x13.6 (Sheet Format) Lower right plate imprint block
of four with the scarce perforation change, VF NH
2,500.00
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755

756

755



#1764b, 1998 45c Christmas Angel, Perf 13.1x13.6 (Sheet Format) Upper right plate imprint block
with the scarce perforation variety, VF NH
2,500.00

756



#1764b, 1998 45c Christmas Angel, Perf 13.1x13.6 (Sheet Format) Upper right plate inscription
block of four showing the scarce perforation change; a key and sought-after Christmas stamp, VF NH
2,500.00

758

757

760

759

757



#1767i, 1999 46c Year of the Rabbit Mint single from the upper right sheet margin with inscriptions
and "traffic lights"; red colour omitted and untagged. A popular modern error, VF NH
1,250.00

758



#1878ii, 2000 (47c) Stylized Maple Leaf, Serpentine Die Cut 8.5 Horizontal Mint self-adhesive
coil single with blue inscriptions omitted error, VF NH
900.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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759



#1883a, 2001 47c Year of the Snake Pristine mint single with sheet margin at right, with gold
Chinese Symbol omitted; a popular modern error, VF NH; 2009 AIEP cert.
(Illustrated on Page 188) 2,000.00

760



#1931i, 2002 48c Flag over Canada Post Office Head Office, Serpentine Die Cut 8.5 Mint selfadhesive stamp, with blue colour completely omitted (sky is purple instead of blue), VF NH
(Illustrated on Page 188) 500.00

761

762

761



#1969a, 2003 48c Year of the Ram Mint single with gold Chinese inscriptions omitted, VF NH
600.00

762



#2239ii, 2007 "P" (Permanent) Christmas Reindeer, Self-Adhesive Imperforate pair from booklet
of twelve stamps, completely missing die cut error; only six panes (36 pairs) reported to date, VF NH
800.00

763



#BK60b, 1968 6c Orange, NF paper, Perf 10 Booklet with complete pane of twenty five stamps and
two labels; the very rare miscut error "Label - Stamp - Label" on top row, overall gum disturbance
ending with severe thinning towards bottom two rows, otherwise well centered with intact perforations
on both sides and VF appearance. Among the most important Centennial issue errors; very few are
known to exist. (Unitrade $5,000)
Est. 1,000.00
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764

764

766



765

#C7, 1942 6c Blue "War" Issue Brilliant fresh mint upper right Plate No. 2 block of four, nicely
centered with full original gum; an elusive plate block, VF NH
675.00

767

765



#CL4, 1924 (October 2) (25c) Red Laurentide Air Service (Fifth Printing), Rouletted at Top
Well centered mint booklet pane of two, deep fresh colour; natural printing ink offset on reverse of
one stamp, VF NH
600.00

766



#CL4, 1924 (October 2) (25c) Red Laurentide Air Service (Fifth Printing), Rouletted at Top
Lovely fresh and selected mint single, VF NH
300.00

767



#CL4, 1924 (October 2) (25c) Red Fifth Issue Laurentide Air Service (Fifth Printing) Fresh mint
booklet pane of two, full original gum, lightly hinged in tab only, stamps NH, VF
400.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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768



#CL6, 1926 (March 6) (25c) Jack V. Elliot Air Service Red on Yellow Background of Zig-Zag
Lines Fresh mint pane of eight stamps; small black mark entirely confined to left selvedge, scarce and
F-VF NH
900.00

769



#CL9, CL9d, 1926 (April 7) (25c) Elliot-Fairchilds Air Service Two different mint panes; first is
the normal pane, some perf separations in places and two pieces of corner selvedge missing; second
pane is well centered with the inverted stamp (Position 4), trivial gum wrinkle on position 3, otherwise
fresh and in excellent state of preservation. F-VF NH
935.00

770



#CL9b, 1926 (April 7) (25c) Elliot-Fairchilds Air Service Pristine fresh well centered horizontal
tete-beche mint pair, XF NH
225.00
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771



772

#CL12, 1926 (25c) Ultramarine Fairchild Air Transport Well centered and fresh mint pane of ten
with inverted stamps on right column, full original gum, one stamp LH, others NH, VF
500.00

773

772



#CL15, 1927 (September 1) (25c) Green & Red on Yellow (Style One) Fresh mint single with 5c
(Type B) ascending overprint in black, with full original gum, VF NH
335.00

773



#CL15c, 1927 (September 1) (25c) Green & Red on Yellow (Style One) Well centered and fresh
mint single with 5c (Type B) descending overprint in red, with full original gum, seldom seen, VF LH
500.00

774

775

774



#CL18, 1926 (July 7) (50c) Black & Red on Blue (Style Two) Selected fresh and well centered mint
single with full original gum, VF NH
300.00

775



#CL19b, 1927 (May 20) (50c) Black & Red on Blue (Style Two) Well centered mint single with
10c (Type A) ascending overprint in dark red, VF OG
350.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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776



#CL21a, 1927 (June 1) (50c) Black & Red on Blue (Style Two) Exceptional mint single, well
centered within large margins with "RED LAKE" (Type D) ascending overprint in violet; a very rare
stamp with only 16 printed, VF LH
1,500.00

777



#CL25e, 1927 (June 11) (50c) Green and Red on Yellow (Style Three), Rouletted A choice mint
pane of eight (Plate 13) with 5c Type B descending overprint in green, shows the malformed third "O"
of "LOOKOUT" at position 7, full pristine original gum; VF NH
975.00
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#CL25e, 1927 (June 11) (50c) Green & Red on Yellow (Style Three) Lower left sheet corner mint
single with 5c (Type B) descending overprint in green with third "O" of "LOOKOUT" malformed
(Position 7; "O" filled), with full original gum, attractive and VF LH
400.00

779



#CL25f, 1927 (June 11) (50c) Green & Red on Yellow (Style Three) Lower left sheet corner mint
single with 5c (Type B) descending overprint in black with third "O" of "LOOKOUT" malformed
(Position 7), with full original gum, VF LH
400.00

780



#CL28, 1927 (September 1) (50c) Green and Red on Yellow (Style Three) Mint pane of eight
(Plate 8) with 10c Type A overprint in red and additional 5c Type C overprint in black, trivial roulette
separation in margin; seldom seen, VF LH
1,050.00

781



#CL40, 1927 (May 1) (10c) Black with Pink Background Western Canada Airways Mint pane of
50, quite well centered and fresh; perf separations in places, F-VF NH
(Not Illustrated) 525.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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782



#CL43, 1928 (March 5) (10c) Green & Red on Yellow Patricia Airways Ltd, Rouletted Mint
(Plate 8) pane of eight, minor edge crease at lower left well away from stamps, LH in selvedge only
leaving all stamps VF NH
480.00

783



#CL49, 1930 (July 21) (10c) Purple Commercial Airways Ltd A well centered mint example
perforated on all four sides, very lightly hinged. Of the 2,000 printed only 600 stamps are perforated
on all sides, VF VLH
175.00+

784



#CL50, 1930 (December 6) (10c) Orange Commercial Airways Ltd. Fresh well centered pane of
ten showing break in oval (Position 1), minor gum disturbance on top pair, otherwise VF NH
(Catalogued as hinged)
(Not Illustrated) 175.00
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785

P

#E1, 1898 10c Blue Green Special Delivery An exceptional plate proof block of four printed in the
issued colour on card mounted india paper, sheet margin at left and full even margins on other sides,
pristine fresh with sharp impression; only 73 examples fo this proof exist, several of which are faulty,
superb and rarely offered as a multiple, XF showpiece
4,000.00

786



#E4, 1930 20c Henna Brown A spectacular mint single, extremely well centered within amazingly
large margins, full original gum, XF VLH GEM
Est. 150.00+

787



#F1b, 1889 2c Scarlet Registration on Vertical Wove Paper, Perf 12 An exceptionally choice and
precisely centered mint example with gorgeous "post office" fresh colour; an early 1889 printing of
this key and elusive shade, with full original gum that has never been hinged, seldom encountered in
such top-quality, XF NH; 1996 PSE and 2005 Greene Foundation certificates.
1,500.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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788



#J10a, 1930-1932 10c Dark Violet Second Postage Due Left sheet margin mint block of four
imperforate horizontally originating from the unique sheet. Faint trivial toning mentioned for the
record, off-centre as always. A very scarce perforation error especially as a block, Fine NH 4,500.00

789



#J11a, 1934 1c Dark Violet Postage Due Pristine fresh imperforate mint pair, full to large margins
and with full immaculate original gum; scarce so nice, VF NH
1,000.00

790



#J15a-J20a, 1935 1c-10c Postage Dues Set of four imperforate pairs, each with large margins and
full original gum, VF NH
1,500.00
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A PHENOMENAL FIVE-CENT WAR TAX PLATE MULTIPLE
THE FINEST IN EXISTENCE

791



#MR2B, 1915 5c Blue Admiral (Wet Printing) Two-Line "WAR TAX" Overprint A fabulous
upper left plate inscription "OTTAWA - No - A10" block of eight stamps showing large portion of
guideline at top left, minor perf separation entirely confined to sheet margin at top; this plate block is
remarkably well centered and has deep rich colour, couple light hinge marks in selvedge only leaving
all eight stamps NEVER HINGED. To the best our knowledge this is the finest plate multiple of the
Five-cent blue War Tax among the mere few that still exist. A superb plate multiple destined for a
gold-medal exhibit, Extremely Fine NH Catalogue valuation $12,800 for stamps only Est. 12,500.00+
Note: After exhaustive searching for comparable plate multiple of the Five-cent War Tax, we were
astound by its rarity. Important past collections of the Admiral Issue such as Lussey (1981), Marler
(1982; two sales), Jephcott (1990), Abe Charkow (1995-1996; three parts), Robert Bayes (1996),
Leonard Beck (2006), all had significant holdings of plate multiples. Among those “name-sales”, the
closest we were able to find was a bottom Plate No. 5 strip of three, hinged and centered low which
originated from the Abe Charkow collection (Eastern Auctions, August 1995, Lot 1024).
A MAGNIFICENT HIGH QUALITY PLATE BLOCK RANKING AMONG THE MOST
DESIRABLE AND RAREST OF ALL PLATE MULTIPLES OF THE ADMIRAL ERA.

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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793

792



#OA105, 1c Yellow, Die I (Wet Printing), 5-Hole OHMS (Position A) A very rare mint block of
four, staining on upper left stamp, large part original gum, lower left stamp never hinged. The first
time we have seen a mint multiple of the One cent yellow of the Admiral issue, F-VF; 2010 Greene
Foundation cert.
Est. 750.00+

793



#OA107, 2c Green (Wet Printing), 5-Hole OHMS (Position A) A very rare mint block of four,
quite well centered, light soiling from gum soak on upper left stamp, with large part original gum,
lower pair is never hinged. The first mint multiple of the Two-cent green Admiral we can recall
seeing, ideal for a serious collection, F-VF OG; clear 2010 Greene Foundation cert.
Est. 750.00+

794



#O9a, 1949-1950 50c Lumbering "O.H.M.S." Official Overprint Lower left sheet margin Plate
No. 1 strip of ten stamps, one without period after "S" (Pos. 47); an elusive overprint variety, fresh and
with full original gum, never hinged, almost Very Fine centering (Unitrade $4,510)
Est. 2,000.00

Have you been thinking of selling your collection?
Call us at 1(800) 667-8267 and ask for Gary J. Lyon.
Give your collection the attention it deserves.
Consign your stamps to Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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795



#O15, 1950 4c Dark Carmine King George VI "O.H.M.S." Official Overprint Well centered
lower left Plate No. 3 block of four, lightly hinged in selvedge only, stamps never hinged; a scarce
KGVI era plate block, VF LH
900.00

796



#O38a, 1951-1952 50c Textile Industry, Flying "G" Official Overprint Upper left Plate No. 2 mint
block of four, fresh and scarce, VF NH
750.00

798
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797



#O47a, 1963 2c Cameo "G" Official Overprint Left margin vertical strip of twenty, top pair with
"G" Official overprint omitted error, well centered and fresh. Rarely seen especially as a complete
positional strip, VF NH
4,125.00

798

P

#OX2, 1902-1907 Officially Sealed Queen Victoria Plate proof single in issued colour on card
mounted india paper, sheet margin at left, close at foot to large margins, scarce, F-VF
(Illustrated on Page 200) Est. 750.00
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PRECANCELS

799

~

BAR PRECANCELS Old-Time Collection Old-time collection mounted on quadrilled pages with
over 125 different Bar Type precancels from Styles R to W; plus some faulty-looking stamps ignored
in valuation. Also another 31 examples of the 1c Small Queen and one ½c black with precancel styles
ranging from B to M (not included in catalogue value) and showing a nice range of doubles, triples,
verticals, etc. Noted many scarcer types between Style R to W such as R-36-D, T-43, T-51-VD, T-78D, T-85, U-34-V, U-36-V, U-89-VD, U-89-VD, U-90-V, V-151, V-195-D, V-197, W-219, etc.
Overall quality ranges from mixed but nice appearance to Very Fine, overall nicer than normally
encountered. Standard Precancel catalogue value for Style R to W only is $2,671.
Est. 500.00+

800

~

BAR PRECANCELS Balance of Consignment An old time lot mounted on quadrilled pages, Bar
Types to City Types (Brandon to Weston); also over 50 bundles of precancels KGV & KGVI Money
Order Office or Bar Types; a couple Hoover Brother's Canada Precancel catalogues (July 1938 and
1947 editions); many loose on old stockcards, etc. Inspect.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 250.00+

801

CITY PRECANCELS #Webb KP52i, 1c Green King George V "Medallion" Private order multicolour Indianapolis Speedway picture postal card, precancelled "3100" numeral (Hamilton); minor
corner crease at upper right, addressed to Bridgen, Ont. A very scarce item, VF
Est. 300.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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802

~

CITY PRECANCELS Extensive Old-Time Collection Mounted on quadrilled pages, organized by
Towns from Brandon to Winnipeg (less Montreal and Toronto lotted separately). A total of 925
precancels, the majority being different (plus a further 60 examples ignored in the count to obvious
faults). Noted many dozen precancels in the $20 to $40 range, too numerous to mention. Overall
quality as expected ranges from mixed (but nice appearance) to mainly Fine or better. A very solid
collection offering an excellent opportunity to acquire a strong collection on this fascinating field.
Standard Precancel catalogue value $11,083+.
Est. 3,500.00+

803

~

CITY PRECANCELS Toronto City Type Precancels Old-time collection mounted on quadrilled
pages, from Style 2 to 15, a total 212 stamps, majority are different (plus some faulty-looking
examples not counted nor catalogued). Includes several doubles, inverted double, and scarcer types,
such as 3-90-UI, 6-119, 7-108-D, 7-110-I (+ variety), 7-113-ID, 7-117-ID, 8-113-I, 9-112, 11-170, 12153, etc. Overall quality ranges from mixed (nice appearance) to Very Fine and nicer than normally
encountered. Standard Precancel catalogue value $2,591.
Est. 750.00+

804

~

CITY PRECANCELS Montreal City Type Precancels Old-time collection mounted on quadrilled
pages, from Style 1 to 10, with total 147 stamps the majority of which are different (some faulty
looking examples not counted nor catalogued). Includes several double, inverted double, and scarcer
types, such as 2-89-D, 2-89-ID, 4-94-I, 4-95-I, 4-149-D, 5-112, 5-112-I, 5-106-D, 6-105-D, 6-141-I,
7-149-D, 7-165a-D, etc. Overall quality ranges from mixed (but nice appearing) to Very Fine. Nicer
than normally encountered. Standard Precancel catalogue value $1,815.
Est. 500.00+
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805

806

805

E

CANADA REVENUES PROVINCIAL Law Stamp Upper right plate essay block of four of the 5c
(unissued denomination) in blue with "L.C." overprint in red, with plate imprint at right, on card
mounted india paper, VF and attractive
Est. 500.00

806

E

CANADA REVENUES PROVINCIAL 1864 (circa.) 30c Green Upper right plate essay proof
block of four with "S" overprint in red, with plate imprint at right; intended for use as a Supreme
Court Law Stamp in Upper and Lower Canada. The only denomination prepared with "S" overprint
and never issued; most attractive and scarce, VF
Est. 500.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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CANADA LARGE LOTS AND COLLECTIONS

807

~ Intact Mint / Used Collection Offered as received on computer-printed pages, each in plastic
protector and housed in a padded binder with slipcase. Starts with Pence 1851-1859 (12 stamps)
including used #10 and #13 (latter with 1999 Greene cert.); "Cents" 1859-1867 (24 stamps) noted
range of shades, printings, also key used #16; Large Queens (30 stamps mostly used) includes
watermarked stamps, early shades, used 1c & 3c on laid paper; Small Queens (61) with printings,
shades, perfs, noted scarcer used #37d 3c red, perf 12½ (2008 Greene cert.); followed by complete
mint 1897 Jubilee set to $5. Very solid representation starting from the 1897 Queen Victoria "Leaf"
Issue all the way through 1970, very few stamps are used, but includes extra coil pairs mint or used.
Back-of-book with complete mint airmails, special deliveries, registration, also complete either mint /
used postage dues, war tax. Condition on pre King George V era is generally mixed (faults) to sound
examples, mainly fine appearance, but quality increases notably from Admiral issue to end of regular
issues, noted many NH stamps, etc. Enormous catalogue value; viewing will be rewarded.
Est. 6,500.00+

808

~ Extensive Mint / Used 1852-1952 Collection Neatly displayed in black mounts on Scott album pages
in a thick deluxe Scott three-ring album with slipcase, with several hundred different including
singles, multiples, booklet panes and coils (singles, pairs and strips). Starts with a few used Pence
issues including 6p greenish grey on wove, ½p rose with four-ring "19", 3p red on ribbed paper, nice
representation of "Cents" and Large & Small Queens with various printings, shades, papers. 1897
Jubilee (mint up to $1, plus a $2 used) then virtually complete mint up to 1953 including most booklet
panes and coil stamps. Noted several items not listed in Scott but counted as normal; also noted
several plate proofs (Unitrade catalogue value $3,960) such as 1897 Jubilee complete set of 16
(counted as fine) in issued colour on card mounted india paper, a 3c "Leaf" (69P) pair and 1935 2c &
5c Silver Jubilee (212P, 214P) pairs. Some flaws to expected on earlier issues, but quality increases
from Fine to Very Fine beginning from the 1911-1927 Admiral issue to end of period covered. Scott
Classic 2011 US$42,761 (excluding the plate proofs mentioned above). A solid collection ideal for
continuation.
Est. 5,000.00+
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~ Clean and Fresh Old-Time Collection Mounted with easily peelable hinges on quadrilled leaves in
springback album, starts with a collection of mint singles from Jubilees to 1930s, coil pairs from
Scroll to KGVI era, airmails and special delivery; followed by a collection of mint blocks of four,
(generally with bottom pair NH) starting with 1898 Christmas Map (three mint blocks), strong
showing of Admirals (21 different blocks), 1927 Historical & Confederation, 1928-1929 1c-8c
"Scroll", late KGV issues, etc. Also some mint booklet panes, plate blocks and a small section of used
stamps. Overall fresh mint and with centering generally Fine to Very Fine. A nice lot with huge
catalogue value. Worth inspection.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 2,000.00+

810

~

811

~ Substantial Mint / Used Accumulation Several hundred including good Large and Small Queens
issues, starts with "Cents" Issues (noted some plate varieties such as 5c Major Re-entry), then a
concentrated group of Large Queens from ½c to 15c including wide range of shades, printings,
postmarks, papers, etc. Small Queens to 1908 Quebec Tercentenary are also well represented mint /
used; faults to be expected but mainly Fine or better with many nice stamps to be found, potential for
better findings.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,500.00+

812

~ Pence to Small Queen Collection Predominantly used in mixed condition, starts with a sound used
#1 (2010 Greene cert.) followed by a range of used Pence and Cents including #4 (7 singles and one
on cover), #7, #8, couple proofs 9TCi, 2TCvii, #14 (unused), #15 (part OG), 17a (unused), nice 15 +
17 on piece dated (NO 14 66), range of used 1c to 17c, etc. Large Queens generally with faults, but
includes a few unused examples and a total of 45 used stamps. Small Queens also with a mint or
unused set plus several pages displaying various postmarks, cancels, shades, etc. Also mint
Registration 2c and 5c, plus an unused and VF centered 8c. Variable condition but noted many sound
stamps. Needs careful examination. A valuable lot with high catalogue value.
Est. 3,500.00+

Extensive Used Collection Housed in a blue stockbook with several hundred different from 1859
to1977, noted some earlies (#13 faulty), used $1 (VF used), also the $2, $4, $5 with parcel
cancellations. Very well represented from 1897 "Leaf" to 1977 including high values, coils (often in
pairs); back-of-book with 4-hole OHMS (43 different; including high values to $1, airmails, etc.),
overprinted officials, war tax, airmails, special deliveries, registration and postage dues. Flaws to be
expected, especially on earlier issues, otherwise generally Fine to Very Fine, noted many selected
CDS postmarked stamps.
Est. 2,000.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

813

207

Three Pence Beaver Cover Lot Fifteen covers franked with the 3p Beaver (various shades, two on
laid paper). Includes better such as 3p laid paper pair (faulty from file fold) on Nov. 1851 cover to
New York, a single 3p laid (four margins and sound) on faulty Aug. 1852 cover, a pair of 3p on
August 1854 cover to New York, a single on registered cover dated July 1856 from City of Ottawa to
Pembroke, single (oxidized) with 4-ring '30' from Peterboro on mourning cover dated March 12 1857
(only 12 days following introduction of the four-ring postal device), two singles cancelled 4-ring '18'
on Sept. 1857 cover from Kingston to New York, single on Dec. 1858 registered cover (1d fee paid in
cash) from Toronto to Whitby, etc. Wide range of origin / destination, shades and printings. Overall
Mixed condition; some are Fine or better. An interesting lot for further study.
Est. 1,000.00+

814

~

Small Queen Hoard Large group of many dozen cover fronts of which over 60 bear a single 8c Small
Queen, noted many scarce Nova Scotia town postmarks, rest are mainly 3c vermilion frankings, etc.
Also stockbook with 236 used 8c Small Queens, plus a few others, etc. Unchecked for varieties and
well worth a look.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00

815



Comprehensive 1897-1935 Mint Collection in black mounts on computer-printed album pages,
starting from 1897 Jubilee and well represented to 1935. Includes #50-61 ($1 is VF OG) #64 (thins
but mint with VF appearance), #66-73, #74-84, #87i (NH), #89-95 (50c regummed), #96-103 (10c
regummed; 20c unused), Admiral issue with basic mint set and coil singles, also includes several
different printings, shades, war tax, a couple of lathework singles, noted some nice NH examples, a
#106aiii 2c squat printing booklet pane, several coil pairs and strips, etc. From Jubilee to Admiral
issues, gum problems or flaws to be expected in places, then from 1927 to 1935 mainly fine to very
fine with many stamps being never hinged. Worth a close look.
Est. 4,000.00+
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~

817

~ King George V and George VI Era Extensive Accumulation Stockbook filled with parallel mint /
used accumulations, starting with King George V "Admiral" issue noted better mint singles, multiples,
coils, early wet printings, followed by "Scroll" and "Arch" issues including high values. Light to
moderate duplication throughout, noted many NH examples, nice postmarks, plate blocks and
multiples, etc. Overall quality is clean and fresh. Worth a close look.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 750.00+

818



King George V "Scroll" Issue Plate Multiples Lot of 32 plate number multiples, from blocks of
four to plate strips of twenty (vertical format) or larger; centering ranges from fine to very fine, mostly
never hinged, different throughout and including 1c orange (4), 1c green, die I (1), 2c green (6), 2c
red, die I (8), 2c brown die I (10) and 2c brown, die II (3). An exceptional lot for the specialist with
many seldom seen positional blocks.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,500.00

819



Comprehensive Mint NH 1953-2009 Collection Carefully displayed in black mounts on clean
quadrilled pages with write-up, appears virtually COMPLETE from beginning of Elizabethan era to
end of 2009; includes all definitives and commemorative issues including souvenir sheets, booklet
panes, miniature panes, tagged issues (some paper, perforation varieties on the Centennial issues),
better perforation changes on late 1980s to 1990s definitives, overprinted "G" officials and postage
dues. In addition there is photo album with a range of Canada Post new issue notification cards (19901993), duplicated booklets in small box, a large black file sheet folder with oversized modern
booklets, sheetlets, panes, etc., plus various odds & ends issued by Canada Post stored in envelopes,
glassines, etc. The quality of the main collection is all selected centering mint never hinged; a choice
and very well presented collection, VF NH (Face value $4,600+)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 3,000.00+

820



Unusually Extensive 1954 Wilding Issue Collection Displayed on Lindner hingeless pages and
identified by owner; 1c to 5c denomination, including singles (34), booklet panes (7), plate blocks
(55), coils (32 single / pairs / strips) and 13 different start or end coil strips (four stamps and ten labels;
except for one strip). Appears all different with nice range of paper varieties, printing varieties, repair
paste-up coil strips, etc. An excellent basis to start a new area of specialization. Appears all NH (a few
used noted), chiefly VF, Unitrade catalogue value over $3,500.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 750.00+

821



1962-1963 Cameo Specialized Mint NH Collection Displayed on Lindner hingeless pages and
identified by owner; 1c to 5c denomination, including singles (87; several in strips of three or pairs),
booklet panes (6), plate blocks (23), coils (27 different singles / pairs / strips) and 9 different start or
end coil strips (all with four stamps and ten labels). Appears all different, mint NH (a few are used)
with extensive showing of tagging varieties, noted scarce cutting guidelines on the coil strips of four
(all values), repair paste ups, precancels, etc. A very difficult lot to assemble and perfect for further
expansion, F-VF. Unitrade catalogue value approx. $2,500.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 600.00+

822



Comprehensive 1967-1973 Centennial Collection Housed in a thick stockbook, all individually
identified by the owner; 1c to $1 denominations including singles (126), blocks of four (9), booklet
panes (28), miniature panes (4), precancelled warning strips of 20 (6), plate blocks (72), coils (24
different singles / pairs / strips). Appears all different and NH (a few are used), extensive showing of
tagging and paper varieties, etc. A clean lot ideal for further specialization, F-VF. Unitrade catalogue
value $5,009.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,000.00+

823



Semi-Official Airmail Selection Includes 20 different mint stamps and two used examples. Noted
mint CL2, 3, 5 (no gum), 10b, 11a, 18, 28, 45, etc. A few flaws or tone spots noted but overall Fine or
better. Unitrade $1,572.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 400.00

1897-1935 Used Collection in black mounts on computer-printed album pages, starting with Jubilee
½c to 50c (less 6c) plus $2, then mostly complete including coil issues and back-of-book with
airmails, war tax, and special deliveries. Also includes a few covers. Some faults to be expected in
places but overall fine or better.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 600.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

824

825

209

Semi-Official Cover Lot Seven covers including CL6 Rolling Portage to Red Lake (MAR 6 1926);
CL25c Patricia Airways commercial flight Red Lake (JUL 1 27) - Sioux Lookout (JUL 4); CL40
Western Canada Air Service Sioux Lookout (JAN 31 30) to Jackson Manion plus a return flight cover;
CL46 Cherry Red Airline Prince Albert (DEC 25 1929) to Ile a la Crosse and another (AUG 29 1930)
same origin to Waskesiu Lake; CL48 Aklavik NWT to Miami Florida, and another from Peace River
to Edmonton. A useful lot, F-VF or better
Est. 250.00

~

Impressive Permit Postage Stamp & Meters Collection Extensive lifetime collection with many
hundred cut outs from envelopes, somewhat organized by type of permits postage stamps and meter
postage stamps, by town and rates. Meters with high percentage from the 1930s/1940s era and on selfadhesive printed tapes; noted numerous parcel post and transit registers, government franks, multiple
value of denominations (same or different) side by side on same meter, beautiful and eclectic showing
of advertising meters, ministers / government department handstamps (not meters) and odds and ends.
Some mounted with adhesive tape (can be removed with lighter fluid) but mainly with hinges on
quadrilled pages, packed in three binders. Very hard to assemble; a wonderful opportunity for
someone looking for a new area of specialization, as much for the advanced collector. One of the best
collections of its kind we have seen, Fine to Very Fine
Est. 1,000.00+
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~

827

828

829

An Impressive Slogan Cancel Collection Organized by city / towns from Amherst to Yorkton, a
remarkable display of slogan cancellations, we counted 1,304 cut-outs from cover, appears all
different (years, type, town, etc.), stamps sometimes faulty since it was mainly collected for the
strikes, which have generally clear to superb impressions. Ranges from King George Admiral to King
George VI issues (1920s to 1940s). Various topics, beautiful cacheted slogans, WWII slogan, mute
daters, some Customs Duty Paid cancels, etc. The most extensive collection we can recall offering of
these interesting cancellations. Viewing is recommend to appreciate.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 350.00+
BABN Cacheted First Day Covers Lot of 133 different FDCs from 1970 to 1988, all are on British
American Bank Note Inc engraved business corner envelopes and self-addressed. Very few are
believed to have been made, a great lot for the FDC specialist, VF
(Not Illustrated) Est. 300.00

~

Remainder of Consignment Flat box with mostly covers, Canada from 1897 Jubilee to 1930s, other
British colonies, etc; few dozen covers and some stamps displayed on stockpage, etc. Mixed condition
throughout. Inspect.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 200.00+

Large Collection of Telephone Cards Total of 115 different phone cards mainly from mid-1990s to
early 2000, an extensive lot showing a very nice assortment of topical images including stamp
designs, most are $5 cards, some lower or higher values, and most are still sealed in original package.
An unusual and comprehensive group.
Est. 250.00
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CONDITION
The various grading of stamps are in order; Extremely Fine; Very Fine; Fine and Very Good. In the case of
sets, large blocks, sheets, etc., the condition quoted represents the average and quality above and below this
standard can be expected.
Mixed condition: in large lots, a range of condition can be expected, from small faults to Very Fine.

GUM
NH

Never Hinged – with full original gum in Post Office state and unmounted.

LH

Part OG

Lightly Hinged – with full original gum showing some evidence of a previous
hinge.
Original gum – showing some evidence of a previous hinge, a portion of which
may still be present.
Part original gum.

Unused

Unused without original gum, or regummed.

Ungummed

Without gum as issued.

OG

ESTIMATED VALUES
If an estimated cash value is given, it is shown in the description and always indicated by the abbreviation
“Est.”. It is used where the lot is large or where the actual value has little relation to the catalogue price. It
represents the auctioneer’s appraisal of the true CASH value of a lot and the figure is invariably close to
the actual realization. It is useless for mail bidders to list any bids that are only a low proportion of such
estimates.
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CATALOGUES AND HANDBOOKS USED IN LISTING
CANADIAN PROVINCES AND NEWFOUNDLAND SECTION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unitrade Specialized (2011 Edition)
Scott 2011 Classic Specialized Catalogue of Stamps & Covers 1840-1940
Scott 2011 Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue Volume 1 – 6
Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps & Covers (2011 Edition)
Stanley Gibbons Commonwealth & British Empire Stamps 1840-1970 (2011 Edition)
Robson Lowe, The Encyclopaedia of British Empire Postage Stamps Volume V North America, 1973
Robert H. Pratt, The Pence Issues of Newfoundland 1857 – 1866, Vincent G. Greene Philatelic Research
Foundation, 1982
Minuse and Pratt, The Essays and Proofs of British North America, 1970
Dalwick and Harmer, Newfoundland Air Mails 1919-1939, American Air Mail Society, 1st Edition, 1953
and second edition 1984.
Walsh Newfoundland Specialized Stamp Catalogue 6th Edition, 2006
Fred Jarrett, Stamps of British North America, Quarterman Publications, 1975
The Standard Canada Precancel Catalogue 6th Edition, The Unitrade Press
The Postal Service of Sierra Leone, P.O. Beale, RPSL 1988
E.S.J. Van Dam, The Canadian Revenue Stamp Catalogue, 2009 Edition, Unitrade Press
American Air Mail Catalogue, The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, 6th edition 1997

BIDDING INCREMENTS
The auctioneer may regulate the bidding at his discretion. However, to assist absentee bidders in establishing
their maximum bid for each lot, the increments shown below will be used in most cases. We recommend that
written bids conform to these increments (those which do not will be reduced to the previous level).

BIDDING IS CONDUCTED IN THE FOLLOWING INCREMENTS:
$10 - $50……………….. $2.00 $325 - $750…………… $25.00 $3,250 - $7,500……… $250.00
$55 - $130……………… $5.00 $800 - $1,500…………. $50.00 $8,000 - $20,000…….. $500.00
$140 - $300…………… $10.00 $1,600 - $3,000…..….. $100.00 $21,000 - OVER….... $1,000.00
TELEPHONE BIDS
Bids may be placed during office hours Monday to Friday from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM Atlantic Standard Time by
dialing 1 (506) 548-8986 or toll free in North America 1 (800) 667-8267. Bids may also be placed during the
viewing sessions only, by calling the hotel directly at 1 (902) 423-6331 and asking for “Eastern Auctions”.
Please note all telephone bids must be confirmed by mail, e-mail or fax.

FAXING OR E-MAILING YOUR BIDS
You can fax or e-mail your bids before 11:00 AM A.S.T. on the closing day of the auction.
Fax: 1 (506) 546-6627, or toll free in North America 1 (888) 867-8267.
E-mail address: easternauctions@nb.aibn.com or pam.ross@easternauctions.com

BIDDING BY MAIL
If you wish to mail your bid sheet please allow at least two weeks for delivery. We often receive mail bids after
the auction closing. These bids are unfortunately nullified. Bidders are urged to phone in their bids and then
mail in their confirmation.

WEB SITE
You can view this auction on our Web Site at www.easternauctions.com. For your convenience, we have
pictured almost every lot to facilitate your bidding. This will nicely compliment the catalogue due to
constraints presented by a printed format.
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Mr. Claude Michaud

P.O Box 31248 • Halifax • Nova Scotia • B3K 5Y1 • Canada
Tel: 1 (902) 443-5912 • Fax: 1 (902) 445-5795
E-mail: jcm.ph@ns.sympatico.ca

Ms. Amanda Lewis

1096 Queen St., Suite 293 • Halifax • NS • B3H 2R9 • Canada
Tel: 1 (902) 452-8254 • Fax: 1 (902) 423-2789
E-mail: arl1964@yahoo.ca

(For Mr. Gerald Tucker)

Mr. Harold B. Gordon

614-6505 CSL Road • Montréal • Québec • H4V 1G3 • Canada
Phone or Fax: 1 (514) 488-0445
E-mail: hbgordon@videotron.ca

Purser Associates

84 Webcower Road #2 • Arlington • MA • 02474-2323 • USA
Tel: 1 (857) 928-5140 • Fax: 1 (781) 777-1023
E-mail: info@pursers.com Web Site: www.pursers.com
Visa, MasterCard & American Express welcomed.

Mr. Charles Cwiakala

1527 S. Fairview Avenue • Park Ridge • IL • 60068 • USA
Phone or Fax: 1 (847) 823-8747
E-mail: cecwiakala@aol.com

Mr. Frank Mandel

P.O. Box 157 • New York • NY • 10014-0157 • USA
Tel: 1 (212) 675-0819 - Fax: 1 (212) 366-6462

Jean & Tony Lancaster

48 Woodbines Avenue • Kingston • Surrey • KT1 2AY • UK
Tel: (44) 020 8547 1220 • Fax: (44) 020 8547 1220
E-mail: jlaa@blueyonder.co.uk
Web Site: www.philafinder.com

Ms. Mary Weeks

8 Old House Close • Ewell • Epsom • Surrey • KT17 1LE • UK
Tel: (44) 020 8393 8217 • Fax: (44) 020 8393 1332
E-mail: mary@maryweeks.demon.co.uk
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